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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - PHASE I 

BUS RAPID TRANSIT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

I .0 INTRODUCTION 

Phase I effort on this program was initiated in mid-December 1974 1 and completed in 
late April 1975. The objectives of the study were to review potential transit corridors 
within the state and to recommend one or more corridors for further study and possible 
implementation of a bus rapid transit (BRT) demonstration. The project was limited to 
consideration of four metropolitan areas: Lansing/East Lansing, Flint 1 Grand Rapids, 
and Detroit. 

2.0 INITIAL CORRIDOR SCREENING 

Based on data supplied by the Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation 
and local agencies and on first-hand observations by members of the GM TSD staff, a 
total of 24 potential corridors were identified in the four metropolitan areas. The corri
dors were screened with respect to four parameters which were quantified, based on 
existing data, to measure potential for successful BRT implementation. The four para-
meters used in the screening process are: · 

e Daily travel demand in the corridor to selected major destinations 
e Traffic congestion as indicated by level of service estimates 
e Daily transit ridership in the corridor 
e Significant physical characteristics relating to relative ease of implementation 

In Table 1, the 24 corridors are identified by the major traffic route in the corridor, and 
data used for screening are summarized. As a result of the screening process, it was con
eluded that, although each of the three out-state urban areas includes at least one corri
dor in which some form of priority bus treatment may be feasible, none of them shores the 
overall potential of any one of the candidate corridors in the Detroit area. Therefore, 
after consultation with representatives from the Michigan Department of State Highways 
and Transportation 1 Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMT A) 1 Southeast 
Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG), and Detroit Department of Transportation 
(DDOT) 1 the following seven corridors--all in the Detroit area--were selected for further 
analysis: 

e East Jefferson 
"' Gratiot Avenue 
"' Lodge 
e Michigan/1-94 
e 1-75/Fort 
e Southfield Expressway 
• 1-94 Crosstown 

S-1 
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Corridor Route 

Lansing/East Lansing, Michigan 

East Grand River/Oakland 
East Saginaw/Oakland 
South Cedar 
South Logan 
West Saginaw 

Flint, Michigan 

North Saginaw/Detroit 
South Saginaw 
Dart Highway (N/S) 
1-475 (S) 
1•69 (E/W) 

Grand RaE ids, Michigan 

US-131/Divisian (S) 
US-131/Piainfield (N) 
28th Street (E/W) 
1-196 (SW) 
1-196 (E) 
Lake Michigan Drive (yY) 

Detroit, Michi~an 

Gratiot/1-94 
Mound,Nan Dyke 
Waodward/1-75 

Grand River/ Jeffries 

Michigan/1-94 
1-75/Fart 
1-696/ladge 
East Jefferson 

Table 1 Corridor Screening Characteristic Summary for BRT 

Total Trips To (One-Way) level of Current Transit 
MoiOr Destinations Service Ridership in Ease of Implementation/Remarks 

Daily Peak Hr Estimate Corridor 

13,443YV/11,287E D 2943 (Michigan) Park & ride space at Meridian Mall, 2-3 lanes/direeHon 
3761 c -- Oakland/Saginaw one-way pair through city, 3 lanes 
7207 B 873 Row width only 66 ft in places, 2 lanes/direction 
6821 c 452 At-grade RR crossings, row width= 66ft, 2 lanes/direction 
4407 D 447 Park & ride space at Lansing Mall, raw= 83ft most areas 

4323 F 2243 Some park & ride possibilities, curb cuts feasible most areas 
3323 E-F 428 Curb cuts feasible most areas 

1788N/2067S D-E -- Many traffic signals 
4053 A-B -- Few access ramps 

l907W/1573E A-B 439 Park & ride facilities potentially available 

495 0-E/D 1158 (Division) Ramp queue jumpers feasible most areas, freeway flows ~ell 
8378 D-E/D 853 (Plainfield) Possible park & ride at North Kent Mall 

22200/409W E -- Unsynchronized lights, frequent stops required, L&R turns 
3249 B-C -- Few stops required, park & ride space 
1n4 B-C -- No major implementation problems 
3715 c 164 Few stop lights, wide shoulders in outlying areas, 1-l/2 

lanes close in 

. 

42,641 12,934 D-E/D-E 22,447 Synchonized lights, narr~ median on 1-94 close in 
33,913 6,847 D-0/D-E -- Wide median on Mound, curb cuts tight on Van Dyke 
39' 143 7,299 D/E 52,848 Synchronized lights on Woodward, ramp queue jumpers 

feasible on 1-75 most areas 
45,686 12,074 D/C 8,590 Narrow median on Lodge, utilization of Jeffries will 

allow exclusive lane implementation 
22,730 4,747 D/D-E 9,561 MiChigan divided by median 
17,849 4,318 D-0/C-D J.1 '958 No service drives on 1-75, narrow median on 1-75 
36,989 7,157 D-E/E-F -- Service drives available some areas 
43,790 10,353 D-E 26,295 Synchronized lights, cross traffic minimized 

i 
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3.0 EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE CORRIDORS 

These seven corridors were then analyzed in greater detail to better assess potential for 
BRT implementation. Several computer programs were written to facilitate use of the 
1965 TALUS survey data for demand estimations. The morning peak period, from 7:00 
to 10:00 a.m., was used to estimate corridor demand. The 1965 survey data were ad
justed to account for changes in population by multiplying the trip production of each 
district by the ratio of estimated 1975 population to 1965 population. However, no 
attempt was made to account for changes in land use. Only trips to major destinations 
were considered. The selected destinations are among the top 60 attraction zones in 
Superdistricts 0 through 35. The total demand within each corridor for the selected 
destinations was screened on the basis of minimum trip length and trip directness via 
the BRT route to estimate the number of corridor trips which might be suitable for BRT 
travel. Person trips were eliminated from consideration if they involved travel of less 
than two miles on the BRT route. In addition, trips were eliminated on the basis of the 
directness criterion if the corridor access plus egress distance was greater than the straight
line distance between the origin and the destination. A trip matrix and related statistics 
were generated for each corridor as a result of this screening process. 

Three outputs of this demand analysis were used in the corridor evaluation. The total 
demand in each corridor for the selected destinations was used to provide a comparative 
measure of potential BRT demand. Each corridor was defined in terms of nodes where 
passengers are assumed to enter and leave the BRT system. The number of potential 
trips which would enter the BRT system at each node during the morning peak period-
the node load volumes--was tabulated for each corridor. The ratio of the three largest 
node load volumes to the total trip volume was used in the evaluation to provide a 
measure of the relative concentration of demand within each corridor. Finally 1 since 
the priority bus treatment of the line-haul portion of the trip provides the greatest po
tential for trip time reduction, a corridor having relatively long trips has a high poten
tial for trip time savings over competitive modes. Therefore, the average trip length 
on the corridor was used in the evaluation. 

Traffic congestion on the main route in each corridor was characterized by a statistic 
based on volume-to-capacity IY/C) ratios obtained from the 1970 Highway Assignment 
Network Data File created by SEMCOG and by the average peak-hour velocity based 
on a limited number of speed runs made by GM TSD staff. 

Two measures were used to characterize existing transit in each corridor. Morning peak
period (7:00 to 10:00 a.m.) ridership on DDOT and SEMTA buses entering the CBD on 
parallel routes within each corridor was tabulated from the Detroit Central Business Dis
trict Cordon Count prepared by the Traffic Research Division of the Detroit Department 
ofT ransportation. Route patronage data prepared by DDOT and SEMT A were used for 
the Southfield corridor which does not serve the Detroit CBD. Existing transit ridership 
was used in the evaluation as an indication of the size of the transit patronage base from 
which BRT passengers could be drawn. The number of existing transit routes which inter
sect the major BRT route was used as a measure of BRT potential because it indicates the 
extent of existing feeder service in each corridor. 

S-3 
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The ratio of estimated BRT travel time to automobile travel time, based on a number of 
assumptions concerning corridor. access time, line-haul time, and distribution time for 
both BRT vehicles and automobiles, was used in the evaluation as a first-order compari
son of the level of BRT service on each corridor. 

Finally, alternative priority bus treatments were considered to assure that at least one 
potentially feasible implementation scheme exists for each of the corridors. 

The measures of BRT potential were arranged in an evaluation matrix and assigned weight
ing factors to denote the relative importance of each measure. A score for each corridor 
was computed based on the magnitude of each measure-of potential and the weighting 
factor for that measure. The evaluation was performed using several different sets of 
weighting factors, and no significant variations in the resulting corridor ranking were 
observed, The evaluation matrix is shown in Table 2. The following four corridors were 
selected for further analysis based on the results of this evaluation and on the recommen
dations of the Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation: 

e East Jefferson 
e 1-94 Crosstown 
e Lodge 
e Michigan/1-94 

4.0 CORRIDOR SKETCH PLANNING 

Corridor sketch plans, a third level of detail, were then prepared for each af the remain
ing corridors. The sketch planning task included selection and description of the proposed 
BRT treatment on each corridor, a more detailed analysis of demand, a more refined 
estimate of BRT trip time, sizing and costing of the BRT and feeder systems, final evalua
tion and ranking of the corridors, and preparation of a BRT implementation plan. 

4. I BRT Implementation Schemes 

The proposed implementation scheme for each of the four candidate corridors was selected 
from among several alternatives on the basis of providing the highest line-haul speed at 
reasonable cost and with minimum disruption to existing traffic. The implementation 
scheme for East Jefferson, an arterial, provides for designation of the center lane as a 
reversible exclusive bus lane and designation of one lane in the off-peak direction as a 
left-turn lane. The implementation scheme proposed for the freeway corridors is exclu
sive bus entrance ramps integrated with the ramp metering and surveillance system planned 
for Detroit by the Department of State Highways and Transportation. The system, known 
as SCANDI (Surveillance, Control, and Driver Information), is scheduled for implementa
tion beginning in the spring of 1976 for the Lodge and the Ford expressways. 

S-4 
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Table 2 Seven Corridor Evaluation Matrix 

i\ Parameter /Total Potential Corridor Demand I Level of Congestion I 
\ Weighting Factor I 6 I 3 I 1 I 3 I 3 I 
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Gratiot 21,322 .443 9.3 .71 18.70 4,525 
Score 5.3 9.6 10 9.3 10 4.7 
WF x Score 33.6 28.8 10 27.9 30.0 14. 1 
E. Jefferson 22,356 .410 9. 1 .88 7.45 5,891 
Score 5.6 8.9 9.8 7.5 4.0 6. 1 
WF x Score 33.6 26.7 9.8 22.5 12.0 18.3 
1-94 Crosstown 40,156 .291 7.8 .88 17.50 4,525 
Score 10 6.3 8.4 7.5 9.4 4.7 
WF x Score 60.0 18.9 8.4 22.5 28.2 14. 1 
Lodge Freeway 36,552 .308 8.3 .74 9. 18 9,703 
Score 9. 1 6.7 8.9 8.9 4.9 10 
WF x Score 54.6 20.1 8.9 26.7 14.7 30.0 
Southfield 9,989 .359 6.8 ,66 18.62 700 
Score 2.5 7.8 7.3 10.0 10 1.0 
WF x Score 15.0 23.4 7.3 30,0 30.0 3.0 
MichAve/1-94 15,977 .458 9. 1 .86 9.30 1,459 
Score 4.0 9.9 9.8 7.7 5.0 1.5 
WF x Score 24.0 29.7 9.8 23. 1 15.0 4.5 
Fisher Freeway 10,253 .463 8.7 .97 o.o 3,030 
Score 2.6 10 9.4 6.8 0 3. 1 
WF x Score 15.6 30 9.4 20.4 0.0 9.3 

Existing Transit I Service I 
Estimate 

3 I 1 I 3 I 
(/) 
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...... .? (/) 

'§/if " -" ,.... .? c,Jp, 9c:"- Total "' ·S <>:; 0 
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<J/JI Weighted 1./J'f 
Score 

22 1.36 
7.3 9.0 178.7 
7.3 27.0 

11 1.23 
3.7 10 156.6 
3.7 30 

30 1.43 
10 8.6 187.9 
10 25 8 
25 1.27 

8.3 9.7 192.4 
8.3 29.1 

18 1.75 
6.0 7.0 135.7 
6.0 21.0 

14 1.54 
4.7 8.0 134,8 
4.7 24.0 

14 1.90 
4.7 6.5 108.9 
4.7 19.5 
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BRT freeway access ramps are associated with each collection area to provide unimpeded 
exclusive access to the freeway for buses and possibly carpools. This is accomplished 
through bypass ramps shunting .the queue of automobiles at the metered auto access ramps. 
Once the bus accesses the freeway, it proceeds under free-flow conditions with other 
freeway traffic. The SCANDI system is expected to maintain traffic flow on the freeways 
in Detroit at an average speed of 40 mph. 

The distribution loops at the attraction end of the routes are designed to minimize time of 
distribution and still serve the required areas. Treatments include contraflow operation 
on one-way streets where feasible to enhance bus movements. 

Conceptual operating characteristics of the bus rapid transit system include a collection 
function in the near vicinity of each corridor access point. The collection routes are 
typically 5 to 7 miles in length and are structured to interface with park-and-ride lots, 
existing transit lines, and supplementary feeder service. The BRT buses operating on the 
short collection routes are designated for single destinations and proceed on a non-stop 
basis once access to the line-haul portion of the route is achieved. 

4.2 BRT Ridership Estimate 

ln. order to estimate the number of morning peak-period riders which could be expected 
to use BRT service in each candidate corridor, a transit modal split model was applied 
to the unscreened corridor trip matrix which was generated in a previous task. Since the 
scope of the study did not permit the development and calibration of a modal split model, 
an existing model was used. The Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company mode split 
model which SEMCOG used to estimate transit modal split for the proposed rapid rail 
transit system was used in this study. The model is an aggregate mode split based on a 
choice function and consists of 80 diversion curves which relate the following factors to 
the propensity to use transit: 

e Median worker income of the origin zone 
e Ratio of door-to-door travel time on public transit to that of the 

private automobile 
e Ratio of excess time on public transit to that of the private automobile 
e Ratio of "out-of-pocket" cost of pub! ic transit to that of the private 

automobile 

The modal split model was applied to the corridor trip matrix generated previously to 
obtain a corridor transit trip matrix for selected destinations within each corridor. These 
trips were screened to eliminate short trips (less than two miles along the corridor) which 
may not be suitable for BRT service. The resulting BRT trip matrices were used to size 
the BRT and feeder systems in each corridor. The estimated BRT modal split for the four 
candidate corridors ranges from 40 to 49 percent. This seems reasonable when compared 
with the existing transit modal split for trips ending in the CBD of approximately 30 per
cent and with SEMCOG 's projection of a 60 percent mode split for C BD trips on the 
high-level rail system in 1990. 
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4.3 BRT Travel Time Estimate 

BRT travel time was estimated for trips on each of the corridors and was compared with 
the estimated travel time by other available modes including private automobile, local 
bus, and existing express bus. The trips on which the travel times are based are simply 
examples and are not minimum, maximum, or average trips in their respective corridors. 
The distance elements of the example trips vary among the four corridors, but are con
stant for the various modes within each specific corridor. 

A computer program was developed to perform the task of calculating portal-to-portal 
travel times associated with various modes in each corridor. The program also computes 
the bus-to-automobile travel time ratio for each type of bus transit being examined. The 
assumed auto speed for freeway trove I is based on the presence of a ramp metering system 
capable of maintaining free-flowing traffic at an average speed of 40 miles per hour. 
For these conditions, it was assumed that BRT line-haul speeds equal those of automobile 
traffic. 

The results of this analysis in terms of travel time ratios are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 Travel Time Ratios (Examples) 

Corridor 
Reference Trip Local Bus/ Auto Express Bus/ Auto 

BRT/Auto 
Distance (Miles) (Existing) (Existing) 

E. Jefferson 8.7 2.61 2. 11 1.36 

1-94 Crosstown 14. 1 2.44 2.00 1 .21 

Lodge Freeway 18.3 -- 1.87 1.26 

Michigan/1-94 14.8 2.46 -- 1.24 

4.4 BRT System Sizing 

The BRT line-haul system and two alternative feeder systems were sized on the basis of 
estimated BRT demand and area coverage. This effort included consideration of the num
ber of buses required for peak-period and off-peak service, parking facility requirements, 
and transit shelter needs. The total vehicle operating hours per year were estimated as a 
first step toward determining labor requirements. 

TRANSPORTA"f!ON LIBRARY. 
MICHIGAN DEPT. STATE I-IIGHWAYS .(t 
!RANS~OII.T~TI~N lAN:S~N~, M!.Cifl. S-7 
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4.4.1 BRT Vehicle Requirements 

The number of buses required to provide BRT service from each corridor access point to 
each major destination during the peak period was determined, based on a simple bus 
scheduling process. Both demand for each route and the number of round trips per bus 
during the peak period were considered in determining the number of buses required for 
each corridor. The total number of trips and buses required to satisfy the demand for 
each major destination in each of the four corridors are summarized in Table 4. The 
numbers in parentheses in the last column are the total number of BRT vehicles required 
for each corridor, including a 7 percent maintenance float to account for buses which 
may be out of service for one reason or another. 

Since no alternate service may be available to a passenger who must return to his origin 
during the business day or after the evening peak period, limited off-peak service was 
assumed for all of the corridors except East Jefferson which is adequately served by 
existing transit during base periods. 

The peak hour BRT vehicle headway, expressed in seconds, is tabulated in Table 5 for 
three locations on each of the four corridors. The minimum headway in 1·he C BD Loop, 
the New Center Loop, and at the maximum load point of each corridor is presented. 
The maximum load point occurs on the approach to the C BD and New Center areas. The 
numbers in parentheses indicate the maximum number of buses per hour which pass through 
each of the three locations. 

In order to provide an indication of the magnitude of the BRT operation on each corridor, 
Table 6 is presented and gives the number of BRT vehicle operating hours and vehicle 
miles for each corridor. Driver scheduling was not attempted in this phase, so the num
ber of drivers required to provide service in each corridor was not explicitly determined. 
However, total vehicle operating hours can be used to give at least a relative measure 
of labor requirements for the four corridors. 

4.4.2 Feeder System Requirements 

Two types of feeder service were considered to augment the BRT pick-up loops in the area 
of each corridor outside the city of Detroit. Both a fixed-route/fixed-schedule (FR-FS) 
feeder system and a demand responsive Dial-A-Bus (DAB) system were sized. Inside 
Detroit, the Detroit DOT bus system was assumed to provide feeder service for the BRT 
system. 

The number of fixed-route, fixed-schedule feeder buses required to blanket an area is a 
function of the average route spacing and the time interval between successive buses on 
each route, i.e., the headway time. The FR-FS feeder system sizing is based on the 
following assumptions: the route spacing is 1.0 mile by 1.0 mile, the peak period head
way time is 12 minutes, and the average feeder bus velocity is 15 miles per hour. The 
number of fixed-route, fixed-schedule feeder buses required for each corridor is presented 
in Table 7. 
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Table 4 Peak-Period BRT Bus Requirements 

Corridor /Destination BRT Demand Number of Bus Trips Number of BRT Buses 

i ,-: Jefferson 
CBD 7,855 183 112 
New Center 1,919 52 39 
TOTAL 9,774 235 151 (162) 

1-94 Crosstown 
CBD 15,631 350 195 
New Center 4,291 102 63 
Ford Complex 663 20 13 
TOTAL 20,585 572 271 (290) 

Lodge 
CBD 12,352 282 166 
New Center 4,655 109 70 
Northland/Southfield 691 20 12 
TOTAL 17,698 411 248 (265) 

Michigan/1-94 
CBD 5,773 134 77 
New Center 1,293 35 22 
Ford Complex 2,476 58 36 
TOTAL 9,542 227 135 (145) 

r' ·' Table 5 BRT Headway - Peak Hour 

Corridor 
Peak Hour Headway - Seconds 

CBD Loop New Center Loop Maximum Load Point 

E • Jefferson 42.9(84) 163.6 (22) 34.0 (106) 

1-94 Crosstown 22. 1 (163) 78.0 (46) 26.5 (136) 

Lodge 27.5 (131) 69.2 (52) 21.6 (167) 

Michigan/1-94 58.1(62) 240.0 (15) 51.4 ( 70) 

~ : 
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Table 6 BRT System Operating Characteristics 

Corridor 
Vehicle Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehicle Miles 

Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 346.83 88,442 7,327.5 1,868,513 

1-94 Crosstown 624.6 159,273 13,581.4 3,463,257 

Lodge 559.5 142,682 12,883.7 3,285,344 

Michigan/1-94 321.4 81,952 7,303.3 1,862,342 

Table 7 Fixed-Route/Fixed-Schedule Sizing Results 

Corridor Buses/Square Mile Area (Square Miles) Buses Required 

East Jefferson 1.71 75 128 

1-94 Crosstown 1 .71 90 154 

Lodge 1.71 175 299 

Michigan/1-94 1.71 165 282 

These buses would also be used to provide off-peak feeder service in the area of the 
corridor outside Detroit. The off-peak service was assumed to operate on the same routes 
as in the peak period but at half-hour headways. Eight hours of off-peak operation were 
assumed each weekday. 

The relative magnitude of the fixed-route, fixed-schedule feeder system operation is 
indicated in Table 8, The number of vehicle operating hours and vehicle miles are listed 
for peak and off-peak service. 

The number of DAB vehicles required to serve a given demand is directly proportional to 
the number of passengers who request DAB service during the peak hour and the round
trip time of each vehicle, and it is inversely proportional to the average number of 
passengers who are served by a DAB vehicle during each round trip. 

The number of passengers who enter the BRT system during the peak period was determined 
for each corridor entry point in the demand analysis. The number of passengers who access 
the system by DAB was assumed to be 40 percent of the BRT passengers who originate out
side the city of Detro it. 
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Table 8 Fixed-Route/Fixed-Schedule Feeder System Operating Characteristics 

Corridor 
Vehicle Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehicle Miles 

Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 1, 104 281,520 16,560 4,222,800 

1-94 Crosstown 1,334 340,170 20,010 5,102,550 

Lodge 2,576 656,880 38,640 9,853,200 

Michigan/1-94 2,432 620,160 36,480 9,302,400 

The average round-trip time of the DAB vehicles was estimated based on the following 
assumptions: 

o One minute is required to unload passengers at the bus stop. 
• The average vehicle speed between passenger pickups is 25 miles per hour, 
o The average distance between passenger pickups is one mile. 
411 The average time required for each passenger who is picked up to board 

the vehicle is one minute. 
e The overage number of passengers who ore served by a DAB vehicle during 

one round-trip is 10. 

The number of DAB vehicles required for each corridor based on these considerations and 
assuming a maintenance float of 7 percent, is listed in Table 9, 

These buses would a I so be used to provide off-peak feeder service outside Detroit. The 
off-peak service was assumed to operate in the same area as the peak service; however, 
the demand in the off-peak hours was assumed to be five percent of the demand during the 
peak hour. Eight hours of off-peak operation were assumed each weekday. 

The relative magnitude of the DAB feeder operation is shown in Table 10. The number of 
vehicle operating hours and vehicle miles are listed for peak and off-peak service. 

In addition to determining the number of DAB vehicles required, the number of control 
system components and personnel required to operate the demand-responsive type of 
feeder system was determined for each corridor. The DAB control system includes reser
vation, communication, and dispatch equipment and a computer to perform the necessary 
passenger/bus scheduling determinations. 

The elements of the DAB control system were sized on the basis of predicted passenger 
demand, number of DAB vehicles, and the physical area comprising each DAB zone. 
Because the BRT system serves mainly recurring, work-related trips, it was assumed that 
50 percent of all DAB service is on a subscription basis. Subscription service is highly 
efficient, allowing prescheduled routes and pickup times, thus eliminating the need for 
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Table 9 DAB Sizing Results 

Corridor 
Node No. of Passengers Peak-Hour DAB No. of DAB 

Number Entering Demand Vehicles 

East Jefferson 78 1, 176 235 15 
79 840 168 11 
80 1,302 260 16 

TOTAL 3,318 663 42 

1-94 Crosstown 67 2,185 437 27 
65 1,416 283 18 
64 1,337 267 17 

TOTAL 4,938 987 60 

Lodge 47 1,236 247 15 
49 2,036 407 25 
51 1,665 333 21 
53 3,808 762 48 

TOTAL 8,745 1,749 109 

Michigan/1-94 21 981 196 12 
23 2,148 430 27 
24 1,589 318 20 
28 1,466 293 18 

TOTAL 6,184 1,237 77 

Table 10 DAB Feeder System Operating Characterisi·ics 

Corridor 
Vehilce Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehilcle Miles 

Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 176 44,880 2,640 673,200 

1-94 Crosstown 246.4 62,832 3,696 942,480 

Lodge 448.8 114,444 6,732 1,716,660 

Michigan/1-94 316.8 80,784 4,752 1,211,760 
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patrons to phone in reservations during the peak period. This results in a substantial re
duction in reservation equipment and personnel requirements. 

4.4.3 Parking Facility Requirements 

Sub-modal split estimates vary widely among existing BRT systems. For example, the sub
modal split for park-and-ride is reported to be about 55 percent for the San Bernardino 
Busway, but only about 14 percent for express buses operating in the I-3'JN Corridor in 
Minneapolis-St. Paul. The traditional auto dependence of Detroit area residents suggests 
that the park-and-ride sub-modal split for a BRT system in the metropolitan area is likely 
to be relatively high. Therefore, to obtain a first-order estimate of parking facility 
requirements, it was assumed that 40 percent of the BRT passengers who originate outside 
Detroit and 30 percent of those who originate inside Detroit access the system by park
and-ride. The number of park-and-ride spaces required was estimated by applying the 
assumed sub-modal split to the corridor demand estimate. The average automobile occu
pancy was assumed to be 1 • 10. 

It is expected that existing parking lots will be used to provide many of these spaces. As 
an indication of the availability of existing parking facilities in the corridor, a list of 
parking lots located at retail centers within four miles of each corridor access node was 
prepared. Although other potential park-and-ride lots such as churches, abandoned ser
vice stations, and closed industrial and retail facilities should be considered, the retail 
center parking facilities that were identified give a relative measure of parking avail
ability in each corridor. In order to estimate parking lot construction needs, it was 
assumed that the number of parking spaces which would be available at existing facili
ties is equal to 5 percent of the total identified parking space in the corridor. 

Table 11 summarizes the parking requirements and indicates the number of spaces assumed 
to be provided at existing facilities, as well as the number of spaces to be constructed for 
each corridor. 

Table 11 Park-and-Ride Facilities 

Corridor 
Spaces Required Identified Spaces at Spaces to Be 
for Park & Ride Parking Spaces Existing Facilities Constructed 

Jefferson 3,047 30,160 1,508 1,539 

1-94 Crosstown 6,047 46,405 2,320 3,727 

Lodge 5,592 34,950 1,747 3,845 

Michigan/1-94 3,215 21,978 1,099 21 116 
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4.4.4 Bus Shelter Requirements 

Bus shelters should be located at high demand locations throughout the corridor. More 
specifically, they should be located at bus stops along the distribution loops and at each 
corridor access node. Additional shelters should be located at high demand locations 
such as park-and-ride lots and apartment houses. Based on these considerations, the 
number of shelters required for each corridor was estimated. 

4.4.5 Cost Estimates 

Capital and operating costs were estimated for each of the four proposed BRT corridors. 
These costs were estimated for the BRT system and for the two types of feeder systems, 
fixed-route/fixed-schedule and Dial-A-Bus. Cost summaries for the BRT systems and the 
two feeder systems sized for each corridor are provided in Tables 12 and 13, respectively. 
An interest rate of 8 percent and amortization periods ranging from 10 to 30 years were 
assumed for the annualized capital cost calculations. The cost of additional land which 
may be required for vehicle storage, vehicle maintenance, and park-and-ride facilities 
was not considered in the cost estimate. 

The estimated capital costs of the BRT systems include the cost of exclusive bus ramps for 
the freeway corridors, signs, traffic signal modifications, shelters, park-and-ride facili
ties, BRT vehicles, vehicle storage facilities, and vehicle maintenance facilities. 

The operating costs of the BRT system as well as the two feeder systems include driver 
wages, garage expense, and vehicle maintenance expenses. The BRT system operating 
costs also include restriping costs and shelter maintenance. The DAB feeder system incurs 
an annual system control cost. 

4.5 Corridor Ranking 

Three criteria were used consistently throughout the study to evaluate the potential of 
candidate corridors for successful BRT implementation. The criteria are: 1) high poten
tial for attracting ridership; 2) high potential for improving trip time by implementing a 
priority treatment 1 and 3) high potential for economical implementation. Table 14 shows 
the ranking of the four candidate corridors based on these criteria. 

The measures which have been used to quantify the criteria have become more explicit as 
the corridor analysis has become more detailed. For example, earlier in the study, BRT 
ridership potential was characterized by a combination of two parameters: the total corri
dor demand for particular destinations and the magnitude of current transit ridership along 
the corridor. In the final ranking, the results of the modal split analysis were used to 
predict BRT ridership in each corridor. Table 14 shows that the 1-94 Crosstown and Lodge 
Corridors clearly have greater BRT ridership potential than the other two corridors. 
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Corridor 

East Jefferson 

1-94 Crosstown 

Lodge 

Michigan/1-94 

Feeder Type 

DAB 

FR-FS 

Capital Cost 

14,742,000 

26,196,800 

24,578,500 

13,331,300 

Corridor 

East Jefferson 

1-94 Crosstown 

Lodge 

Michigan/1-94 

East Jefferson 

1-94 Crosstown 

Lodge 

Michigan/1-94 

Table 12 Cost Summary- BRT (Exclusive of Feeder) 

Annualized Capital Cost Annual Operating Cost Total Annual Cost 

1,923,900 1 '807 ,200 3,731,100 

3,381,700 3,164,900 6,546,600 

3, 147,100 2,897,900 6,045,000 

1,713,700 l '660 ,000 3,373,700 

Table 13 Cost Summary - Feeder System 

Capital Cost Annualized Capital Annual Operating Total Annual Cost Cost Cost 

2,341,500 299,800 952,700 1,252,500 

3 ,267, 900 420,500 1 ,303,300 1 1723,800 

5,888,200 759,200 2,317,500 3,076,700 

4,270,700 547,500 1,656,300 2,203,800 

10,819,800 1,352,400 5,025,300 6,377,700 

12,055,100 1,627,100 6,072,200 7,699,300 

2:5,405,700 3,159,100 11,725,600 14,884,700 

22,075,000 2,979,500 11,070,200 14,049,700 
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Table 14 Corridor Ranking 

Total BRT 
Travel Time BRT Cost/ 

Feeder System (DAB) 

Rank Corridor Demand Ratio Peak-Period 
Cost/Peak-Period 

(a.m. Peak-
BRT/Auto Pass. Trip* 

Feeder Passenger 
Period) Trip 

1 1-94 Crosstown 20,585 1.21 0.62 1.71 

2 Lodge 17,698 1.26 0.67 1.72 

3 Michigan/1-94 9,542 1.24 0.69 1.75 

4 East Jefferson 9,774 1.36 0.75 1.85 

* Not including feeder service 

Earlier in the study, average automobile line-haul speed and volume-to-capacity ratios 
were used to characterize congestion in the various corridors as an indication of travel 
time reduction potential. In the final ranking, the ratio of estimated BRT trip time to 
automobile trip time was used as a direct measure of this criterion. The data in Table 14 
show that all four corridors offer about the same potential for providing competitive trip 
time. 

Finally, general observations concerning the ease of implementation on each corridor 
were used earlier in the study to indicate relative implementation costs. Now prelimi
nary capital and operating cost estimates can be used to calculate the total annualized 
cost per peak-period passenger trip. The values of this parameter calculated for the 
line-haul BRT system and for the DAB feeder system were used in the final ranking. DAB 
system costs, rather than FR-FS system costs, were selected for use in the corridor com
parisons because they are lower than the costs of the FR-FS systems. The costs used to 
calculate these ratios include the cost of providing off-peak service, because this is 
considered to be a necessary part of both the BRT and the feeder systems. However, the 
feeder system cost ratios do not account for any additional costs which DDOT might incur 
in providing fixed-route/fixed-schedule feeder service within Detroit. Only peak-period 
passenger trips were used to calculate the ratios, since off-peak BRT ridership was not 
estimated. The feeder system cost ratios account only for those BRT patrons outside the 
city of Detroit who would actually use the DAB feeder service in the peak periods. The 
number of passengers who access the system via DDOT buses is not included. The data 
for the line-haul BRT systems indicate that a BRT implementation on the 1-94 Crosstown 
Corridor results in the lowest cost per peak-period passenger trip, while a BRT imple
mentation on East Jefferson results in the highest cost per passenger. The same corridor 
ranking is indicated by the DAB feeder system cost ratios. 

The fact that it is quite expensive to provide a pervasive feeder service should come as 
no surprise. In the independent study of intermediate- and feeder-level transit conducted 
by General Motors for SEMTA in late 1974, the annual cost of the recommended feeder 
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system was found to be approximately four times the annual cost of the intermediate-level 
transit system. 

The values of estimated cost per passenger trip listed in Table 14 for the DAB systems are 
not inconsistent with similar data reported for existing demand-responsive systems. A sur
vey of actual cost-per-ride data for several demand-responsive systems indicates a range 
in cost of from $0.60 to $3.50 per ride. 

In summary, the four candidate corridors are ranked in order of their potential for success
ful BRT implementation as follows: 

1. 1-94 Crosstown 
2. Lodge 
3. Michigan/1-94 
4. East Jefferson 

4.6 BRT Action Plan 

The accomplishment of a logical progression of tasks is quite important to the successful 
implementation of bus rapid transit service in a selected travel corridor. A description 
of these tasks and their interrelationships is termed an "action plan." The four candidate 
BRT corridors all have similar implementation task requirements, with minor exceptions 
for the non-freeway East Jefferson route. Therefore, a single action plan, common to 
the four corridors, has been developed. The BRT action plan is diagrammed in Figure 1. 

The first task shown in Figure 1, "Pre I iminary BRT Design," has been completed for each 
of the four candidate BRT corridors. All other action plan items pertain to the additional 
analysis, design, and implementation of BRT service in a single corridor (chosen from 
among the four, or synthesized from elements of two or more candidate corridors). 

4.7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Bus rapid transit integrated with a computer controlled ramp metering system is a very 
efficient means of utilizing an existing freeway facility. The combination possesses the 
unique feature of enhancing auto travel as well as transit travel without either mode 
sacrificing appreciable travel time or facilities. Capital implementation costs are rela
tively low compared to facility expansion costs such as lane additions, right-of-way 
additions, etc., to accommodate other bus transit treatments. The fact that firm plans 
currently exist for implementing the SCANDI system in the Detroit area is of significant 
importance to the Michigan Bus Rapid Transit Demonstration Program (MBRTDP). It is 
recommended that the SCANDI program schedule be reinforced and possibly expedited 
to more closely coincide with the MBRTDP schedules. 
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In the event SCANDI is not implemented, alternative BRT treatments, such as exclusive 
or priority use of freeway lanes by transit ond carpool vehicles, appear to be feasible 
subject to the limitations of safety, public acceptance, and enforcement. 

The 1-94 Crosstown Corridor was identified as exhibiting the most potential for bus rapid 
transit based on Phase I studies. A logical extension of this corridor would include service 
to the Detroit Metropolitan Airport. It may be desirable to consider combining the 1-94 
Crosstown with the entire Michigan/1-94 Corridor, since an appreciable portion is com
mon to both. If the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor is indeed chosen for continued analysis in 
Phase II, it is recommended that consideration be given to include this extension as part 
of the overall Phase II analysis effort. 

The high costs of the feeder systems associated with BRT implementations ore such that 
additional attention is warranted in this area. Further study is recommended to deter
mine if other incentives such as subscription service or park-and-ride/kiss-and-ride 
facilities could be established to enhance access to the BRT line and reduce the depen
dence upon supplemental feeder systems. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Ridership declines and operating losses troubling conventional (local, fixed-route/fixed
schedule) bus systems make it apparent that alternative approaches are urgently needed. 
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) appears to be among the most promising of the alternatives which 
can be implemented with today's technology and with only a moderate capital investment. 

1.1 Conventional Bus Problems 

The shortcomings of conventional bus operations are well-known. The following ore 
among the problems which lead to unattracti;:e service and operational difficulties: 

o Average bus speeds during peak times are severely I imited by traffic 
congestion on shared streets. 

o Frequent stops to acquire or discharge passengers also contribute to 
low average speeds. 

e The flow of other vehicles is disturbed by buses frequently entering 
or leaving the traffic system. 

e The irregular motions of buses (i.e., frequent stops, starts, and lane 
changes) provide a source of passenger discomfort. 

e A large portion of a bus operating cycle consists of acceleration or 
braking--increasing noise, mechanical wear, and driver fatigue 
relative to that experienced with steady operation. 

1 .2 BRT Benefits 

Bus rapid transit systems are potentially capable of surmounting many of the difficulties 
associated with conventional bus operations. The following benefits are likely to be 
among those perceived by bus rapid transit patrons: 

e The use of priority treatments for BRT vehicles will shorten travel 
times relative to those attained with conventional buses. 

e A reduction in the extent to which traffic congestion influences 
bus operations will facilitate close adherence to schedules and lead 
to predictable bus service with regard to pickup times, travel times, 
and destination/arrival times. 

e Riders will experience a more comfortable trip due to fewer 
intermediate stops and lack of traffic congestion. 

e Passenger safety may be enhanced through less exposure of buses 
to truck and automobile traffic. 

1-1 
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It is anticipated that bus rapid transit will also produce operational benefits, including 
those listed below: 

et High average vehicle speeds will result in good vehicle utilization 
(that is, more round trips per hour than conve~tional buses). 

41 Good driver utilization can also be expected as a benefit associated 
with high average vehicle speeds. 

a The more uniform vehicle motion characteristic of bus rapid transit 
can potentially reduce driver fatigue, mechanical wear in certain 
vehicle components, fuel consumption, exhaust emissions, and noise. 

Since bus rapid transit offers riders a significantly improved level of service (primarily 
from the standpoint of travel time), the possibility exists that a substantial ridership 
volume will be developed and maintained. Satisfactory ridership levels have been ob
served in the limited bus rapid transit operations in Los Angeles, Seattle, New York, and 
Washington, D.C., even though these systems provide essentially non-stop service with 
few opportunities for passengers to enter and leave. To further enhance the accessibility 
of bus rapid transit, it is necessary to provide support facilities (such as park-and-ride 
and kiss-and-ride) and feeder service in the form of local buses or dial-a-bus operations. 
Furthermore, the operating efficiencies of bus rapid transit may permit fares to be estab
lished at a level which many potential riders find competitive with other modes of trans
portation available to them. 

Each transportation mode has applications to which it is best suited. Bus rapid transit is 
not intended to compete with high-capacity rail systems in heavily traveled corridors. 
Nor can it supplant the private automobile in areas with diffused, low-density travel 
patterns. In applications requiring an intermediate capacity of approximately 2,000 to 
10,000 persons per hour, however, bus rapid transit very probably represents an excellent 
balance between capital investment and the level of passenger service attained. More
over, it is quite significant that the capital investment in a bus rapid transit system can 
be adjusted to achieve a desired level of service--ranging from the amount required to 
implement grade-separated exclusive busways to the minimal investment associated with 
the shared use of existing traffic lanes. 

The potential benefits to be derived from the implementation of bus rapid transit systems in 
Michigan are considerable. Relatively little operating experience has accrued with bus 
rapid transit systems of this type, however. It is the opinion of transit planners that the 
needed experience can best be acquired through a controlled, carefully planned, trial 
implementation of bus rapid transit in a selected location. An important aspect of this 
trial implementation is the selection of a test site which will permit meaningful results to 
be obtained and which will not distort the results due to unusual circumstances in that 
location. It is also important that the method of implementation be chosen such that ex
press bus operation is provided at a reasonable cost and with a minimum disruption of 
other traffic and the surrounding neighborhoods. Furthermore, the scheduling and opera
tion of the bus rapid transit system should produce a balance between costs and level of 
service. Finally, it is necessary to monitor the operation of the test system and analyze 
its performance. 
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The following principal results will be among those produced in the course of the bus 
rapid transit demonstration. 

• Bus rapid'transit technology will be quantitatively evaluated with regard 
to its viability as a transportation alternative for Michigan applications. 
The evaluation will encompass: 

- Implementation costs 
- Operating costs 
- Leve I of passenger service 
- Public acceptance (ridership attraction) 

e A design methodology usable in other Michigan bus rapid transit 
implementations will be formulated. The BRT design aspects 
considered will include: 

- Right-of-way modifications (pavement markings, signing, 
traffic control signals, barriers, curb cuts, etc.) 

- Bus access/egress facilities such as special ramps and lanes 
- Demand analysis and schedule development 
- Operating personnel 
- Support systems (park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride) 

facilities, feeder bus operations, dial-a-bus service, etc.) 

1.3 BRT Program Plan 

The bus rapid transit demonstration will be accomplished in five phases, as listed 
below: 

e Phase I - Potential bus rapid transit corridors in four Michigan urban 
areas wi II be examined, and a demonstration test site wi II be recommended. 

e Phase II - A travel data base for the selected corridor will be compiled 
and studied. Existing corridor travel will be simulated, and the simulation 
will be calibrated through correlation with available data. Bus rapid transit 
service in the corridor will be simulated, and its performance and impact on 
other transportation in the corridor will be evaluated. An implementation plan 
and cost estimate wi II be prepared. Any necessary support requirements (such 
as park-and-ride or kiss-and-ride facilities and feeder bus or dial-a-bus ser
vice) will also be defined • 

., Phase Ill- Detailed designs, specifications, and cost estimates will be pro
duced for all of !·he major system elements, including right-of-way modifica
tions, interchanges, access and egress points, pavement markings, I ights, 
signing, and traffic control equipment. Operating personnel requirements 
will also be determined • 

., Phase IV -The implementation and operation of bus rapid transit service in the 
demonstration corridor will be monitored and coordinated to assure that the 
demonstration is conducted as planned in earlier phases. 
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® Phase V- Data will be collected throughout the demonstration, analyzed, 
and incorporated into a final report detailing the results of the demonstration 
and outlining recommendations for future applications. 

This report summarizes the Phase I effort completed in April 1975. 
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2.0 IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL BUS RAPID TRANSIT CORRIDORS 

This section summarizes the identification of potential bus rapid transit corridors in 
selected Michigan cities and describes the corridor screening process utilized to reduce 
the number of corridors from twenty-four to seven. The number of corridors was reduced 
to allow a more detailed subsequent analysis to be performed on those corridors exhibit
ing the most potential for a bus rapid transit demonstration. The total effort included 
planning and preparation functions, coordination with local transit officials in each of 
four cities to obtain required basic information, cursory development of existing corridor 
data to establish a basis for assessment of BRT potential, and, finally, comparison of the 
contributing factors for each corridor to culminate the judgmental process. 

2. 1 Areas Visited 

The four metropolitan areas examined for potential BRT corridors include Lansing/East 
Lansing, Flint, Grand Rapids, and Detroit. Each area was visited for the purposes of 
initial data collection, solicitation of the views of local officials on corridor identities, 
and general familiarization with the area's traffic patterns. Listed below are organiza
tions and individuals contacted in each locality, along with a general list of data and 
reports obtained. 

® Lansing/East Lansing Area 

- Tri-County Regional Planning Commission, Sam Burns 
- Capital Area Transportation Authority (CATA), Duane Kooyers 
- Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation, Mike 

Eberlein, Dave Geiger 
- Data/Reports 

1. "Identification, Delineation, and Classification of 
Activity Centers," December 1973 

2. "Identification and Delineation of Principal Travel Corridors 
in the Tri-County Region," January 1974 

3. "Corridor Travel Patterns, Land Use Data, Growth Factors, 
and Existing Transit System," March 1974 

4. "Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1974, Transportation," 
September 1974 

5. "Street and Highway Inventory Summary," December 1966 
6. 0/D Data for Grand Rapids, Flint, and Lansing/East Lansing 

"' Grand Rapids Area 

- Grand Rapids Transit Authority ( GRTA), David Needham, Robert Lenn 
- Data/Reports 
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1. "Grand Rapids Transit Improvement," Work Paper No. 5, 
No. 4, and a portion of No.3, prepared in 1973 by 
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. 

2. Bus Route Maps and Schedules 
3. Traffic Flow Map (1972) 
4. Population Density Map 
5. Tabulation ofTraffic Analysis Zone Areas and Population 

Densities 

- Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission, Thomas Roach, 
Chapin Cook 

- Flint Mass Transit Authority, Louis Marsack 
- Flint Department of Traffic Engineering, David Henley 
- Data/Reports 

1. "Genesee County 1990 Land Use- Transportation Plan," 
September 1971 

2. "A Five-Year Mass Transit Development Plan for Flint, 
Michigan" (Draft Copy Dated November 11, 197 4) 

3. "Genesee County Transportation Facilities Inventory Report, 
Genesee County, Michigan," February 1970 

4. "1973 Annual Report," Flint-Genesee County Comprehensive 
Land Use -Transportation Planning Study 

5. "Short-Range Multi-Modal Improvement Program," for the 
Flint-Genesee County Urbanized Area 

6. Genesee County Highway Map 
7. Map of Bus Routes and Activity Centers in Genesee County 
8. Bus Schedules and Route Maps 
9. Ridership Totals (by Route) for the Weeks of November 18 

and November 25, 1974 
10. Aggregate Ridership Totals for Each Month in the Years 1972, 

1973, and 1974 
11. Ridership Totals for Each Month in the Years 1972, 1973, 

and 1974 
12. Description of Each Bus in Fleet 

"' Detroit Area 

- Detroit Department of Transportation, George Basmadjian, Ross Bremmer, 
George Friend, Bill Morrison, Bob Holliday, Harold Schroeter, 
Robert Hicks 

- SEMCOG, Jim Thomas 
- SEMTA, Tom Wegerbauer, Don Morrill 
- Department of State Highway, Herb Crane 
- Data/Reports 
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1. Tape of Employment Projections by District for 1975 
2. 1970 24-Hour Traffic Flow Map 
3. Map of Employment Centers by District 
4. Map of Retai I Centers 
5. 1990 Highway Network Map 
6. Detroit DOT Bus Line Maps, Schedules, Line Miles, and 

Collected Revenue by Line 
7. Average Weekday 24-Hour and Peak Hour Ramp and 

Freeway Traffic Counts 
8. Detroit CBD Cordon Counts 
9. 24-Hour Traffic Counts on Major Arterials 

10. "Formation of the Detroit Freeway Operations Unit," 
TSD-TR-119-69 

11. "Improving Eastbound Ford Freeway Traffic Flow by Ramp 
Metering," Phase I -Analysis of Preliminary Traffic Data, 
TSD-TR-180-71 

12. 1965 TALUS Survey Data 

2.2 Corridor List 

A total of twenty-four corridors were identified in the four metropolitan areas for con
sideration in the screening process, The corridors were chosen on the basis of recommen
dations by local officials as well as characteristics of available data. Major traffic 
routes are used to identify the corridors in this I ist. A more detailed account of the area 
included within each corridor for the screening process is found in subsequent paragraphs. 

e Lansing/East Lansing 

e Flint 

East Grand River Avenue/Oakland Avenue 
- East Saginaw Street/Oakland Avenue 
- South Cedar Street 
- South logan Street 
- West Saginaw Street 

- North Saginaw Street/Detroit Street 
- South Saginaw Street 

Dort Highway (North/South) 
- 1-475 (South) 
- 1-69 (East;West) 

e Grand Rapids 

- US-131/Division Avenue (South) 
- US-131/Piainfield Avenue (North) 
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- 28th Street (East/West) 
- 1-196 (Southwest) 
- 1-196 (East) 
- Lake Michigan Drive IYiest) 

e Detroit 

- Gratiot/1-94 
- Mound Road/Van Dyke 
- Woodward/1-75 
- Grand River/Jeffries 
- Michigan Avenue/1-94 
- 1-75/Fort · 
- 1-696/lodge 
- East Jefferson 

2.3 Corridor Screening Characteristics 

The twenty-four candidate corridors were screened on the basis of four important corridor 
characteristics. These characteristics include travel demand, peak period level of ser
vice estimates, current transit ridership, and significant physical factors relating to the 
ease of BRT implementaf'ion. The objective of the screening process was to provide a 
timely means for reducing the number of candidate corridors to seven of the most promis
ing in terms of BRT potential. Th!l depth of the effort was limited by constraints of avail
able data as well as the large number of corridors (24) to be screened. The values of the 
BRT screening charocterisi'ics for all 24 of the identified corridors are summarized in 
Table 2-1. 

2.3. 1 Corridor Travel Demand 

Travel demand for each corridor was estimated, using daily, all-mode origin-destination 
trip data. Availability and general compatibility of data among the four metropolitan 
areas were major reasons for representing travel demand in this format. The data for 
Lansing, Grand Rapids, and Detroit are based on the results of surveys conducted in 1965; 
the data for Flint are based on the results of a 1966 survey. The origin-destination data 
for the three outstate areas were provided by the Michigan Department of State Highways 
and Transportation in Lansing. The Detroit data were obtained from tapes provided by 
the Southeastern Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG). 

A minor discrepancy in data exists between outstate and Detroit areas. The 0/D tables 
for the outstate areas list total vehicle trips, while total person trips are reported for the 
Detroit area. To compensate for this variance and allow direct comparison of travel 
demand by person trip, average vehicle occupancy factors were obtained and applied to 
the outstate travel demand numbers. The factors are 1.55, 1.26, and 1.51 for Grand 
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Table 2-1 Corridor Screening Characteristic Summary for BRT 

Total Trips To (One-Way) level of Current Transit 
Corridor Route MajOr Destinations Service Ridership in Ease of Implementation/Remarks 

Da;ly Peak Hr 
Estimate Corridor 

lansing/East lansing, Michigan 

East Grand River/Oakland 13,443VV/11,287E D 2943 (Michigan) Park & ride space at Meridian Mall, 2-3 lanes/direction 
East Saginaw/Oakland 3761 c -- Oakland/Saginaw one-way pair through city, 3 lanes 
South Cedar 7207 B 873 Row width only 66 ft in places, 2 lanes/direction 
South logan 6821 c 452 At-grade RR crossings, rOIN width= 66ft, 2 lanes/direction 
West Saginaw 4407 D 447 Park & ride space at Lansing Mall, row= 83ft most areas 

Flint, Michigan 

North Saginaw/Detroit 4323 F 2243 Some pork & ride possibilities 1 curb cuts feasible most areas 
South Saginaw 3323 E-F 428 Curb cuts feasible mast areas 
Dort Highway (N/S) 178BN/2067S D-E -- Many traffic signals 
1-475 (S) 4053 A-B -- Few access ramps 
1•69 (E/VV) 1907VV/1573E A-B 439 Park & ride facilities potentially available 

Grand Ra~ids, Michigan 

US-131/Divisian (S) 495 D-E/D 1158 (Division) Ramp queue jumpers feasible most areas, freeway flows well 
US-131/Piainfleld (N) 8378 D-E/D 853 (Plainfield) Possible park & ride at North Kent Mall 
28th Street (E/VV) 2220~409VV E -- Unsynchronized lights, frequent stops required, L&R turns 
1-196 (SVV) 3249 B-C -- Few stops required, pork & ride space 
1-196 (E) 1724 B-C -- No major implementation problems 
Lake Michigan Drive NV) 3715 c 164 Few stop lights, wide shoulders in outlying areas, 1-l/2 

lanes close in 

Detroit, Michi~an 

Gratiot/1-94 42,641 12,934 D-E/D-E 22,447 Synchon ized lights, narrow median on 1-94 close in 
Mound/Van Dyke 33,913 6,847 D-E/D-E -- Wide median on Mound, curb cuts tight on Van Dyke 
VV oodward/1-75 39,143 7,299 D/E 52,848 Synchronized lights on Woodward, ramp queue jumpers 

feasible on 1-75 most areas 
Grand River/ Jeffries 45,686 12,074 D/C 8,590 Narrow median on Lodge, utilization of Jeffries will 

allow exclusive lane implementation 
Michigan/1-94 22,730 4,747 D/D-E 9,561 Michigan divided by median 
1-75/Fort 17,849 4,318 D-~C-D 11 '958 No service drives on 1-75, narrow median on 1-75 
1-696/Ladge 36,989 7,157 D-E/E-F -- Service drives available some areas 
East Jefferson 43,790 10,353 D-E 26,295 Synchronized lights, cross traffic minimized 
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Rapids, Lansing, and Flint·, respectively. Travel demand values listed in Table 2-1, 
therefore, reflect these compensations. 

In order to use the 0/D data, each corridor was defined in terms of origin and destina
tion zones (traffic analysis zones in the outstate areas and districts in the Detroit area). 
Only key destinations such as the CBD and other major employment cent·ers were con
sidered for corridor screening purposes. All zones within each corridor, but outside a 
two-mile radius around the identified employment centers, were considered as origins. 
That is, although BRT is an express service, it was assumed for the purpose of screening 
that all trip makers would be served equally. The effect of this assumption is to some
what overestimate the demand on each corridor from which BRT ridership would be 
generated. This effect, however, is not considered significantly detrimental to the 
screening process. The location of eacht production stop (pickup stop), and the portion of 
the total trips which have convenient access to that stop, will be estimated for selected 
corridors as part of the next phase of corridor evaluation. 

The two-mile zone without pickup stops surrounding each employment center reflects the 
assumption that few short· trips would be attracted to BRT, and that the bus would, there
fore 1 travel in an express mode for at least two miles before making a destination stop. 

The five corridors in Lansing which were considered as candidates are identified in terms 
of traffic analysis zones in Table 2-2. The corridors in Flint, Grand Rapids, and Detroit 
are similarly identified in Tables 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5, respectively. Other destinations 
besides those identified in the tables could have been considered, but areas of the central 
city were chosen for consistency and simplicity. For the purposes of this analysis, the 
"central city" is defined as the CBD plus any .major employment centers in the downtown 
area but outside the CBD. For example, the central city includes the state office building 
in Lansing and the New Center area in Detroit. Radial corridors were evaluated on the 
basis of the number of trips terminating in the central city where parking may be expensive 
or inconvenient and congestion is probably greatest. Furthermore, the number of trips 
destined to other employment centers along the corridor, as defined herein, was usually 
found to be small compared to the number of trips destined to the central city. 

The daily travel demand for each corridor, subject to the limitations described herein, is 
summarized in Table 2-1. All of the numbers represent unidirectional flows. When two 
or more destinations combine to produce significant two-way flow along a corridor (e.g., 
the Grand River-Oakland corridor in Lansing), the flow in each direction is listed sepa
rately in the table. 

Peak-hour origin-destination data give a better indicaHon of potential BRT demand along 
a corridor than daes the doily data. However, peak-hour data were not available for any 
of the outstate areas. Morning peak-hour data for the Detroit area were available, how
ever, and are included in Table 2-1. The data indicate, at least for Detroit, that between 
20 and 30 percent of the daily travel to the central city occurs during the morning peak 
hour. 
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Table 2-2 Definition of BRT Corridors in Lansing 

Corridor 

E. Grand River/Oakland 

E. Saginaw/Oakland 

5. Cedar 

S. Logan 

W. Saginaw 

TRANSPORTATION liBRARY 
MICHIGAN DEPT. STATE HIGHWAYS & 
TRANSPORTATION LANSING, MICH. 

Origin Zones 

206-208 
212-224 
232-238 
240-243 
251 
253-255 
258-261 
265-270 
281 
283 
285-291 
294-311 

217-232 
256-257 
262-264 
271-280 
282 
284 
388-389 

122-125 
128-142 
156-166 
184-192 
316-329 

76-82 
'126-127 
143-155 
167-183 

35-37 
40-61 
63-74 

2-7 

Destination Zones 

1-10 Lansing C BD 
20 State Offices 
260 East Lansing 

242, 252, 253 MSU 

1-10 lansing C BD 
20 State Offices 

1-10 Lansing C BD 
20 State Offices 

1-10 Lansing CBD 
20 State Offices 

1-10 Lansing CBD 
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Table 2-3 De fin it ion of BRT Corridors in Flint 

Corridor Origin Zones Destination Zones 

N. Saginaw/Detroit 82-85 3-6 Flint CBD 
92-100 

102 
104 
165-168 
177-189 

S. Saginaw 32-34 3-6 Flint CBD 
37 

233-241 
246-248 
251 
253-259 

Dart Highway 19-24 20 Consumers Power 
26-30 112 AC Spark Plug 
32 237 Fisher Body, 

Grand Blanc 
97 

100-101 
111-117 
119-125 
164-168 
176-181 
185-190 
196 
219-220 
232-233 
236-238 
240-241 
246-248 I ,. 
251 
254-257 

1-475 33-34 3-6 Flint CBD 
37 

233-241 
246-261 
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Table 2-3 Definition of BRT Corridors in Flint (Continued) 

Corridor Origin Zones Destination Zones 

1-69 East 5-14 3-6 Flint C BD 
20-26 

201-209 
212-215 

1-69 West 38 3-6 Flint C BD 
42-43 

278-280 
283 
286-288 
302-307 
309 

. i 
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Table 2-4 Definition of BRT Corridors in Grand Rapids 

Corridor Origin Zones Destination Zones 

US 131/Division (South} 144 96, 1011 102, 108, 109 
172-179 Grand Rapids CBD 
203-208 
216-219 
240-246 
257-259 

US 131/Piainfield 20-23 96, 101, 102, 108, 109 
(North) 35-38 Grand Rapids CBD 

45-50 
67-70 
72-77 
91-94 

28th Street 156 208 Kent lnd. Center 
158-162 215 Steel Case 
164 218 Fisher Body 
178 
181-184 
192-203 
210-212 
221-222 
224-234 

1-196 (Southwest) 139-141 96, 101, 102, 108, 109 
180-186 Grand Rapids CBD 
192-198 
221-234 

1-196 (East} 6 96, 101, 102, 108, 109 
16-17 Grand Rapids CBD 
42-43 

115-117 
153-155 

Lake Michigan Drive 13 96, 1011 102, 108, 109 
27-29 
55-58 
95 

129-138 
187 
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Table 2-5 De fin it ion of BRT Corridors in Detro it 

Corridor Origin Districts Destination Zones 

Gratiot/1-94 42-43 1-7 Detroit CBD 
61 13, 23, 50 New Center 
65 
80-85 

111-112 
305 
310-315 
320-324 
340-341 

Mound/Van Dyke 40 1-7 Detroit CBD 
42 13, 23, 50 New Center 
61-62 
64-66 
81-82 

102 
300-305 
330-334 

Woodward/1-75 62-64 1-7 Detroit CBD 
76 13, 23, 50 New Center 

100-102 
200-207 
230-232 
234-236 
240-241 
243 
250-255 

Grand River/Jeffries 51 1-7 Detroit CBD 
53 13, 23, 50 New Center 
70-73 
92-97 

141 
143-144 
146 
214 
220-222 
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Table 2-5 Definition of BRT Corridors in Detroit (Continued) 

-

Corridor Origin Districts Destination Zones 

Michigan/1-94 34-35 1-7 Detroit CBD 
120-123 13, 23, 50 New Center 
125-126 
133-134 
137 
139 
152-154 
180-181 

1-75/Fort 30-33 1-7 Detroit CBD 
130-136 I 3, 23, 50 New Center 
138 
160-164 
510-512 

1-696/Lodge 53-54 1-7 Detroit CBD 
73-75 13, 23, 50 New Center 
96 

101 
203 
210-212 
214 
220-222 

E. Jefferson 40-44 1-7 Detroit CBD 
85 13, 23, 50 New Center 

110- I 12 
310-315 
320-324 
340-341 
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2.3.2 Level of Service Estimates 

Another requirement, next in importcmce to travel demand, is the necessity for the priority 
treatment to attract increased transit ridership and carpool participation. The potential 
should exist for providing service which is faster than the private automobile. Alterna
tively, bus travel may be equal to or slightly greater than aul·o travel time if other incen
tives to ridership, such as the elimination of unexpected travel delays, can be provided. 
Both requirements suggest that a potential BRT corridor should be characterized by traffic 
congestion. 

An acceptable measure of congestion, for screening purposes, is the level of service no
tation (A through F) commonly defined by the Highway Capacity Manual.* To accom
modate the urgency of the corridor screening process, local officials were contacted for 
information pertaining to any previously designed level of service values for the corri
dors under consideration. Service levels are normally calculated by considering basic 
elements such as average overall travel speed, volume to capacity ratios, and other re
lated elements in varying proportions for freeways, multi-lane highways, two and three 
lane highways, urban arterials, and downtown streets. In the absence of available pre
determined level of service values, cognizant representatives within the local areas were 
asked to subjectively estimate levels of service, by corridor, for the peak travel period. 
To clarify the level of service values utilized for this corridor screening application, the 
following definitions are supplied: 

e Level of Service A: Describes a condition of free flow, with low volumes 
and high speeds. Traffic density is low, with speeds controlled by driver 
desires, speed limits, and physical roadway conditions. Little or no restric
tion in maneuverability due to the presence of other vehicles is encountered, 

e Level of Service B: Stable flow, with operating speeds beginning to be 
restricted somewhat by traffic conditions. Drivers still have reasonable 
freedom to select their speed and lane of operation. Reduction in speed 
is not unreasonable, with a low probability of traffic flow being restricted. 

e Level of Service C: Flow is still stable, but speeds and maneuverability are 
more closely controlled by the higher volumes. Most drivers are restricted 
in freedom to select speed, change lanes, or pass. Relatively satisfactory 
operating speed stili maintoined. 

e Level of Service D: Approaches unstable flow, with tolerable operating 
speeds being maintained though considerably affected by changes in operating 
conditions. Fluctuations in volume and temporary restrictions to flow may 
cause substantial drops in operating speeds. Drivers have little freedom to 
maneuver, and comfort and convenience are low. 

* Highway Capacity Manual, 1965, Highway Research Board, Special Report 87, 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Publication 1328. 
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e Level of Service E: Cannot be described by speed alone, but represents 
operations at lower operating speeds than in level D, with volumes at or 
near capacity of the highway. At capacity, speeds are typically near 
30 mph. Flow is unstable with stoppages of momentary duration. 

e Level of Service F: Describes forced flow operation at low speeds, where 
volumes are below capacity resulting from queues of vehicles backing up 
from restrictions downstream. Highway sections serve as storage areas. 
Speeds are reduced substantially with stoppages for short or long periods 
of time. In the extreme, both speed and volume drop to zero. 

2.3.3 Current Transit Ridership 

Transit ridership data were gathered for the four cities involved in the Michigan BRT 
study. Ridership data were supplied by the Flint Moss Transportation Authority (FMTA), 
the Grand Rapids Transit Authority (GRT A), the Capital Area Transit Authority (CAT A) 
in Lansing, the Detroit Deportment of Transportation (DDOT),ond the Southeastern 
Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA). The data supplied are of two types. One 
type provides the number of passengers for a 24-hour period on individual bus routes in 
the cities and surrounding areas. The other type indicates the total number of bus f?OSsen
gers during the peak 12-hour travel period. The Detroit CBD Cordon Count, described 
later, is an example of the latter type. Some of the proposed BRT routes are not presently 
served by mass transit, and, therefore, the Corridor Screening Characteristic Summary 
(Table 2-1) includes some blanks in the "Current Transit Ridership" column. . 

Current transit ridership data are listed by corridor in Table 2-1. For the purpose of this 
study, corridor transit ridership included not only passengers on buses presently operating 
on the proposed BRT routes, but also on adjacent routes serving the corridor. It was 
assumed that the BRT line would draw a portion of the transit riders from parallel routes 
in the corridor. Therefore, all current transit riders in the corridor were summed to 
iljldicate the approximate number of potential BRT riders. 

The ridership data tabulated for the Lansing, Flint, and Grand Rapids corridors represent 
average 24-hour transit ridership obtained within the following time periods. The data 
for Lansing are indicative of an average day for a period during the summer of 1974. The 
Flint MTA data represent the average week-day regular service ridership for the week of 
November 18 through November 22, 1974. The Grand Rapids data provide the total 
transit ridership for December 2, 1974. 

Two sources of data, the 1974 Cordon Count of the Detroit Central Business District, pre
pored by the Traffic Research Division of the Detroit Department of Transportation, and 
five-day passenger count averages for SEMT A bus routes were used to determine the 
current transit ridership for the corridors in Detroit. 
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The SEMTA data are for 24-hour transit ridership and represent the daily average of a 
sample five-day week. Similar ridership data by route were not available for DDOT buses 
operating along the identified corridors in the city of Detroit. Therefore, the number of 
passengers entering and leaving the Detroit C BD on DDOT buses operating on streets in 
each corridor was used as an indication of transit ridership. These data were obtained 
from the 1974 Cordon Count which was conducted between 7:00a.m. and 7:00p.m. on 
April 23, 24, and 25, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, respectively. The Cordon 
Count is a classified vehicle and passenger survey of all traffic entering and leaving the 
Detroit CBD. The boundaries of the cordon area are the John C. Lodge Freeway on the 
west, the Fisher Freeway on the north, the Chrysler Freeway on the east, and the Detroit 
River on the south. 

The transit ridership estimates for the Detroit corridors obtained from the Cordon Count 
are 12-hour rather than 24-hour totals. However, the 12 hours not covered by the Cordon 
Count are off-peak hours with low transit ridership. 

2.3.4 Ease of Implementation/Remarks 

Subjective remarks relating to physical characteristics of each candidate corridor were 
formulated to provide insight regarding BRT implementation along corridor routes. These 
remarks, however, were based upon macroscopic observations made during visits to each 
of the four metropolitan areas and, as such, were regarded lightly in the corridor screen
ing process. 

2.4 Corridor Screening by Urban Area 

The corridors in each urban area were evaluated separately on the basis of the screening 
characteristics. The results of !·his phase of the screening process are the identification 
of the most promising corridors in each of the four urban areas, 

2.4. 1 Lansing/East Lansing 

As a result of discussions with regional planning and transit officials and first-hand obser
vation, five corridors were identified in the Lansing/East Lansing area for further con
sideration in the screening process. Those corridors are identified by traffic analysis zones 
in Table 2-2 and are listed below for reference: 

e East Grand River/Oakland 
e East Saginaw/Oakland 
• South Cedar 
e South Logan 
e West Saginaw 
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The corridor characteristics which were considered in the screening process are summarized 
in Table 2-1. 

According toT able 2-1, the East Grand River/Oakland Corridor is the one which has the 
largest number of trips destined to major employment centers. The two major employment 
centers along this corridor which were considered in estimating corridor demand are the 
Lansing CBD, plus -the state offices, and the East Lansing CBD, plus parts of the MSU cam
pus. Since the East lansing employment center is a major trip attractor, the corridor has 
significant two-way flow. According to the 1965 0/D data, approximately 13,000 per
sons initiate trips within the corridor and travel west to the East Lansing and Lansing 
employment centers. Approximately 11,000 persons travel east along the corridor to the 
East Lansing employment center. East Grand River appears to be as congested as any 
arterial under consideration in Lansing, and thus offers as much potential as any other 
corridor for reducing travel time by implementing a bus priority treatment. The East 
Grand River/Oakland Corridor also supports the highest transit ridership (approximately 
2, 900 passengers per day) of all the potential corridors. There appears to be space at 
Meridian Mall for change-of-mode parking, and the Saginaw-Oakland one-way pair 
offers good potential for simple BRT implementation. 

The four remaining corridors are all oriented radially toward the Lansing employment 
center. The total number of trips to that destination generated within each of these 
corridors is less than the corresponding number for the Grand River/Oakland Corridor. 
Except for West Saginaw Street, traffic on the remaining corridor spines is characterized 
by stable flow with acceptable operating speeds (Level of Service B to C). Little poten
tial for reducing trip times by priority treatments exists on three out of four of these corri
dors. Daily transit ridership on these four corridors is much less than the ridership on the 
Grand River/Oakland Corridor. Without a substantial transit ridership base upon which 
to build, establishing an acceptable level of BRT ridership would depend heavily an 
diverting potential riders from automobiles. This diversion is particularly difficult where 
congestion is lacking. 

Considering the total number of trips, comparative levels of congestion, and current 
transit ridership, the Grand River/Oakland Corridor stands out as the corridor in the 
Lansing area which offers the highest potential for BRT service. 

2.4.2 Flint 

As previously discussed, five travel corridors in the Flint area were considered suitable 
for evaluation. These corridors are listed below: 

e Dart Highway (North and South) 
111 1-69 (East and West) 
e 1-475 (South) 
e South Sagniaw Street 
e North Saginaw/Detroit Street 
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The Dart Highway Corridor has relatively little potential for Bus Rapid Transit. A cursory 
analysis of 1966 0/D survey data revealed that this corridor generates a base of fewer 
than 1,800 daily person-trips from which northbound BRT trips could be attracted, while 
approximately 2,100 daily person-trips are estimated for southbound Dart Highway. The 
implementation of BRT on Dart Highway could be quite difficult; many traffic signals are 
located in the vicinity of AC Spark Plug; traffic in the same area is somewhat congested; 
and an exclusive bus lane does not appear viable. The Flint MTA does not currently pro
vide bus service on the Dart Highway Corridor (with the exception of the Lapeer Road 
route on South Dart Highway between Lippincott Boulevard and Hemphill Road). It would 
be necessary, therefore, to attract virtually all BRT riders from among those who presently 
travel by automobile or who are restricted in their trip making. 

The 1-69 Corridor, extending From Davison (east of Flint} to Swartz Creek (west of Flint}, 
is also unattractive for BRT implementation. The 1,966 doily person-trips satisfying the 
appropriate screening criteria total approximately 1,600 and 1, 900, respectively, on the 
east and west segments of the 1-69 Corridor. The operation of buses on 1-69 could be 
readily accomplished. Traffic moves freely in both directions, obviating the need for an 
exclusive bus lane. Furthermore, the location of 1-69 provides good access to the Flint 
CBD from either extremity of the corridor. In addition to the Flint CBD, Swartz Creek, 
and Davison, 1-69 serves GM Parts Division, Genesee Valley Moll, the Chevrolet com
plex at Bristol Rood and 1-75, and Eastland Mall. Due to the lack of congestion on 1-69, 
however, BRT could offer no time savings relative to automobile travel, creating a major 
obstacle to the attraction of ridership. Current ridership on the bus lines paralleling 1-69 
(Genesee Valley and Richfield Road) is quite low and does not constitute a viable base 
upon which a substantial BRT ridership could be built. 

The 1-475 Corridor between a point west of Grand Blanc and the Flint CBD has a slightly 
higher potential for BRT than the Dart Highway or 1-69 Corridors discussed above. A 
total of approximately 4,100 daily person-trips (in 1966} are judged to be suitable For 
BRT, more than ore associated with the preceding corridors, but still a very small number. 
1-475 has been open to traffic only since the fall of 1974 and does not yet have significant 
congestion; buses could move quite well in mixed traffic with no special provisions. The 
lack of congestion, however, eliminates trip time savings as incentive for travelers to 
choose BRT rather than automobiles. Also, the small number of 1-475 access points re
stricts opportunities for intermediate feeder connections. Finally, the low ridership on 
the South Saginaw Street bus line (which parallels much of the 1-475 route} does not in
dicate a substantial group of transit-oriented persons who would be likely to patronize 
BRT. 

The South Saginaw Street Corridor, interconnecting the Flint and Grand Blanc C BD's, 
was analyzed in a manner similar to that employed For the other Flint corridors. Approxi
mately 3,300 daily person-trips (based upon 1966 0/D survey data) are considered poten
tially suitable for BRT. BRT service would be more difficult to implement on South Saginaw 
Street than on either of the freeways discussed above. Through the use of bus-actuated 
traffic signal pre-emptors, or by other means, BRT travel times comparing favorably with 
those of outomobi les delayed by traffic congestion might be attained. The current South 
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Saginaw Street bus ridership, however, is not high enough to indicate (by itself) that the 
corridor is particularly favorable for BRT operation. 

The corridor associated with North Saginaw Street and Detroit Street appears to be the 
most suitable location for BRT in the Flint area. An examination of daily person-trips 
(using data obtained in a 1966 0/D survey) revealed that a total of approximately 4;300 
such trips follow the general pattern of BRT travel. Although this total is greater than 
those determined for other Flint corridors, it is quite small relative to the capacities 
obtainable with the BRT systems considered in this study. No major BRT implementation 
obstacles were observed with regard to North Saginaw Street. Curb cuts for bus loading 
and unloading seem feasible in all portions of North Saginaw Street, with the exception 
of the CBD. Parking restrictions could be used to provide bus stops or even bus lanes in 
the CBD, since parking is currently permitted on both sides of Saginaw Street in that area. 
(It would be necessary to demonstrate that downtown merchants would experience a net 
benefit before such parking restrictions would be generally accepted.) In addition to the 
CBD, Buick Motor Division is a major trip attractor which would be served by a North 
Saginaw BRT route. If the demand proved sufficient, a portion of the buses could be 
diverted from North Saginaw Street to travel on Industrial Avenue adjacent to Buick. 
Furthermore, North Saginaw Street is occasionally quite congested, presenting an oppor
tunity for BRT to compete effectively with automobile travel times. Finally, the current 
transit ridership along this corridor (computed by adding ridership totals for the Flint MTA 
lines on both Detroit Street and North Saginaw Street) is higher than was observed for the 
other Flint corridors studied. 

2 .4.3 Grand Rapids 

The following six candidate BRT corridors in Grand Rapids were evaluated: 

e 1- 196 (Southwest) 
e 1-196 (East) 
e Lake Michigan Drive 
e 28th Street 
e US-131/Division Avenue 
e US-131/Piainfield Avenue 

Both segments of 1-196 have relatively low potential for successful BRT implementations. 
In each of these cases, the number of daily vehicle trips (based on 1965 O/D survey data) 
compatible with BRT characteristics is quite small. Automobile traffic on 1-196 moves 
freely, offering little chance for improved travel times through BRT service. The imple
mentation of BRT on 1-196 would not present any major problems and would provide con
venient access to the Grand Rapids C BD. There is no well-developed transit ridership 
in the 1-196 Corridor; it would be necessary to attract virtually all of the riders for a 
BRT system from among automobile users. 
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Lake Michigan Drive, extending west from the CBD, also does hot exhibit a high potential 
for successful BRT operation. An examination of 1965 daily person-trips in this corridor, 
for example, indicated approximately 3,700 trips which are suitable for BRT. Further
more, Lake Michigan Drive is not attractive from an ease-of-implementation standpoint, 
since portions of the roadway may not permit buses to pass slower vehicles. Current transit 
ridership in this corridor is quite small (less than 200 passengers per day) and does not pro
vide an incentive to implement BRT service. 

The 28th Street Corridor is heavily traveled, but does not include a major trip attractor 
comparable to the Grand Rapids CBD. While BRT implementation in this corridor could 
be accomplished, the "many-to-many" nature of the trips to be served does not favor BRT 
operation. These factors, in conjunction with the lack of an established base of current 
transit ridership, lead to the conclusion that 28th Street is not an appropriate site for a 
demonstration of BRT service. 

The corridors associated with US-131 and Division Avenue (south of the CBD) and with 
US-131 and Plainfield Avenue (north of the CBD) are judged to be the most suitable in 
Grand Rapids for BRT implementation. In an analysis of 1965 travel data, the Division 
Avenue and Plainfield Avenue Corridors were found to have approximately 10,500 and 
8,400 daily person-trips compatible with BRT characteristics, respectively. These travel 
volumes are higher than determined for other corridors in Grand Rapids, but are not suf
ficient to justify BRT approaches employing short bus headways or requiring significant 
capital expenditures. The operation of express buses in mixed traffic on either segment 
of US-131 would present no special problems, since this freeway does not often become 
seriously congested. The southern portions of Plainfield Avenue are not particularly 
attractive for express bus operation; a time savings might result from a longer route south 
on Plainfield to 1-96, west on 1-96 to US-131, south on US-131 to 1-196, and east on 
1-196 to the CBD. Division Avenue appears more attractive for express bus service than 
does Plainfield Avenue; a route on US-131, however, again seems more desirable. Both 
Plainfield Avenue and Division Avenue are served by GRTA routes, but neither route has 
a ridership sufficient to indicate a high potential for BRT implementation. 

2 .4.4 Detroit 

Eight corridors in the Detroit area were identified for further evaluation on the basis of 
doily traffic counts and the location of major employment sites. Since the Detroit CBD 
is the largest single employment center in the area and since CBD trip makers seem to be 
more transit-oriented than other trip makers, all of the identified corridors terminate in 
the CBD or the New Center area. High volume, non-radial travel corridors were identi
fied based on traffic counts (e.g., Eight Mile Road, Southfield, and Telegraph), but they 
were not considered in the screening process because these corridors lack concentrated 
centers of employment which con be conveniently served by a BRT implementation. The 
eight corridors which were considered are defined in terms of analysis districts in Table 
2-5 and are listed below for reference: 
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e Gratiot/1-94 
e Mound/Van Dyke 
41 Woodward/1-75 
e Grand River/Jeffries 
41 Michigan/1-94 
e 1-75/Fort 
o 1-696/Lodge 
11> East Jefferson 
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As indicated in Table 2-1, all eight of the corridors generate a large number of trips to the 
CBD and the New Center area. The table lists peak-hour trips as well as the daily total. 
According to the level of service estimates, the rush-hour traffic flow on all but one of 
the corridors approaches and sometimes reaches instability, with low operating speeds and 
occasional stoppages for short duration (Level of ServiceD to E). The Lodge Expressway 
periodically enters the forced flow regime where operating speeds are quite low and 
volumes are below capacity (Level of Service F). Unlike the other corridors, both Grand 
River and the Jeffries Freeway operate under stable flow conditions with generally satis
factory speeds (Level of Service C to D). With the possible exception of the Grand River/ 
Jeffries Corridor, all of the corridors are relatively congested, and the potential exists for 
decreasing trip times by 'implementing a bus priority treatment. All of the corridors except 
two, Mound/Van Dyke and 1-696/Lodge, have a substantial transit ridership base from 
which BRT ridership can be drawn. 

On the basis of these screening characteristics, all eight of the corridors in the Detroit 
area appear to have potential for a successful BRT demonstration. However, the South
eastern Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA) has immediate plans for implementation 
of an exclusive bus lane on the Jeffries Freeway. The exclusive lane is to be extended as 
the freeway is completed. Therefore, to avoid duplication, the Grand River/ Jeffries 
corridor has been eliminated from further evaluation for this BRT Demonstration Project. 
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3.0 CORRIDOR SELECTION 

Each of the four urban areas has been examined separately, and the corridors within 
each area having the most potential for attracting BRT ridership have been identified. 
In Flint, the Detroit Street/North Saginaw Street corridor was judged to be more suitable 
for BRT than other corridors in the area. In Grand Rapids, the corridors associated with 
US-131, both north and south of the CBD, show promise. A firm choice between these 
two corridors in Grand Rapids, however, would require further analysis. The East Grand 
River/Oakland Avenue corridor in the Lansing/East Lansing area was found to have more 
potential for successful BRT operation than any other corridor in that area, Finally, all 
eight corridors in the Detroit area were found to have high potential. The Grand River/ 
Jeffries Freeway corridor, however, as stated earlier 1 was eliminated to avoid duplication, 
since a bus priority project is already planned by SEMTA for the Jeffries Freeway. To 
complete the screening process, the eleven corridors located in four urban areas were 
compared on the basis of the screening characteristics. The seven corridors having the 
highest potential for successful BRT operation were then selected. 

According to the level of service estimates which are summarized in Table 2-1, all eleven 
corridors are comparable in their level of congestion, and all offer roughly the same 
potential for increasing average velocity during peak hours by implementing some priority 
treatment. Although the outer terminus of each corridor has not been rigorous-ly defined, 
it is believed that the corridors in the Detroit area are longer than those in the outside 
areas due to the greater intensity of suburban development in the Detroit area. Therefore, 
for a given increase in average velocity, the corridors in the Detroit area offer a greater 
potential for reducing total trip time than do the corridors in the outstate areas. 

Although the estimates of daily person-trips are severely limited in their usefulness for 
making quantitative BRT ridership estimates, they do serve to indicate the relative magni
tude of the demand from which BRT ridership will ultimately be drawn. In nearly all 
cases, the number of trips that conform to the general pattern of BRT travel which are 
generated within the Detroit area corridors far exceed the number of such trips generated 
within the outstate corridors. 

Existing transit ridership along the outstate corridors is very small compared to the rider
ship along the corridors in the Detroit area where transit service is provided. 

3.1 Preliminary Recommendations 

Based on these considerations, it was concluded that, although each of the three out
state urban areas includes at least one corridor in which some form of priority bus treat
ment may be feasible, none of these shares the overall potential of any one of the seven 
candidate corridors in the Detroit area. It was, therefore, recommended that scheduled 
effort for further analysis be focused on the seven Detroit corridors presented below in 
non-ranked order: 
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• Gratiot/1-94 
e 1-75/Fart 
411 1-696/Lodge 
e East Jefferson 
e Michigan/1-94 
e Mound/Van Dyke 
e Woodward/1-75 

3.2 Final Selections 
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These preliminary recommendations were presented to representatives from cognizant 
agencies on February 14, 1975. Representatives from the Michigan Department of State 
Highways and Transportation (MDSHT), Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority 
(SEMTA), Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG), and Detroit Depart

ment of Transportation (DDOT) were present at the meeting. A discussion of the pre
liminary recommendations resulted in the final selection of seven corridors for further study. 

The original seven corridors identified by the screening process are all CBD oriented. 
While this characteristic is considered an asset to BRT implementation schemes, it was 
deemed desirable to consider inclusion of one or two non-CBD oriented corridors for 
further analysis, The Southfield Corridor and a crosstown corridor were suggested for 
this purpose. 

The Southfield Corridor was suggested on the basis of its high rote of development over the 
post few years, os well as its continued development rate anticipated for the very near
term, while o viable crosstown link serving the Rouge River a reo from the east side of 
Detroit would be a significant service improvement to the community. In order to include 
these suggested corridors for additional analysis and provide minimum disruption to existing 
program plans, it was deemed desirable to hold the number of candidate corridors to seven 
by reviewing and ultimately deleting two others from further consideration. 

The discussion which occurred at this meeting resulted in identification of the Woodward/1-75 
and Mound/Van Dyke corridors for deletion. The Grand Trunk Line improvements scheduled 
for the near term within the Woodward/1-75 corridor tend to discount the desirability of 
adding BRT in that locality. The lack of established transit ridership coupled with rela
tively low trip demand on the Mound/Van Dyke corridor contributed to its being deleted 
from further ana lysis. 

In summary, the following seven corridors, identified by tentative routes, were se lee ted to 
be developed through additional analysis in accordance with the contract. 

e East Jefferson 
e Gratiot Avenue 
e 1-696/Lodge Freeway 
e Michigan/1-94 
e I -75/Fort Street 
411 Southfield 
e Crosstown (possibly 1-94) 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT OF DATA FOR SEVEN CANDIDATE CORRIDORS 

4.1 Transportation Demand Data 

The basic source of the origin/destination data utilized in this study is the TALUS survey 
conducted in 1965, In the course of previous work by GM Research laboratories, a mag
netic tape cont~ining the survey data was obtained from SEMCOG. From among the data 
in each tape record, the following items were extracted: 

e Trip type 
"' Beginning time of trip 
"' Arrive I time 
e Trip origin zone 
"' Trip destination zone 
e Expansion factor (i.e., the number of trips represented by the sample 

reported) 

Over 300,000 such condensed survey records are assembled into a disk file to permit con
van ient future referencing. It is this file which serves as the basis for the demand estimates 
and travel pattern analyses reported herein, 

4.1.1 Demand Analysis Time Interval 

The operational characteristics of bus rapid transit are tailored to best serve concentrated, 
moderately large travel demands. It was decided, therefore, to analyze potential BRT 
corridors on the basis of peak-period travel to the Detroit CBD. To help choose a specific 
three-hour peak period, the 1965 TALUS survey file was used to compute the number of 
trips terminating in the Detroit CBD during half-hour intervals from 5:00a.m. to 8:00 
p.m., and originating in superdistricts 0 through 35, Totals for several different three-hour 
periods are shown in Table 4-1. It may be see~ that the periods from 6:30 to 9:30, 7:00 to 
10:00, and 7:30 to 10:30 include more trips than other morning periods •. Although the 7:00-
to-10:00 period total is not the maximum observed, that period was chosen for the following 
reasons: 

e When only trips to the Detroit CBD are considered, the period from 7:00 
to 10:00 has 5,6 percent more trips than the preceding period and only 
0.5 percent fewer than the following period, 

<11 It is expected that the 7:00-to-10:00 period includes a higher percentage 
of work trips than does a slightly later period. 

e Analyses related to the SEMTA 1990 Transportation Plan were based upon 
travel between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m. 
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Table 4-1 Trip Totals for Various Three-Hour Periods 

THREE-HOUR PERIOD TOTAL TRIPS THREE-HOUR PERIOD TOTAL TRIPS 
TO CBD* TO CBD* 

5:30am - 8:30am 51,352 11:30 am - 2:30pm 33,B62 

6:00am - _9:00am 65,041 Noon - 3:00pm 31,868 

6:30am - 9:30am 71,661 12:30 pm - 3:30pm 30,461 

7:00am - 10:00 am 75,649 1:00pm - 4:00pm 31 ,401 

7:30am - 10:30 am 76,021 1:30pm - 4:30pm 29,073 

8:00am - 11:00 am 64,171 2:00pm - 5:00pm 28,261 

8:30am - 11:30 am 52,682 2:30pm - 5:30pm 27,419 

9:00am - Noon 43,888 3:00pm - 6:00pm 27,068 

9:30am - 12:30 pm 41,768 3:30pm - 6:30pm 25,132 

10:00 am - 1:00pm 39,114 4:00pm - 7:00 pm 22,379 

10:30 am - 1:30pm 37,550 4:30pm - 7:30 pm 21,609 

11:00 am - 2:00pm 35,772 5:00pm - 8:00pm 21,080 

* Number of trips terminating in Detroit CBD from origins within superdistricts 
0 through 35 during specified interval, based upon 1965 TALUS survey data. 
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4. 1.2 Corridor Definition 

The information utilized to define each candidate BRT corridor includes the following 
items: 

~» Origin Traffic Analysis Zone List. These zones constitute the only trip 
generators to be considered in evaluating a corridor's trip volumes. Rather 
than specify zones individually, allowable trip origins are listed as entire 
districts (each containing several zones). 

e Destination Zone List. Due to the greater density of trip destinations, 
these zones are individually specified. Trips terminating at any other 
locations are not analyzed. 

11 BRT Route Node List. A series of points, or "nodes," defines the principal 
route in each corridor. This route may consist of up to 60 nodes, with as 
many as 20 nodes in a main route and in each of two auxi I iary routes. 

A list of origin districts and destination zones for each of seven candidate BRT corridors 
is shown in Table 4-2. All districts and zones in that list are identified according to 
their TALUS designations. The origin districts in each corridor were chosen on the basis 
of their proximity to the corridor's primary route in an attempt to define a logical 
"travel shed." The areas of coverage (From which trips will be attracted) associated 
with the Gratiot and Michigon/1-94 corridors are illustrated in Figure 4-1. Similar 
diagrams are presented in Figure 4-2 (for the 1-94 Crosstown and Lodge Freeway 
corridors) and in Figure 4-3 (For the East Jefferson, Southfield Freeway, and Fort/Fisher 
Freeway corridors). 

Destination zones were selected by adding the total number of peak-period trips attracted 
to each zone in the Detroit area (superdistricts 0 through 35) from all other zones in the 
same area, and ranking the list to aid in the identification of prominent destinations. 
Figure 4-4 indicates the zones which were found to be among the top 60 attractors and 
which are located within the boundaries of one or more candidate BRT corridors. 
Figure 4-4 also displays the route definition nodes For the composite set of corridor 
routes. The node identification numbers shown are assigned by a transit network editing 
program and are used For later references to their associated locations. 

4.1.3 1965 Corridor Trip Matrix 

After the origin and destination zones in each corridor were selected, trip matrices of 
1965 intra-corridor, peak-period travel by all modes were generated. A computer 
program was implemented to perform this !·ask for each corridor. The program reads 
the 1965 TALUS survey file and ignores trips ending outside the morning peak period, 
originating in any zone not specified as a corridor origin, or terminating in any zone 
which is riot among those specified as corridor destinations. The remaining trips ore 
assembled into a peak-period corridor trip matrix. To permit relatively compact trip 
matrix storage, the program assigns one series of sequential numbers to the corridor's 
origin zones, and a separate series of numbers to the destination zones. The program 
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Table 4-2 Definition of Corridor Origins and Destinations 

CORRIDOR ORIGIN DISTRICTS DESTINATION ZONES 

Gratiot 22,24,42,43,61,65, 10-72,132,133,500,501, 
80-85,111,112,305, 521,600,1111,1122,3131, 
310-315,320,322-324, 3134,3204 
340,341 

East Jefferson 20,22,40-44,85,110-112, 10-72,132,133,500,501, 
310-315,320-324,340,341 521,600,1105,1111,1122, 

3131,3134,3204 

1-94 Crosstown 11-14,20-24,31,33-35, 10-72,132,133,500,501, 
42,43,50-52,60,61,65, 521,600,1212,1222,1223, 
80-85,102,111,112, 1260 
120-123,126,305,310-315, 
320-324,340,341 

Lodge Freeway 11-14,50-54,72-76,95-97 10-72,110,132,133,500, 
101,202-204,210-214, 501,521,600,2110 
220-222,240,242,244, 
260,262,263 

Southfield 71,72,74,90-97,120-123, 921,962,963,1212,1222, 
125,126,133,203-206, 1223,1231,1260,2110, 
210-214,230,240-242 2400,2402 

Michigan/1-94 10-14,31,34,35,120-123, 10-72, 132, 133,500,501, 
125,126,133,134,137, . 521,600,1212,1222,1223, 
139,152-154,180-183, 1260 
190 

Fort/ 10,30-33,130-136,138, 10-72,132,133,300,500, 
Fisher Freeway 160-164,510-512 501,521,600,1310,1367 
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Figure 4-1 Gratiot and Michigan/1-94 Corridors 
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Figure 4-3 East Jefferson, Southfield Freeway, and Fort/Fisher Freeway 
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then produces two computer files--one containing the corridor trip matrix (keyed to 
"corridor-sequential" zone numbers), and another containing a translation table for 
converting between "corridor-sequential" and TALUS zone numbers. 

4. 1.4 1975 Corridor Trip Matrix 

Next 1 an interim computer program was written for the purpose of creating a printout of 
each corridor's trip matrix, using the zone list and trip matrix files discussed above. This 
program also generates trip production and attraction totals for each zone. Finally, the 
program includes the capability to print a trip matrix and zone production/ attraction 
totals which have been adjusted to reflect population changes which have occurred 
between 1965 and 1975, Using SEMCOG data, a computer file containing 1965 and 
estimated 1975 population totals for each district in a study area was assembled. The 
number of trips in each origin/destination interchange was multiplied by the 1975-to-
1965 population ratio of the district containing the origin zone being considered. While 
it is not claimed that this adjustment procedure accurately models all of the travel pattern 
changes which hove occurred during the past ten years, it is felt that the method does 
provide a useful indication of internal trip activity For individual corridors. For the total 
adjusted travel demand in a corridor to be significantly misestimated, a change in the 
average number of intracorridor trips per corridor resident would be necessary (assuming 
that most morning, peak-period trips ore home-based). Trips from locations outside the 
corridor to, for example, new trip attractors within the corridor, are not considered in 
the corridor analysis and need not be estimated. 

4. 1.5 Corridor Analysis Program 

Travel patterns and volumes in each of seven candidate BRT corridors were analyzed 
through the application of a special-purpose computer program. The program performs 
two major functions: 

s Compiles a list of corridor trips not satisfying the BRT screening 
criteria specified by the program user. (The corridor trip matrix, as 
previously discussed, is based upon the 1965 TALUS survey and per
tains to trips taken by ail modes,) 

e Produces various summaries of corridor data and data pertaining to trips 
which do satisfy the BRT screening criteria, 

The corridor analysis program considers the "directness" of each trip it examines. A 
trip's directness is evaluated by comparing its length as a BRT trip with the straight-line 
distance between its origin and destination. A BRT trip consists of three segments: 
access to the mainline route, mainline travel, and travel From the mainline route to the 
destination. Mainline access distance is measured From the centroid of the origin zone 
to the nearest node on the mainline route, A mainline egress distance is similarly de
fined For the trip's destination zone. The mainline travel distance is simply the dis
tance along the main I ine route between the trip's access and egress nodes. For each of 
the corridor's origin/destination pairs, the program multi pi ies the three BRT trip segment 
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lengths by their associated weighting factors (user-specified numbers ranging &om zero 
to ten) and sums the~e products to generate a weighted BRT trip length. If this result 
exceeds the trip's straight-line origin-to-destination distance, the trip is considered 
unsuitable for BRT. Through weighting factor adjustments, the relative importance of 
each trip segment may be established for trip screening purposes, 

The trip screenings for seven candidate BRT corridors were performed with access, 
mainline, and egress weighting factors of 1.0, 0,0, and 1,0, respectively. Such a 
combination of weighting factors emphasizes travel to and from the mainline route and 
assesses no penalty for travel on the BRT mainline route itself. Trips were eliminated, 
then, if the extra travel necessary to use the BRT route would exceed the total trip dis
tance directly from origin to destination. A non-zero weighting factor applied to main
line travel would result in the elimination of a greater number of trips, but it is felt 
that the previously discussed weighting factors are sufficient to produce meaningful results. 

The corridor analysis program also screens trips on the basis of main I ine travel distance. 
Any trips in which the mainline travel fails to exceed a particular minimum are con
sidered unsuitable for BRT and are eliminated. This minimum distance is specified by 
the program user and may range from zero to ten miles. The screening results were 
found to be relatively insensitive to the value of this parameter (due to the linear nature 
of the corridors and the manner in which destinations were selected); therefore a min
imum distance of 2.0 miles was used throughout the analysis. 

The two-stage screening process described above is not intended to replace a modal 
analysis. Instead, it provides what is felt to be a meaningful indication of the number 
of trips in each corridor which have characteristics somewhat compatible with bus rapid 
transit service, These sets of trips serve as the bases for comparing one corridor with 
another and for evaluating features of individual corridors. 

The corridor analysis program generates a variety of outputs to facilitate additional 
study of each corridor, including the following items: 

e Corridor mainline node list 
e Corridor mainline travel distance matrix 
e Zone-to-node correlation I ist 
e list of trips eliminated 
e Trip production For each zone 
111 Trip attraction for each zone 
e Entry/exit trip volumes for each node 
e Origin zones and entry nodes for trips to each destination group 
" Entry nodes for trips to each destination zone, district, and superdistrict 
e Frequency distribution of mainline trip lengths 
e Screened corridor trip matrix 

The corridor mainline node list is shown in Table 4-3. This output is generated by 
merging the node number and description list for the corridor with the node coordinate 
list for the composite BRT study area. The result, as shown, is a node identification 
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Table 4-3 Corridor Definition Nodes 

HOE ~LI'eER X 'I f\CCE CESCR IPTH'N 

45 4!4. 17 ~6.C<J I'IChiGAJ\ £ CAKWOOfl 
27 43l:.19 56.40 IIIIChiGAN s SCUTHFIH'J 
2e ~:e.e~ 57.41 NICH!GAFI & l-G4 
2'l 44Co H 'ill.21 I-<;4 6 LIVFRNOI S 
3() 442.2'l 5'l.2<J I -'l4 r, LIFIWCOC 
: 1 443.1<; S'l.t:<; I-'l4 E LCCGE FW'f 
7! 443.55 60.04 I-94 & WOODWARD 
12 444.52 60.76 I-'l4 & Cl-iENE 
71 44~.<;8 tt.t'l I-'l4 & \JAN C'll<E 
70 441.60 1:2.41 I-'14 & CONNER 
~~ 44<J.04 ~3.0'3 I-<;4 f. AlTER 
l:ll 450.15 o.e~ I-'l4 f, CADI EIH 
n 451.14 65.85 T-94 f, VERNIER 
66 4 ~o. ~ e {:7.16 I-'l4 G '1-1' ll E 
6'i 4~1.08 6'l. 2 3 I-<;4 f, 11 I'ILE 
c4 4~1.07 11.40 I-'l4 f. GRill ICT 
0 4~1.'18 73.45 GRAliCT r, 15-IIILE 
t2 453.10 16.42 GR~TIOT & CROCKER 
12 444.52 tC.16 cec SPU!l STAPT 
14 44~.~2 ~'l.R8 I-1 ~ r. E. WARREN 
75 445.27 57.~ 7 1-·ns r, ,I EFFERSON 
1€ &44.€1 57.10 JEFFERSCI\ & WCCDwiiRC 
i3 l4~.~5 1:0.04 ceo SPUR ENC 

number, "X" and "Y" coordinates (both in miles), and description of each node in the 
corridor. 

The next corridor analysis program output is the node-to-node travel distance matrix for 
the mainline BRT routes; a portion of this output is reproduced in Table 4-4. The number 
in a particular cell of the matrix represents the distance (in miles) between the nodes 
identifying the cell's row and column. Distances are computed as straight-line segments 
between successive pairs of nodes along the mainline route. When oltemate routes exist 
between two nodes, the distance for the shortest route is indicated. 

Table 4-5 illustrates another of the program's outputs--a listing of all traffic analysis 
zones in the corridor, the mainline node assigned to each zone, and the distance from 
the zone centroid to the node (in miles). All zones are identified according to the 
TALUS numbering system. The assignment of a node to a particular zone is accomplished 
by computing the straight-line distances between the zone centroid and all nodes and 
then selecting the node for which that distance is minimized. This node assignment, and 
the zone-to-node distance, are applicable for the zone as either a trip origin or destina
tion. 

Another segment of the program's output is shown in Table 4-6. This output consists of a 
description of each trip eliminated in the screening process, and an indication of its reason 

4-11 TRANSPORTATION liBRARY 
MICHIGAN DEPT, STATE HIGHWAYS & 
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Table 4-4 Corridor Travel Distance Matrix 

45 27 (C ~c 11 70 

21 1.45 0.00 2iE7 4.€1 E.l8 1.71 P.27 ~.4A 11.21 12.98 
2E 4.32 2.El 0.00 <.OO 3.~2 4.90 ~.40 6.61 F.~4 10.11 
2~ 6.32 4•E7 <.oo o.co I.Gl 2.90 3.4o 4.61 6.34 e.11 
~0 A,24 6.78 3.92 1.91 0.00 0.9~ 1.49 2,70 4.4~ 6.20 

(or reasons) for rejection. The first two columns identify each trip as an origin/destina-
tion zone pair. The next three columns report the BRT mainline access, mainline egress, 
and mainline travel distances for the trip. An asterisk printed adjacent J·o a mainline 
travel distance identifies a trip with less than the specified minimum distance traveled on 
the mainline route. The next column contains the straight-line origin-to-destination dis
tance for each trip; an asterisk next to one of these entries denotes a trip with a weighted 
BRT distance exceeding the straight-line distance. Finally, the number of peak-period 
person-trips associated with the origin/destination zone pair is shown in the rightmost column. 

A I isting of the total trip production for each origin zone constitutes the next corridor 
analysis program output, shown in Table 4-7. The first column identifies origin traffic 
analysis zones by their TALUS designations. The second column indicates the number of 
peak-period person-trips originating in each zone and terminating in any of the corridor's 
destination zones--prior to the trip screening phase of the program. The next column 
presents the trip production total for each zone after screening, while the fourth column 
reports the percentage by which entries in the third column differ from those in the second 
(i.e., the percentage of each zone's trip production eliminated by the screening process). 
Zones with no initial trip production, and those losing 80 percent or more of their trips 
during the screening process, are marked with a double asterisk. 

In a format simi lor to that discussed above, the program also generates trip attraction 
totals, as illustrated in Table 4-8. These totals represented the number of peak-period 
person-trips (again, before and after screening) which originate anywhere in the corridor 
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Table 4-5 Corridor Access-Egress Distances 
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Table 4-6 Trips Not Meeting Bus Rapid Transit Criteria 
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Table 4-7 Trip Production 
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Table 4-8 Trip Attraction 
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and terminate in each destination zone. Zones with no initial trip attraction, and those 
with 80 percent or more of their trip attraction eliminated by screening, are denoted by 
a double asterisk. 

A summary of mainline node trip volumes constitutes the next program output. As shown 
in Table 4-9, the I isting of each node is accompanied by a total number of person-trips 
entering the mainline route at that point, and by the number of person-trips leaving at the 
same point. The entry volume for a node consists of the sum of the trip production (after 
screening) of all origin zones to which the node is assigned, Similarly, a node's exit vol

' ume is the sum of the trip attraction of all destination zones to which the node is assigned. 

The next series of program outputs aid in the recognition of patterns in the generation of 
trips to specific destination zone groups. An example of such information for trips to the 
Detroit CBD is shown in Table 4-10. First, a mainline entry node is identified by number 
and description. Then, the total number of trips to all CBD zones is indicated for each 
origin zone to which the node is assigned. Finally, the total number of CBD-bound trips 
entering the main! ine route at that node is presented, Similar information is produced for 
each major destination served by a particular corridor, such as the New Center area, the 
Ford Complex, and the Northland area. 

Another output of the corridor analysis program, partially reproduced in Table 4-11, indi
cates the number of person-trips going to every destination zone,categorized by main line 
entry node, Totals are also displayed for disl-ricts and superdistricts--again,separately for 
each entry node. The totals for districts and superdistricts do not necessarily correspond 
with the totals which might result if all the zones in those areas were designated as corridor 
destinations, since the program considers only trips terminating in zones specifically iden
tified as destinations. 

As shown in Table 4-12, the program also compiles a trip frequency distribution of main
line route mileage, The first output column lists the mileage intervals for which person
trip totals are accumulated. The designation of "2," for example, identifies the one-mile 
interval from 1.5 miles to (but not including) 2.5 miles. The second column indicates the 
number of person-trips having a mainline travel distance within each of the mileage inter
vals. The third and fourth columns indicate the number of person-trips with mainline mile
ages below and above each interval, respectively. Finally, a single total representing the 
number of person-trip miles traveled on the mainline route is produced. This total is ob
tained by summing the products of mainline mileage and number of person-trips for all 
origin/destination zone pairs in the corridor. 

The last program output is the screened corridor trip matrix (one page of which is presented 
as Table 4-13). This output is optional and may be suppressed by the program user, if 
desired. The screened trip matrix simply indicates the number of peak-period person-trips 
(by all travel modes) for each of the corridor's origin/destination zone pairs, after trips 
not meeting the user-specified screening criteria have been eliminated. TALUS destina
tion zones are identified at the tops of the trip matrix columns; an origin zone number 
appears to the left of each row. Trip matrix rows without at least one non-zero entry are 
not printed. Therefore, the trip matrix printout does not necessarily show all possible 
interchanges between the corridor's specified origin and destination zones. 
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Table 4-9 Corridor Node Trip loadings 
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Table 4-10 Source Distribution of Trips to the Detroit CBD 
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Table 4-11 Destination Split of Trips Entering Corridor 
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Table 4-12 Frequency Distribution of Corridor Trip Lengths 
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Table 4-13 Screened Peak-Period Person-Trips 
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4.2 Traffic Congestion 

In order to quantify traffic congestion 1 peak-hour volume to capacity ratios and travel 
speeds were obtained for each potential BRT route. The volume to capacity ratios were 
tabulated from the 1970 Highway Assignment Network Data File created by SEMCOG 
in 1972. The data were tabulated for each highway link. The links vary in length from 
a few yards to several miles. Since the volume to capacity ratio varies from one link to 
another along each BRT route, it was necessary to devise a single measure to characterize 
the extent to which the highway operates above capacity for comparison purposes. The 
measure which was chosen is termed the congested distance and is defined as follows: 

n 
CD = L (V/C). L. 

'-] I I 
where (V/C) ~ 1.0 

where (V/C). 
I 

L. 
I 

n 

= 
= 
= 

1-

Volume to capacity ratio of the ith link 

Length in miles of the ith I ink 

Number of links which operate at or above capacity 
in the peak period 

A more accurate measure of congestion would be some combination of the volume and 
operating speed of each link. However 1 the average peak-hour speed was not generally 
available for each link but was estimated only for the entire route. Therefore, the over
all average operating speed in the peak hour was considered as an independent measure of 
traffic congestion. At least two timed automobile runs were made on each potential BRT 
route during the morning peak hour--7:30 to 8:30 a.m.--togivea first-order estimate of 
travel time. This peak-hour speed information is limited in that it is supported by only 
two observations on most routes, and it was obtained during a period of unusually high 
unemployment in the Detroit area. 

Table 4-141ists the calculated values of the congested distance parameter and the average 
of the observed peak-hour speeds for the potential BRT routes. Table 4-14alsoshowsthat 
the limited speed run data that were available from the Detroit Department of Transporta
tion agree relatively well with the observed speeds. 

4.3 Existing Transit 

Two types of data were compiled to describe existing transit service in each corridor. 
First 1 peak-period ridership along the corridor was determined. The ridership numbers 
represent the number of passengers entering the Detroit CBD on the main BRT route plus 
adjacent streets in the corridor between the hours of 7:00a.m. and !O:OOa.m. Both Detroit 
DOT and out-of-town buses (SEMTA) were considered. The source of the ridership data 
is the 1974 Cordon Count of the Detroit Central Business District prepared by the Traffic 
Research Division of the Detroit Department of Transportation (DOT). Current transit rider
ship totals for the 1-94 Crosstown and the Gratiot Corridors were assumed to be identical 
since both corridors serve the same origin zones. Ridership information for the Southfield 
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Table 4-14 Measures of Congestion 

Corridor/Route 
Congested Distance Observed Peak- Detroit DOT Speed Data 

Parameter Hour Speeds 

Gratiot 18.70 25 25 7:00a.m. 
23 7:30a.m. 
25 8:00a.m. 
35 8:30a.m. 
35 9:00a.m. 
28.6 Average 

E. Jefferson 7.45 30.9 

1-94 Crosstown 17.50 48.3 

Lodge Freeway 9.18 40.6 42 7:15a.m. 
23.3 7:30a.m. 
20 7:30a.m. 
49 8:00 a.m. 
33.6 Average 

Southfield 18.62 36.6 

1-94 West 9.30 47.5 

Fisher Freeway 0.0 53.8 
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Corridor was not available, but it was estimated based on Detroit DOT passenger counts 
for routes similar to the Southfield and Greenfield lines. 

In addition to existing transit ridership, the number of existing routes which cross the main 
BRT route in each corridor was del·ermined. This number gives a relative measure of total 
transit service and transit orientation in each corridor. In addition, it gives a relative 
measure of flexibility in choosing locations for intermediate stops which interface with 
existing feeder service. 

Table 4-15 summarizes corridor transit ridership information and the number of transit routes 
crossing the BRT route for each of the seven corridors. 

Table 4-15 Existing Transit Ridership and Routes 

Existing Peak-Period 
No. of Routes Crossing BRT Route 

Corridor/Route 
Ridership DOT SEMTA 

Gratiot 4525 18 4 

E. Jefferson 5891 7 4 

1-94 Crosstown 4525 27 3 

Lodge 9703 21 4 

Southfield 700 15 3 

Michigan/1-94 1459 14 0 

Fisher Freeway 3030 14 0 
-

4.4 BRT Travel Time Estimates 

Preliminary estimates of BRT travel time were made for each corridor and were compared 
with estimated automobile travel times. The assumptions that were made to estimate 
BRT travel time are summarized in this section. 

The trip for which the travel time is estimated is similar for each corridor. In each case 
the trip starts at the outer extremity of the corridor and ends in the major activity center 
served by the corridor (CBD in all cases except Southfield which serves the Ford complex 
in Dearborn). One intermediate production stop and one intermediate attraction stop is 
assumed for each corridor trip. The total distance traveled by the bus includes the dis
tance along the principal BRT route, distance on arterials for intermediate stops, and 
distance within the major activity center for distribution. Operating speeds under 
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line-haul conditions on the principal BRT routes are assumed to be the same as were ob
served for automobiles on that route. The operating speed on arterials to and from inter
mediate stop locations is estimated to be 25 mph. CBD distribution speed is estimated to 
be 12 mph exclusive of passenger stops, and distribution speed in the Ford area is esti
mated to be 18 mph, also exclusive of stops. 

Boarding and deboarding time is assumed to be 3 seconds per passenger. The trip time 
for the average passenger who rides from one extremity of the corridor to the other is 
assumed to include time for all passengers to board and time for one-half of the passen
gers to deboard. It is further assumed that 42 passengers--SO percent of the seating 
capacity of a 53 passenger coach--board at the origin or outer extremity of the corri
dor, II passengers--20 percent of the seating capacity--deboard at the intermediate 
attraction stop, and 5 passengers--10 percent of the seating capacity--board the bus at 
the intermediate production stop. In summary, it is assumed that the trip time for the 
average passenger includes time for 47 passengers to board and 23 passengers to deboard 
the bus. This totals 3.5 minutes for boarding and deboarding associated with the average 
passenger. 

Waiting time is usually taken as one-half the average headway time. Headways are a 
function of demand which varies from corridor to corridor. However, the outer extremity 
of each corridor was rather arbitrarily selected on the basis of corridor length rather than 
demand. The potential demand for BRT at the extremity of each corridor is low, so head
ways are long--on the order of 30-40 minutes. Therefore, it is assumed that passengers 
know the schedules and arrive about five minutes early for the bus. An average waiting 
time of 5 minutes is assumed for all of the corridors. 

The BRT implementation scheme on the freeways is assumed to be queue jumpers in 
conjunction with ramp metering. The presence of metering devices at freeway entrance 
ramps will cause some delay to motorists in gaining access to the freeway. It is reason
able to expect the average delay to be proportional to the demand for use of the freeway. 
The following relationship is assumed for estimating the average time a motorist spends 
waiting in an entrance queue at a metered ramp. 

where t = Average queue time in minutes 
q 

(V /C)w = Weighted average volume to capacity ratio L: L(V /C) /I: L 

(Y/C) = Volume to capacity ratio in excess of one 

L = Length of highway link corresponding to (Y/C) 
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The estimated queue times range from 1.0 minute for the Fisher Freeway to 1.8 minutes 
for the Ford Freeway west of the CBD. The Traffic and Safety Division of the Michigan 
Department of State Highways and Transportation simulated ramp metering on six ramps 
of the Ford Freeway on the near east side of Detroit in connection with their proposal in 
1971 to implement ramp metering. The simulation predicted an average queue time of 
about 1 .0 minute during peak periods. 

Another source of delay for motorists is the time required to park near their destination. 
It is assumed that 4.0 minutes is required for a motorist to park his car in the CBD. 
Because parking garages and lots in the CBD are relatively small and have few access 
points, it is assumed that queues develop around CBD parking facilities. No parking 
time penalty is assumed for the Ford complex because parking lots in this area are 
larger and probably have better access than CBD parking facilities. Walk time is 
assumed to be the same for both automobile and bus trips. 

Table 4-16 shows estimated BRT and automobile trip times for the seven corridors. 

Table 4-16 Estimated Travel Times 

-

Corridor 
Distance BRT Auto 

Ral'i o (miles) (min) (min) 

Gratiot 20.6 74.3 54.6 1.36 

Jefferson 24.9 67.2 54.4 1.23 

Crosstown 23.5 61.6 43.0 1.43 

Lodge 21.8 49.9 39.2 1.27 

Southfield 18.9 72.4 41.4 1.75 

Michigan/1-94 23. 1 57.0 37.1 1.54 

Fisher 22.0 59.3 31.2 1.90 

4.5 Potential Implementation Schemes 

In order to consider potential BRT treatments on the various routes, traffic volume data 
and highway characteristics were surveyed. The 1970 Highway Assignment Network 
Data File was used as a source in tabulating pavement width, number of lanes in the 
peak direction, and average off-peak speed for each route. These data are presented 
for each potential BRT route in Tables 4-17to4-23. The highway links were aggregated 
into longer sections of relatively homog<Jneous roadway to simplify presentation of the 
data. The data show that all of the Detroit area freeways involved in this study have 
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three 12-foot lanes in the peak direction with the exception of the Fisher Freeway which 
has four 12-foot lanes from Schaefer to the CBD 0 The arterials which are under consider
ation vary in width, but most of them have four lanes in the peak direction near the CBD o 

Parking is restricted on all of them, at least during the peak hours. 

Vehicle volume by direction on nearly all of the potential routes for the morning and 
evening rush hours (7:00a.m. to 8:00a.m. and 4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m., respectively) 
were obtained from the Department of Streets and Traffic of the City of Detroit. These 
volumes are shown in Figure 4-5 to 4-11 for Gratiot, Ford Freeway, Lodge Freeway, 
Southfield Freeway, and Fisher Freeway, respectively. The data show that only Gratiot 
Avenue and the Fisher Freeway are unbalanced during both the morning and evening peak 
hours. The limited amount of data which is available for East Jefferson Avenue indicates 
that traffic is also unbalanced on this arterial except in the CBD. 

In the remainder of this section, a general description of the alternative implementation 
schemes for each of the seven candidate corridors is given. These alternatives will be 
considered in more detail for four corridors in the Sketch Planning task. 

Table 4-17 Gratiot Avenue 

V /C Ratio Pavement Width (ft) No. LanesPeakDir. Off-Peak 
Cross Street Speed 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical (mph) 

Cass 
2.55 1.22 96 72 80 3 2 2 30-41 

14 Mile 
1.32 1.01 96 84 96 4 4 4 30 

13 Mile 
2. 13 1.38 96 80 80 4 4 4 30 

8 Mile 
1.12 .96 82 82 82 4 4 4 25-30 

Harper 
• 96 .57 82 80 80 4 4 4 34-11 

Randolph 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 25 mph 
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Table 4-18 Jefferson Avenue 

V/C Ratio Pavement Width (ft) No. Lanes Peak Dir. Off-Peak 
Cross Street Speed 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical (mph) 

Crocker 
1.55 .39 44 22 44 2 1 2 33-40 

I 9 Mile 
1.72 .53 74 40 54 3 1 2 

Alter 
I. 18 .53 80 75 80 4 4 4 

Chene 
2.30 

Chrysler 
.85 80 80 80 4 4 4 30 

Freeway 
.so .56 96 80 96 4 4 4 20 

Woodward 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 30.9 mph 

Table 4-19 1-94/Crosstown 

V/C Ratio Pavement Width (ft) No. Lones Peak Dir. Off-Peak 
Cross Street Speed 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical (mph) 

N. River Rd. 
.55 .37 72 72 72 3 3 3 57 

13 Mile 
1.25 . 91 72 72 72 3 3 3 50-55 

Morass 
1. II .62 72 72 72 3 3 3 33-50 

Cadillac 
1.44 • 91 72 72 72 3 3 3 31-36 

Grand River 
1.33 .58 72 72 72 3 3 3 20-57 

Greenfield 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 48.3 mph 
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Table 4-20 1-696/Lodge Freeway 

V/C Ratio Pavement Width {ft) No. Lanes Peak Dir. Off-Peak 
Cross Street Speed 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical (mph) 

· Inkster 
1.73 .43 96 72 72 3 2 3 56-65 

8 Mile 
.79 .70 72 72 72 3 3 3 26-45 

Puritan 
1.41 .67 72 72 

Davison 
72 3 3 3 13-45 

Freeway 
1.63 .67 96 72 72 4 3 3 30 

1-94 Fwy 
.39 72 3 3 46-50 1.15 72 72 3 

Griswold 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 36.6 mph 

Table 4-21 Southfield Freeway 

V/C Ratio Pavement Width {ft) No. Lanes Peak Dir. Off-Peak 
Cross Street 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical 
Speed 
(mph) 

14 Mile 
2.61 1.04 48 48 48 2 2 2 

9 Mile 
.76 

8 Mile 
.65 72 72 72 3 3 3 48 

7 Mile 
1. 15 1. 11 72 72 72 3 3 3 35 

1.43 1.19 72 72 72 3 3 3 35-52 
Ford Road 

.98 .96 72 72 72 3 3 3 52-56 
Rotunda 

.63 .61 72 72 72 3 3 3 56 
1-94 Fwy 

. 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 36.6 mph 
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Table 4-22 1-94 Freeway 

V/C Ratio Pavement Width (ft) No. Lanes Peak Dir. 
Cross Street 

Max Min Max Min Typical Max Min Typical 

Wayne 
1.52 .49 72 48 72 3 2 3 

Greenfield 
1.26 • 71 72 72 72 3 3 3 

Wyoming 
1.441.28 72 72 

W. Grand 
72 3 3 3 

Boulevard 

Cass 
1.44 .58 72 72 72 3 3 3 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 47.5 mph 

V/C Ratio 
Cross Street 

Max Min 

G ibralter 
.73 .38 

King 
• 94 • 27 

Schaefer 
.70 • 42 

Trumbull 
• 42 • 35 

Woodward 

Table 4-23 Fisher Freeway (1-75) 
(Estimated 1970 Data) 

Pavement Width (ft) No. Lanes Peak Dir. 

Max Min Typical Max Min Typical 

48 48 48 2 2 2 

72 72 72 3 3 3 

96 72 96 4 3 4 

96 96 96 4 4 4 

Average Speed During Morning Peak Hour: 53.8 mph 
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4.5.1 Gratiot Avenue 

Three BRT implementation schemes appear to be feasible for the Gratiot Corridor, All of 
them include reserving a lane for the priority use of buses. 

The first scheme involves reserving the center lane for exclusive use,or at least for priority 
use, by buses. Reservation of this lane would result in higher average velocities andre
duced trip time variability compared to express buses currently operating on Gratiot. 
However, left turns would have to be eliminated unless islands were provided at major 
intersections for looped left turns (right turn followed by a U-turn). 

Alternatively, the curb lane could be reserved for priority use by buses. Only right
turning traffic would be permitted to enter the curb lane, and curb cuts at signalized 
intersections would be provided to prevent the queue of right-turning vehicles from 
interferring with the bus lane. Right turns would be restricted to the intersections where 
right-turn lanes are provided. Curb cuts would also be provided at local bus stops to re
duce the effects of local buses on BRT operation. 

Since the traffic flow is markedly unbalanced during the peak period, as illustrated in 
Figure 4-5, a third possible BRT implementation scheme for the Gratiot Corridor is a 
contra-flow lane. Gratiot has a continuous median from Metropolitan Parkway to Eight 
Mile Road. Intermediate bus stops can be located within the median, thus obviating the 
need to weave across traffic lanes for passenger pick-up or drop-off. This would also 
keep the lane clear for through buses. 

4.5.2 East Jefferson 

There appear to be two feasible BRT implementation schemes along Jefferson Avenue. 
Since Jefferson exhibits a relatively low level of congestion, except where it merges 
with the Chrysler Freeway, one viable implementation might be free flow with other 
traffic. Traffic signal progression or pre-emption by buses outside the city of Detroit 
should be considered. Within the city of Detroit, East Jefferson is a major arterial with 
three traffic lanes in the peak direction. In this area it may be possible to reserve one 
of those lanes for priority use by buses without severely congesting the unreserved lanes. 
Since the traffic flow is unbalanced, contra-flow bus lanes should be considered. 

4.5.3 1-94 Crosstown and Michigan/1-94 

The Department of State Highways and Transportation is planning to implement a system 
which is designed to maintain acceptable speeds on all Detroit area freeways by control
ling access with ramp metering and by informing motorisl·s of prevailing freeway conditions. 
This system--Surveillance, Control, and Driver Information (SCANDI)--offers implemen
tation opportunities for BRT. If SCANDI is implemented and is successful in maintaining 
acceptable freeway speeds, buses could share the freeway with other traffic after having 
gained access to the freeway via exclusive bus entrance ramps which bypass the queues 
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at the metered ramps. In addition, the Department of State Highways and Transportation 
has given some consideration to widening the Ford Freeway from the present three lanes 
to four lanes. If a fourth lane is added to the freeway, one lane may be reserved for the 
exclusive use of buses and carpools, i.e., automobiles having three or more occupants. 
If this is done before the new lane is opened for use, then the magnitude of the problems 
of unusual congestion during the transition period and enforcement of exclusive use of 
the lane by buses and carpools will be minimized. 

The use of an alternate route such as Warren Avenue is a third alternative which should 
be considered. 

4. 5. 4 Lodge Freeway 

Assuming SCANDI is successfully implemented, BRT vehicles could mix with other traffic 
in free flow. Exclusive lanes only on entrance ramps would be required to allow BRT 
vehicles to bypass the queue of vehicles awaiting access to the freeway. A second al
ternative may inc Jude reserving a lane for buses and carpools. 

4.5 .5 Southfield Freeway 

Two alternate BRT implementation schemes for the Southfield Corridor seem feasible. 
One scheme assumes successful implementation of SCANDI and involves free flow on 
the &eewoy with exclusive queue-jumper entrance Iones as suggested for the other 
freeways. Another scheme which may be appropriate for the Southfield Corridor is 
implementation of BRT along the service drive using traffic signal pre-emption to mini
mize delays. Although the freeway itself is relatively congested, the service drive 
operates close to or below capacity during the peak period. As an illustration, the 
value of the congested distance parameter, which is defined in Section 4.2, is 18.62 for 
the freeway, while the value for the service drive is only 8.98. 

4.5.6 Fisher Freeway 

Three possible BRT implementation schemes should be investigated for the Fisher Freeway. 
Free flow in mixed traffic after SCANDI has been implemented is one scheme. The peak 
volume to capacity ratios as reported in SEMCOG's 1970 Highway Assignment Network 
Data File indicate that the freeway operates below capacity during the peak periods. 
The average velocities which were observed during the morning peak hour--51. 9 mph 
and 55.6 mph--also indicate a low level of congestion. If the freeway is consistently 
free-flowing, then a BRT system could be implemented os express buses on the freeway 
with no priority treatment. Alternatively, this scheme could be used as an interim 
implementation until SCANDI and the exclusive queue-jumper lanes are operational. 
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Peak-hour automobile volume data was compiledfor the spring of 1973. These data, 
which are illustrated in Figures 4-10 and 4-11 , indicate two things. First, the volume 
in the peak direction is relatively high, and the actual level of congestion on the free
way may be understated by the projected 1970 volume to capacity ratios. Second, the 
flow in the morning and evening peak hours is unbalanced. This. suggests the possibility 
of implementing contra-flow lanes for buses during the peak periods. 
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5.0 EVALUATION OF SEVEN CANDIDATE CORRIDORS 

The development of data for each of the seven corridors provided basic information from 
which an assessment of BRT potential for each corridor was made. Evaluation criteria 
were established to enhance the comparison process. 

5, I Candidate Corridor Evaluation Criteria 

Four major parameters were chosen to characterize each corridor: total potential corridor 
demand, level of congestion, existing transit, and service estimate (see Table 5- I). The 
objective was to provide a means by which corridors may be compared for first order 
evaluation purposes. Each of these parameters was made up of quantified characteristics 
denoted as "Measures" in Table 5-1. The relative perceived importance of each measure 
is indicated by the weighting factor. Section 4.0 described the basic process by which 
data for each measure was obtained. The following definitions describe the significance 
or purpose for presenting the data in this format. 

e Major Destination Total Demand- this provides a measure of potential BRT 
trips from each corridor to the major destinations. 

o Ratio of Three Largest Node Load Volumes to Total Volume- this provides a 
measure of relative concentration of demand within each corridor. 

e Average Corridor Trip Length - a longer average corridor trip length is 
conducive to a more efficient BRT operation. 

e Ratio of Average Auto Speed to Posted Speed - this provides a measure of the 
relative level of congestion experienced on the corridor during the peak period. 

e Congested Distance - this is another measure of the relative level of congestion 
In the corridor. 

e Ridership Along Corridor- this is an indication of the existing transit ridership 
base from which BRT passengers can be drawn. 

<D Cross Routes Intersecting BRT Routes - the number of existing transit cross 
routes intersecting the major BRT route provides insight as to potential feeder operations. 

o Ratio of Estimated BRT Travel Time to Auto Travel Time -this first order service 
estimate provides a means by which corridors may be compared in terms of relative service 
speed, 
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Table 5-1 SEVEN CORRIDOR EVALUATION MATRIX 

1\ Parameter /Total Potential Corridor Demand / Level of Congestion I 
\ Weighting Factor I 6 I 3 I 1 I 3 I 3 I 

<il c'J' b 
Measures § 'I> ~ Cs "' § & t Cb -..2 !b ·~ "'<:> -~' q ....... ., 

0~§ etb 0 " t: ';& <) G' :-~, 
....., 

·S § "'J:J~ cJ::: '< ~ ""Q. b ~ 0 ·S. ~ t;-~ ::: 8 ..... "' _,0) .g'i ;::_ ~ 
<>"' <)q, ""' 0 """"~ g>..!} 

0 .£! fU-v I!! 
'£;-§ ... ., 

Cs' .o fJ 0 " ff!:: !!·S. "" (5 ., a .;;;o" .;:,Q; § "' O?cJ Corridor a rs ,J<.? '<~ '< (j § 
.:¢" 

Gratiot 21,322 .443 9.3 .71 18.70 4,525 
Score 5.3 9.6 10 9.3 10 4.7 
WF x Score 33.6 28.8 lO 27.9 30.0 14. 1 

E. Jefferson 22,356 .410 9. 1 .88 7.45 5,891 
Score 5.6 8.9 9.8 7.5 4.0 6. 1 
WF x Score 33.6 26.7 9.8 22;5 12.0 18.3 
1-94 Crosstown 40,156 .291 7.8 .88 17.50 4,525 
Score 10 6.3 8.4 7.5 9.4 4.7 
WF x Score 60.0 18.9 8.4 22.5 28.2 14. l 
Lodge Freeway 36,552 .308 8.3 ,74 9.18 9,703 
Score 9. 1 6.7 8.9 8.9 4.9 10 
WF x Score 54.6 20.1 8.9 26.7 14.7 30.0 
Southfield 9,989 .359 6.8 ,66 18.62 700 
Score 2.5 7.8 7.3 10.0 10 1.0 
WF x Score 15.0 23.4 7.3 30.0 30.0 3.0 
MichAve/1-94 15,977 .458 9. 1 .86 9.30 1,459 
Score 4.0 9.9 9.8 7.7 5.0 1.5 
WF x Score 24.0 29.7 9.8 23.1 15.0 4.5 
Fisher Freeway 10,253 .463 8.7 .97 0.0 3,030 
Score 2.6 10 9.4 6.8 0 3. 1 
WF x Score 15.6 30 9.4 20.4 0.0 9.3 

Existing Transit I Service / 
Estimate 

3 I 1 I 3 I 
q, 

I <!/ . .§ q, .;; ... !::: .§ .!off ~,.._ 

<!/'-... ...... .? q, 
s~ " -" ,.._ .? 

~"-> ~,.._ 

Total c., ·S <>:) 0 
~ '{; ,. ~ Weighted cJ!!r t.!J"f 

Score 

22 1.36 
7.3 9.0 178.7 
7.3 27.0 

11 1.23 
3.7 10 156.6 
3.7 30 

30 1.43 
10 8.6 187.9 
10 25.8 
25 1.27 
8.3 9.7 192.4 
8.3 29.1 

18 1.75 
6.0 7.0 135.7 
6.0 21.0 

14 1.54 
4.7 8.0 134,8 
4.7 24.0 

14 1.90 
4.7 6.5 108.9 
4.7 19.5 
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5.2 Corridor Ranking 

All of these measures were determined to provide a methodology for comparing the 
desirable characteristics of each corridor. A scoring technique was established to allow a 
quantitative aggregation of corridor characteristics. For each measure, a relative score 
was calculated based on a maximum of ten. For example, the score for the 1-94 Crosstown 
Corridor is shown to be ten for Major Destination Total Demand because the demand is 
highest on that corridor. A proportional score was calculated for the demand on each of 
the other corridors. This method was used for all the remaining measures. The relative 
importance of the measure is indicated by the weighting factor assigned to each measure. 
The summation of the products of the calculated score and the weighting factor results in 
the total weighted score for each corridor. On this basis, the seven corridors were ranked 
in accordance with the total weighted scores as shown in Table 5-1. 

Since the weighting factors were subjectively chosen based on perceived relative impor
tance, an exercise was undertaken to modify the assigned weighting factors and assess any 
significant changes in corridor ranking. The results indicated slight changes in total 
weighted scores but no significant changes to overall ranking of corridors. 

5.3 Final Corridor Selection 

The results of the corridor ranking process were presented and discussed at a meeting held 
at the SEMTA offices on March 25, 1975. Representatives from SEMCOG, SEMTA, 
Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation, and General Motors were in 
attendance. A summary of the data development tasks as well as the corridor evaluation 
criteria was presented. The merits of each of the seven corridors were discussed and the 
following four corridors were selected for additional analysis in accordance with the con
tract. 

e Lodge Freeway 

e 1-94 Crosstown (East) 

e East Jefferson 

e Michigan/1-94 

The Gratiot Corridor was eliminated from further study on this contract because plans 
currently exist for establishing a priority bus lane treatment on that corridor in the near 
future. The Southfield Corridor was eliminated from further study because plans currently 
exist to include the Southfield Corridor as part of the Jeffries/Southfield Transit Corridor 
Extension program which will be initiated in the summer of 1975. 
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6.0 SKETCH PLANNING FOR FOUR CANDIDATE CORRIDORS 

The four corridors which emerged from the previous evaluation were analyzed in greater 
detai I and evaluated on the basis of overall BRT potential. The results of that effort and 
recommendations are reported in this section. The analysis which is described in this 
section is composed of several tasks. First, several implementation alternatives were con
sidered for each corridor before one was selected for further analysis. Then the basic 
route structure, including corridor terminal points, corridor access points, and distribution 
loops, was defined for each corridor. The construction requirements of each candidate 
implementation were delineated. As an indication of BRT service, BRT travel times were 
estimated and compared with local bus, express bus, and automobile travel times. The 
BRT -automobile travel time ratio for each corridor, as well as several other parameters, was 
used in a limited modal split analysis which was performed in order to predict BRT rider
ship. BRT ridership information was then used to size the BRT system and two alternative 
feeder bus systems. Generation of preliminary capital and operating cost estimates for 
each corridor followed the sizing task. Then the BRT service ridership and cost estimates 
were used to rank the corridors in order of overall BRT potential. Finally, action plans 
'•"ere formulated to indicate the tasks necessary for final implementation of a BRT system. 
These analysis tasks are described in detail in the following sections. 

6.1 Corridor Treatment Selection 

In this section, the general implementation schemes described in Section 4.5 are con
sidered in greater detail, and the treatment for each of the four candidate corridors is 
selected. Each selection is based on the criterion of providing the highest line-haul 
speed at reasonable cost and with minimum disruption of existing traffic. These para
meters were considered qualitatively in the selection process, as detailed estimates of 
costs and operating characteristics were not made for each alternative treatment. 

6. 1. 1 East Jefferson Corridor 

Outside the city of Detroit, Jefferson Avenue typically hos two eleven-foot lanes in each 
direction. Within the city, Jefferson is a seven-lane arterial with a pavement width of 
about 80 feet. Since the physical characteristics of these two sections differ so widely, 
the BRT implementations for them are considered separately. 

One alternative implementation for the suburban segment of East Jefferson (east of Alter 
Road) is a priority bus lane. However, since only one lane would remain for automobile 
traffic in the peak direction if an existing lane were reserved for buses, this scheme would 
require the construction of at least one new lane. Traffic volume on this section of East 
Jefferson is typically below capacity during the peak hours, so the expense and the ad
verse environmental impact of widening the street to provide a bus lane probably cannot 
be justified. This section of East Jefferson generally flows at or near the speed limit even 
during peak periods. Therefore, the criterion of high line-haul speed at reasonable cost 
can be satisfied with an implementation involving free flow with other traffic. Current 
speed and delay data for East Jefferson are not available at this time, but the delay due 
to traffic signals is expected to be small in this section since the signals are spaced 

TRANSPORTATION liBRARY 
MICHIGAN DEPT. STATE HIGHWAYS & 
TRANSPORTATION LANSING, MICH.. 
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relatively far apart. Therefore, traffic signal pre-emption is not warranted for this 
application. Thus, the recommended BRT implementation scheme for the suburban section 
of East Jefferson is free flow with other traffic. 

Reserving an existing lane for priority use by buses is considered to be a viable alternative 
for the East Jefferson Corridor inside the city of Detroit. Reserved lane operation can 
significantly improve BRT line-haul velocity on high volume arterials. For example, 
Florida DOT reported a 33 percent increase in I ine-haul speed when the Orange Streaker* 
changed from mixed mode. to reserved lane operation. 

Several alternatives must be considered to determine which lane should be reserved for 
priority use by buses. One alternative is to reserve the curb lane, This lone must be 
shared with right-turning vehicles and local buses, To minimize the delay which the BRT 
vehicles will experience as a result of sharing the reserved lane, curb cuts should be pro
vided on the near side of signalized intersections to serve as a queue for right-turning 
vehicles. Curb cuts should also be provided at local bus stops tq help keep the BRT lane 
clear. Although this alternative would result in higher average velocities for local buses 
operating on East Jefferson, the improvement on BRT line-haul speed over that expected 
with free flow is marginal, while the required number of curb cuts is relatively lqrge. 
Furthermore, this section of East Jefferson operates near capacity durin~ the peak hours, 
and severe congestion would probably result from taking one of the peok dire<;tion lanes. 

Another alternative is to reserve the center left turn lane for peak direction buses. Since 
the center lane is not currently used as a through traffic lane, this alternative would haye 
little effect on existing traffic if satisfactory arrongements were made to accommodate 
left turns. Detroit Department of Transportation traffic counts indicate that the traffic 
volume on East Jefferson east of the CBD is quite unbalanced both in t~e morning and 
evening peak hours. This suggests the possibility of toking a lane from the off-peak direc
tion and using it as a left turn lane during peak periods. This scheme would provide the 
speed advantage of reserved lane operation with no reconstruction costs and little effect 
on existing traffic. However, extensive signing and restriping would be required. Since 
this treatment -- reserved center lane with one off-peak direction lane being used as a 
left turn lane -- satisfies the criterion of maximum speed at reasonable cost, it is the 
recommended implementation scheme for the section of East Jefferson within the city of 
Detroit. Figure 6-1 illustrates the concept. 

6. 1.2 1-94 Crosstown Corridor 

The BRT implementation alternatives for the Crosstown Corridor include the use of priority 
entrance ramps on 1-94 in conjunction with the Surveillance, Control, and Driver Informa
tion System (SCANDI), exclusive bus lane operation on 1-94, and the use of an arterial 
for part of the route • 

*The Orange Streaker is a BRT project operating with traffic signal pre-emption on a 
reserved lane on Seventh Avenue in northern Miami. 
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The first alternative assumes implementation and successfiJI operation of SCANDI on the 
Ford Expressway. The SCANDI system is designed to keep Detroit area freeways flpwing 
freely at a speed of at least 40 mph. Several freeway surveillance and control systems are 
currently operating quite well throughout the country. For example, in the Los Angeles 
area, 42 miles of the Santa Monica, San Diego, and Harbor Freeways are controlled during 
peak periods. The system maintains free-flowing traffic on freeways which were previous
ly congested. Average peak-hour speeds typically exceed 50 mph where real-time com
puter-controlled ramp meters are in operation. Also important, especially for potentia I 
BRT operations, is the fact that ramp metering has reduced incident rates by 25 to 50 per
cent. Lower incident rates mean more reliable BRT trip time. 

The I-35W Project in Minneapolis-St. Paul is another example of a successful freeway 
control systemo The final evaluation of this system has not yet been completed, but early 
results indicate that the goal of maintaining at least 35 mph through bottleneck areas is 
close to being achieved. The project includes an express bus system which accesses the 
freeway via exclusive ramps to bypass the automobile queues at metered ramps. 

The successful operation of these and other freeway control systems suggest that SCANDI 
will be able to maintain free flowing freeway conditions and provide more reliable travel 
times than are currently experienced on freeways in the Detroit area. Assuming the cost 
of constructing exclusive bus entrance ramps is reasonable, this alternative satisfies the 
selection criterion o 

A second alternative implementation for the Crosstown Corridor is priority use of the left 
lane of the Ford Expressway by buses and carpools. Since 1-94 already operates above 
capacity in many areas, this is a viable alternative only if the expressway were widened 
from the present three lanes to four lanes in each direction. This widening is presently 
being investigated by the Department of State Highways and Transportation. 

Buses and carpool vehicles would have to weave across three lanes of traffip to enter the 
reserved lane unless exclusive ramps were constr1,1cted to provide access to the inner-most 
laneo Reserved-lane access ramps would be difficult to construct in areas where no median 
existso Non.-priority vehicles would be allowed to use the reserved lane only in areas 
where left-hand exits and entrances exist. An exclusive lane would isolate the BRT vehi
cles from congestion in the unreserved lanes; however, enforcement would be difficult. 

Although reserved lane operation on the Ford Expressway would be a viable alternative if 
SCANDI were not to be implemented, the problems of accessing the left lane of a con
gested freeway in a reasonable distance and of enforcing the priority use of a freeway 
lane make this scheme less desirable than the previous one. 

A third alternative involves the use of an arterial such as Warren or Forest for part of the 
routeo One possible implementation is for buses to operate free flow on Warren Avenue 
in the morning peak period and on Forest in the evening much like the DOT Crosstown 
bus does now o The Crosstown Express currently averages 14.8 mph. This speed could be 
improved somewhat by making the traffic signals progressive or by implementing a signal 
pre-emption system. However, pre-empting traffic signals at major crossstreets such as 
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Gratiot and Woodward may not be a reasonable approach. Another possible implementa
tion involves reserving a lane on Warren and Forest. Two possibi I ities exist. First, a 
normal flow lane could be reserved on Warren in the morning peak and on Forest in the 
evening. If the right curb lane were reserved, it would be shared with local buses and 
right-turning vehicles. This would result in relatively low average speeds for the BRT 
even if curb cuts were made to accommodate local bus stops and turning vehicles. If 
the left curb lane were reserved, left-turning vehicles would tend to slow the 'bus, and 
the door would be on the traffic side of the vehicle. If either lane were reserved, only 
two lanes would remain for other traffic in many areas. The other possibility is to reserve 
a lane for contra-flow on Forest in the morning and a lane for contra-flow on Warren in 
the evening. In this way a lane is taken from each street only during the off-peak period. 
As in the case of the East Jefferson Corridor, extensive signing and restriping would be 
required. The average BRT velocity resulting from this implementation is expected to be 
considerably lower than the implementation on the metered freeway. In addition, the 
incident rate is likely to be higher on the arterials than on the freeway, resulting in less 
reliable trip time. Therefore, the first alternative--free flow on the Ford Expressway in 
conjunction with SCANDI and exclusive bus entrance ramps--is the recommended imple
mentation scheme for the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor. 

6. 1.3 Lodge Corridor 

In general, the alternative BRT implementations for the Lodge Corridor are similar to 
those considered for the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor. The first alternative is free flow on 
the Lodge Expressway after SCANDI has been implemented, Exclusive entrance ramps 
for buses to bypass the ramp meters would be required at designated corridor access points. 
This implementation scheme is recommended for the Lodge Corridor. 

A second alternative for this corridor is reserved lane operation on the expressway. Since 
the Lodge operates above capacity on several segments, the viability of this alternative is 
questionable unless the expressway were widened to eight lanes. Since available right
of-way adjacent to the expressway is quite limited, the cost of added lanes is expected 
to be prohibitive. 

A third alternative is to use arterials for part of the route. Congestion on the Lodge seems 
to peak at the Davison interchange, at least in the morning. Therefore, the alternative 
route should allow this bottleneck to be bypassed. One possible route is east on Mc
Nichols to Second Avenue and then south on Second to the CBD. Since Second is one
way north in Detroit, a contra-flow lane would be reserved for buses in the morning. 
Considerable delay would probably be encountered on McNichols and on Second in 
Highland Park where it is bi-directional. This alternative does not seem to offer much 
potential for short BRT trip times. 

A fourth alternative for this corridor should be considered further at a later date, This 
alternative involves implementation on the Southfield Expressway and use of the exclu
sive bus lanes on the Jeffries Freeway. 
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6.1.4 Michigan/1-94 Corridor 

Considerations for BRT implementation on this corridor are essentially the same as those 
for the Crosstown Corridor. The recommended implementation is free flow on 1-94 with 
SCANDI and exclusive entrance ramps for buses. Reservation of the center lane for buses 
and carpools is a viable implementation if the Ford Expressway is widened. However, 
this treatment suffers from the same disadvantages that were cited in the discussion of 
1-94 Crosstown implementation schemes (i.e., access to the reserved lane involves weav
ing across three lanes of traffic; the lane must be shared with non-priority vehicles where 
left-hand exits exist; and enforcement is likely to be a problem). MichiganAvenue was 
considered as an alternate route in this corridor; but implementation difficulties and rela
tively low speeds eliminated this arterial from serious consideration. The number of traf
fic lanes on Michigan in the peak direction varies, causing bottlenecks and making it 
difficult to reserve a lane without causing serious congestion. 

6.2 Basic BRT Route Structure 

Each BRT route is comprised of three segments: collection, line-haul, and distribution. 
This section discusses the BRT route structure for each of these trip segments. Due to 
special problems associated with the distribution of passengers to their destinations (e.g., 
traffic congestion, travel time constraints, and walking distance limitations), the distri
bution function is emphasized. 

6.2 .1 Collection Route Structure 

The collection of BRT passengers has been approached in two ways. Within thll Detroit 
DOT service area, it has been assumed that a combination of colleetor service for park
and-ride lots and the existing bus service will be sufficient. Elsewhere in each cqrridor, 
it is felt that a feeder service is necessary {in addition to a collection route serving park
and-ride lots). 

Two types of feeder service have been considered: Dial-A-Bus and fixed-route/fixed
schedule bus. The Dial-A-Bus feeder system would utilize relatively small buses operat
ing in a demand-responsive mode to pick up passengers and deliver them to collection 
route transfer points. A computer-aided dispatching system would route each bus in 
response to telephoned trip requests and/or a set of prearranged (subscription) trips, The 
alternative feeder service (fixed-route/fixed-schedule) would pick up passengers along 
major streets and deliver them to collection route transfer points. 

So that feeder transfer points and park-and-ride lots may be somewhat dispersed in the 
vicinity of a BRT mainline route access point, it is proposed that each BRT bus complete 
a short collection route (stopping at such locations) prior to entering the mainline route. 
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6.2.2 Mainline Route Structure 

The node identification map previously presented as Figure 4-4 shows the mainline nodes 
initially comprising each candidate BRT corridor's mainline route. The primary function 
of these nodes was to define the path of each BRT route, since it is not proposed that BRT 
buses would actually operate to the extremities of the routes or that they would be per
mitted to enter or leave the mainline routes at any node. For the analysis of BRT travel 
in each corridor, it was useful to identify two node types: "reference nodes" and "transit 
nodes." All nodes previously discussed are reference nodes and serve to define the path 
of each BRT mainline route. Transit nodes are a subset of the reference nodes and desig
nate allowed points of mainline access or egress by BRT vehicles. 

Each corridor's transit nodes were selected through an inspection of total corridor travel 
data. The observed decline of trips entering at mainline extremities permitted the selec
tion of route termini for each corridor. Nodes beyond a route terminus transit node are 
for reference purposes only. Intermediate transit nodes were chosen to emphasize service 
to zones exhibiting the most intense trip activity, while keeping the number of such nodes 
relatively small. The transit nodes selected for each of the four candidate BRT corridors 
are listed below, with the identification number of each node (as defined in Figure 4-4) 
shown in parentheses (the nodes listed are those used for demand analysis purposes; dif
ferences between analysis routes and proposed actual routes are noted): 

o East Jefferson Corridor 

- Jefferson and 13 Mile (78) 
- Jefferson and II Mile (79) 
- Jefferson and 9 Mile (80) 
- Jefferson and Vernier (81) 
- Jefferson and Morass (82) 
- Jefferson ond Cadieux (83) 
- Jefferson and Alter (84) 
- Jefferson and Conner (85) 
- Jefferson and Cadillac (86) 
- Jefferson and Woodward (18) 
- Woodward and Grand Boulevard (19) 

e 1-94 Crosstown Corridor 

- 1-94 and Michigan 
- 1-94 and Livernois 
- 1-94 and Woodward 
- Woodward and Jefferson 
- 1-94 and Van Dyke 
- 1-94 and Conner 
- 1-94 and Alter 
- 1-94 and Cadieux 
- 1-94 and Vernier 
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- 1-94 and 11 Mile (65) 
(Actual route access proposed at 10 Mile rather than 11 Mile) 

- 1-94 and Gratiot (64) 

e Lodge Freeway Corridor 

- 1-696 and Orchard Lake (47) 
(Actual route terminus proposed at Northwestern Highway rather 
than 1-696) 

- 1-696 and Telegraph (49) 
- Lodge and Evergreen (51) 
- Lodge and 8 Mile (53) 
- Lodge and 6 Mile (55) 
- Lodge and Linwood (57) 
- Lodge and West Chicago (59) 
- Lodge and Grand Boulevard (60) 
- Lodge and Jefferson (17) 
- Jefferson and Woodward (18) 

• Mi chigan/I-94 Corridor 

- 1-94 and Merriman (21) 
- 1-94 and Telegraph (23) 
- 1-94 and Southfield (24) 
- Southfield and Rotunda (26) 

(Actua I route access proposed at \)akwood rather than Rotunda) 
- 1-94 and Michigan (28) 
- 1-94 and Livernois (29) 
- 1-94 and Woodward (73) 
- Woodward and Jefferson (18) 

6.2.3 Distribution Objectives 

A common set of objectives was formulated and applied when establishing the distribution 
routes for the major destinations in the Detroit area, i.e., the CBD, New Center, Ford 
Complex, and N.orthland area. Each route would be structured to come within 1000 feet 
of all major trip attractors in the distribution area. An attempt was made to optimize 
route length and trip time, consistent with the 1000 feet service criterion. For each dis
tribution area, the major attractors were identified, trial routes were defined and inspec
ted, and a proposed final route, based on the trial routes, was structured. 

The major trip attractors were identified using 1975 origin/destination predictions based 
on the 1965 TALUS data. In addition to this data, an inspection of each major destina
tion was made to locate any new trip attractors which were constructed since the TALUS 
survey was taken . 
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Trial routes, based on the attraction data, were laid out for the major destinations. These 
routes were designed such that buildings which are major attractors are within 1000 feet of 
the proposed BRT distribution routes. The routes were purposely structured to be short with 
relatively few turns. In addition, roads wide enough to easily allow an exclusive bus lane 
were selected. Routes satisfying these criteria provide an acceptible compromise between 
travel time for the route and ease of access for BRT patrons. 

The trial routes were inspected, route distance was measured, and travel times by car 
were noted. By observing potential points of congestion and delay, some route segments 
were deemed not viable and were, therefore, eliminated. 

Where possible, contra-flow lanes on one-way streets were utilized in the final route. 
There are several advantages to a contra-flow implementation. Contra-flow lanes are 
self-enforcing (assuming headways are reasonably short). Traffic congestion and result-
ing delays do not affect travel in the exclusive contra-flow lane. Finally, when contra
flow lanes on perpendicular one-way streets are arranged such that buses make left turns, 
assuming the bus entry/exit doors are adjacent to the curb, the bus could, if provided with 
a priority left-turn signal, complete the turn without delay. Because of the bus length, a 
right hand turn from one contra-flow lane into another would require encroachment into 
adjacent lanes in the immediate vicinity of the corner. This problems has not been resolved 
in detail, but it is no different from the identical situation in conventional bus operations. 

To negotiate a left turn from a contra-flow lane, the bus must cross the lane of on-coming, 
one-way traffic. Traffic signaling is required to stop all traffic at the intersection except 
the buses in the exclusive lane. Those buses are provided with a left-turn arrow which is 
illuminated only long enough to allow the bus to turn. The left-turn arrow is illuminated 
once during every cycle of the traffic signals. If preferred, the buses could be equipped 
with signaling devices such that the left-turn arrow is illuminated only when a BRT vehicle 
is waiting to negotiate the turn. Special traffic signaling is necessary only for the inter
sections at which the buses are required to turn, not at the intersections at which buses 
merely go straight. However, standard signal heads facing the reverse flow direction on 
the contra-flow lanes must be added. 

The proposed distribution routes for the major destinations in the Detroit metropolitan area 
represent the implementations which provide service to the majority of transit trip attrac
tors in each area, via the shortesl· route, as quickly as possible, while minimizing the 
likelihood of delay. Detailed discussions of the proposed routes follow. 

6.2 ,4 Detroit C BD Distribution 

The proposed CBD distribution loop is shown in Figure 6-2. The route, as shown, is two 
miles long. Buses travel counter-clockwise around the loop, and, for most of the route, 
the implementation is contra-flow on one-way streets. The proposed route is felt to be 
the best implementation at present. However, as major trip attractors in the C BD shift, 
for example, when the Renaissance Center opens, the route can easily be shifted to 
accommodate the changes in demand concentrations. The circles drawn on Figure 6-3 
represent 1000-foot radius circles about each stop showing the coverage area in the CBD. 
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Figure 6-2 CBD Distribution Loop 
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Starting in the southwest corner, the BRT route goes east on Congress, contra-flow on the 
south side of the street from Cass to Beaubien, then north on Beaubien, contra-flow in the 
east lane, to Madison. The route then proceeds west on Madison for two blocks. Madi
son in this area is six lanes wide, two-way, with parking on both sides. The curb lane 
on the north side of the street could be reserved for BRT buses, if necessary. The route 
then proceeds contra-flow along Grand River to Times Square, along Times Square free 
flow to Cass, then south on Cass. Cass is adequately wide to run free flow to the Fort 
Street intersection. South of Fort, Cassis four lanes wide, with parking on both sides, 
leaving one traffic lane in each direction. Therefore, to minimize delays and to help 
assure rapid flow of BRT traffic, parking must be eliminated on the west lane, and that 
lane would then be reserved for buses. Two blocks SO\Jth of Fort, Cass merges with Con
gress to complete the CBD loop. 

The locations of the access and egress points for the CBD loop are dependent upon the 
BRT corridor being considered. However, the same CBD distribution loop is proposed for 
all BRT corddors. 

BRT buses from both the Lodge and Michigan/1-94 corridors would enter the CBD distri
bution loop at the Cass/Congress intersection. Buses traveling south on the Lodge Free
way would exit at the Larned ramp, proceed east on Larned to Cass, turn left onto Cass, 
proceed north to Congress, and enter the distribution loop by turning east onto Congress. 
To facilitate departure from the CBD area, a new exclusive bus ramp to the Lodge Ex
pressway near Larned is proposed in conjunction with any of the three freeway corridors. 
This ramp would connect Larned, at Second Street, to the existing Lodge access ramp and 
would serve as a queue jumper for BRT buses. The auto ramp would be metered as part of 
the SCANDI system and to assure buses would not be delayed. 

To access the CBD distribution loop from the 1-94 Crosstown corridor, BRT vehicles would 
turn south onto the Chrysler Freeway. The buses would turn onto the West Service Drive 
at Macomb Street and proceed south to Congress. The buses would then join the CBD 
distribution loop at the Congress/Beaubien intersection by turning north onto Beaubien. 
1-94 Crosstown buses would use the exclusive bus entrance ramp to the Lodge Expressway 
to depart from the CBD. 

Access to the CBD loop from the Jefferson Corridor would not require any construction. 
BRT buses would turn north onto the East Service Drive of the Chrysler Freeway {1-375). 
From the service drive they would turn west on Congress and would access the CBD loop 
at the Beaubien/Congress intersection. Exiting the loop would roughly follow the same 
route; however, the West Service Drive would be utilized. 

The time required to complete one complete circuit of the CBD distribution loop is esti
mated to be 15 minutes, assuming a distribution speed of 8 mph. 

6.2.5 New Center Midtown Distribution 

The proposed distribution loop for the New Center Midtown area is shown in Figure 6-4. 
The route shown is 4.7 miles long. Buses travel counter-clockwise around the loop. On 
Second Street and John R, the BRT buses run contra-flow, south on Second and north on 
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Figure 6-4 New Center Distribution Loop 
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John R. The distribution loop serves the New Center, Wayne State University, the 
Medical Center, the Cultural Center, and Ford Hospital. 

Starting at the southeast corner, the Medical Center at the intersection of Alexandrine 
and John R, the New Center distribution loop follows John R north to Grand Boulevard. 
The buses proceed west on Grand Boulevard to the southbound service drive of the Lodge 
Expressway at Ford Hospital. The service drive is followed one block south to Mi !waukee 
Avenue. The buses turn east onto Milwaukee and proceed to Second Avenue, then south 
on Second to Alexandrine and east on Alexandrine to John R, completing the loop. 

Access to the New Center distribution loop is readily accomplished from the Lodge and 
1-94 Freeways. BRT vehicles exiting either of these freeways would travel a minimum 
distance to access the loop. The Lodge Freeway exit is onto the southbound service 
drive at Grand Boulevard, and this section of service drive is part of the distribution loop. 
To access the loop from the Jefferson corridor, the BRT buses would follow the Chrysler 
Freeway from Jefferson to Warren, exit at Warren, and proceed west on Warren to John 
R, where the loop would be entered, 

The route, as shown, has six proposed stops, serving the major trip attractors in the area. 
These stops are tentative; changes in demand may dictate adding, deleting, or moving 
stops. 

The estimated time necessary to complete one circuit of the loop is 28 minutes, assuming 
a distribution speed of 10 mph. 

6.2 .6 Dearborn-Ford Complex Distribution 

The distribution route for the Ford complex is approximately 8.4 miles long and is illus
trated in Figure 6-5. The major trip attractors served by the route are the Ford Central 
Staff Building, the Ford Research and Engineering Center, and the Ford Rouge Plant. 

One end of the distribution route is on American Road adjacent to the Ford Central Staff 
Building. From American Road, the route proceeds west on Michigan Avenue to the Sovth
field Freeway. The BRT buses then turn south onto the Southfield Freeway service drive. 
The service drive is followed south to Rotunda Drive. The buses then turn west on Rotunda, 
proceed to the Ford Research and Engineering Center, turn around, and proceed east on 
Rotunda to Miller Road. On Miller Road, the Ford Rouge Plant is served. The buses then 
proceed north on Miller to Michigan Avenue and 1-94. The route is not run on exclusive 
lanes, and therefore, could be run in either direction. The decision as to whether to serve 
the Rouge Plant or the Ford Central Staff Building first is dependent upon employee starting 
times. 

Approximately 34 minutes are required to complete one circuit on the distribution loop, 
assuming an average speed of 15 mph. 
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6.2.7 Northland Distribution 

The Northland distribution route is approximately 2.8 miles long and is illustrated in 
Figure 6-6. The major trip attractors are Providence Hospital, the Northland Shopping 
Center, and the businesses in the area adjacent to Northland. 

The proposed route begins at the Nine Mile Road exit of the southbound lodge Freeway 
(US-10). The route then proceeds east on Nine Mile Road to Greenfield Road, where 
the BRT buses turn south. The route follows Greenfield Road south to Northland Drive, 
where the buses turn west across US-10 and onto the service drive to return to the south
bound Lodge Freeway, ending the route. 

Bus stops have been tentatively located on Nine Mile at Rutland, Nine Mile at Provi
dence Hospital, on Greenfield north of J. L. Hudson Drive, on Greenfield at one 
entrance to Northland Center, and on Northland Drive at another entrance to North
land. Center. These five stops would adequately serve the major trip attractors in the 
ar~a. 

No exclusive bus lanes are proposed for the distribution route. Assuming a 10-mile per 
hour distribution speed, approximately 17 minutes are required to complete one circuit 
around the loop. 

6.3 Construction Requirements 

Construction and facility requirements for BRT implementation on the various corridors 
include lane marking and signs for exclusive bus lanes and exclusive bus ramps for the 
freeway implementations. The requirements of the CBD and New Center distribution 
loops are first described. Then the requirements of each corridor are discussed. 

6.3. 1 Distribution Loops 

The CBD and New Center distribution loops are essentiolly the same, regardless of which 
corridor is assumed. The basic routes are described in Section 6.2 as exclusive lanes 
utilizing contra-flow on one-way streets to a great extent. It is proposed that the loops 
be reserved for exclusive use by buses on a permanent basis throughout the day and that 
local buses use them during base periods. The exclusive lanes must be clearly identified 
with signs and pavement marking. A double, solid yellow line on the edge of the lane 
is suggested. The exclusive lane should further be identified with a standard diamond
shaped marking at appropriate intervals in the center of the lane to indicate transit 
vehicle priority. The diamond marking which has been approved by AASHO is 12 feet 
long by 2 1/2 feet wide and consists of 6-inch solid white lines. In addition to the lane 
marking, two or three double-faced signs per block are required to identify the exclusive 
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transit lane. A total of 204 signs are required for the CBD loop, and 256 signs are re
quired for the New Center loop. In addition, 17 signs are required for the CBD and New 
Center loops to identify bus stop locations. 

As indicated in Section 6.2, special signals are required at each turn in the CBD and 
New Center distribution loops to stop other traffic and to allow BRT vehicles to make left 
turns across traffic lanes. Five such signals are required for the CBD loop, and four 
signals are required for the New Center loop. In addition, standard signal heads which 
face the reverse flow direction on one-way streets are required at signalized intersections 
where BRT vehicles operate in contra-flow lanes. It is estimated that 21 and 14 signal 
heads are required for the CBD and New Center distribution loops, respectively. 

The CBD distribution loop associated with any of the three freeway corridors also includes 
an exclusive BRT entrance ramp to the Lodge Expressway to facilitate bus departures from 
the CBD during the evening peak period. The distribution loop is extended one block 
south on Cass to Larned and then two blocks west on a contra-flow lane on Larned to the 
Lodge Expressway. The proposed bus only entrance ramp, which is illustrated in Figure 
6-7, allows buses to bypass the queue at the metered automobile entrance ramp. The 
proposed ramp requires no new right-of-way, but a retaining wall may be required to 
prevent soi I erosion. 

No priority treatment is proposed for either the Ford Complex Distribution loop or the 
Northland/Southfield loop. Signs are required, however, to identify bus stop locations. 
Three are required for the Ford Complex loop and five are required for the Northland loop. 

6.3 .2 East Jefferson Corridor 

The selected BRT implementation for East Jefferson inside the city of Detroit is the center 
lane reserved for buses with the inside lane in the off-peak direction designated as the 
left turn lane, as illustrated in Figure 6-1. In this concept, the function of three lanes 
varies with the time of day. The center lane is a reversible bus-only lane during peak 
periods and the left turn lane at other times. The left lane on eastbound Jefferson 
serves as the left turn lane during the morning peak period and as a normal traffic lane 
at other times. Similarly, the left lane of westbound Jefferson serves as the left turn 
lane during the evening peak period and as a normal traffic lane at other times. In order 
to control the use of these lanes as a function of the time of day, variable message signs 
and lane control signal heads are required at appropriate intervals along the street. It is 
estimated, based on the experience of Florida DOT with the Orange Streaker, that 
approximately five sign locations per mile or 30 locatio11s are required. A total of six 
variable message signs and four lane control signal heads (red X and green arrow) are 
required for each location. Restriping of these lanes is also required to help identify the 
multiple use of these lanes. The diamond-shaped pavement marking should not be used 
in the center lane, since it is not used as an exclusive bus lane during off-peak periods. 

In additi.on to the variable message signs, 189 signs are required to identify bus stop 
locations in the East Jefferson corridor. 
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6.3.3 1-94 Crosstown Corridor 

The major construction requirements for the Crosstown Corridor involve exclusive queue 
bypass ramps for buses to enter the metered freeway. Thirteen such ramps are proposed 
for this corridor, including the entrance ramp to the Lodge Expressway from the CBD dis
tribution loop. All of the exclusive bus entrance ramps are similar in design to the typical 
ramp illustrated in Figure 6-8. All of the ramps provide a separate entrance from the 
service drive for buses and then merge with the existing automobile ramp upstream from 
the freeway merge. Inductive loops are placed in the bypass lane at a spocing which 
allows the presence of a bus to be sensed. The presence of a bus preempts the automobile 
ramp meter and holds the signal red until the bus has entered the common portion of the 
ramp. This technique for giving buses priority at metered ramps is operating safely and 
efficiently in Minneapolis-St. Paul as part of the I-35W Urban Corridor Project. The 
proposed ramps at Ten Mile, Cadieux, Van Dyke, Livernois, and Michigan will follow 
the typical design very closely and can probably be constructed on existing right-of-way. 
Two ramps are required at Livernois--one to the eastbound Ford Expressway to access the 
CBD and New Center and the other to the westbound Ford to access the Dearborn area. 
A o.:rueue-jumper lane, which is separated from the main ramp by a narrow grass median 
already exists at the entrance ramp from Livernois to the westbound Ford Expressway. 
This bypass lane would merely be extended to Livernois to provide exclusive bus access 
to the ramp. The entrance ramp from Gratiot near Thirteen Mile is a long {0.5 mile), 
two-lane ramp with considerable queue space to store automobiles when the expressway 
ramps are metered. Right-of-way appears to be available for widening the ramp to by
pass the automobile queue. The bus ramp at Vernier would possibly require a retaining 
wall to prevent soil erosion, since the slope from the service drive to the expressway is 
rather steep in this area. Additional right-of-way may be required at both Chalmers and 
Conner to provide a separate entrance to the ramp for buses. The land which may be re
quired at Chalmers is currently part of a retail store parking lot. The additional right-of
way which may be required for the ramp from southbound Conner is currently vacant. Two 
ramps are required near Woodward--one to access the Ford Expressway in each direction. 
The entrance ramp to the eastbound Ford Expressway is a one-lane bridge over the Ford
Chrysler interchange. Exclusive bus access to this ramp can be accomplished relatively 
inexpensively as illustrated in Figure 6-9, Since the service drive has three lanes in this 
area, one of them can be designated as a queue for automobiles waiting to be metered 
onto the expressway. The proposed queue lane is separated from the other lanes by a 
curb. The curb ends just before the bridge where a sign which reads "No Left Turn 
Except Buses" is located, 

One bus-only sign is required for each exclusive bus ramp for a total of 13 signs. In 
addition 1 210 bus stop signs are required for the corridor. 
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6.3.4 Lodge Corridor 

Eleven exclusive bus ramps are proposed for the Lodge Corridor, including the entrance 
ramp to the Lodge Expressway from the CBD distribution loop. The construction of these 
ramps is hindered in several areas by the existence of extensive retaining walls. The 
basic design of the ramps, however, is the same as the one described in the previous sec
tion. The ramps at Evergreen, Linwood, West Chicago, and West Grand Boulevard are 
all quite similar to the typical ramp illustrated in Figure 6-8. Two ramps are required 
at West Grand Boulevard--one to access the CBD via the expressway in the moming and 
one to enter the northbound Lodge from the New Center loop in the evening. The exclu
sive bus ramp from southbound Telegraph to the Lodge Expressway is likely to require 
extensive construction. The existing entrance ramp bridges the 1-696 Freeway and 
begins very close to where the exit ramp from the northbound Lodge merges with south
bound Telegraph. When SCANDI is implemented, if the ramp meter is located upstream 
of the bridge section on this entrance ramp, automobile traffic may queue up onto Tele
graph and even block the exit ramp from the northbound Lodge. Therefore, the ramp 
meter for automobiles must be located on the bridge section, and the bridge must be 
widened to provide an exclusive entrance for buses. Two ramps are required at both 
Greenfield and McNichols. Extensive retaining walls line the Lodge Expressway at both 
of these locations, and the exclusive bus ramps must be cut through them. 

A total of 11 bus-only signs are required for the exclusive bus entrance ramps, and 168 
bus stop signs are required for the corridor. 

6.3.5 Michigan/1-94 Corridor 

Nine exclusive bus ramps are proposed for the Michigan/1-94 Corridor, including the bus 
ramp to the lodge Expressway from the CBD distribution loop. The ramps at Telegraph, 
Southfield, Oakwood, and livemois are all located on relatively flat land with gently 
sloping ramps. The typical exclusive bus ramp illustrated in Figure 6-8 can be con
structed at these locations without significant variation. As in the Crosstown Corridor. 
two ramps are required at Livernois. The existing entrance ramp at Merriman Road is cut. 
through very hilly terrain, and a considerable amount of grading will be required to con
struct an exclusive bus entrance ramp at this location. The ramp from eastbound Michigan 
Avenue to the eastbound Ford Expressway includes a two-lane bridge over the expressway 
near the end of the ramp. An exclusive entrance for buses can be constructed upstream of 
the bridge section on existing right-of-way, so no new bridge construction is required. 
One exclusive bus entrance ramp at Woodward (Woodward to the westbound Ford) is re
quired to serve this corridor. 

Nine bus-only signs and 147 bus stop signs are required, 
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6.4 Travel Time Comparisons 

Bus rapid transit is intended to compete effectively with other transportation modes cur
rently available in Metropolitan Detroit. Among the most important attributes of ony 
transportation mode is its portal-to-portal travel time for a particular trip being con
sidered. This measure of service, therefore, was chosen as the basis for a comparison 
of alternative modes in each of the four candidate BRT corridors. 

The following transportation modes, where appropriate, were compared for a particular 
trip in each corridor: 

e Automobile 
e Local bus 
e "Conventional" express bus 
e Bus rapid transit 

Local bus travel times were considered only for corridors in which local bus service is 
currently provided on routes at least partially coincident with, or adjacent to, those pro
posed for BRT operation. A similar policy was applied with regard to express bus service. 

6.4. 1 Travel Time Elements 

A "typical" trip in each corridor was selected for travel time comparisons. These trips 
are simply examples and are not minimum, maximum, or average trips in their respective 
corridors. The distance elements of the example trip vary among the four corridors, but 
are constant for the various modes within each specific corridor. 

The following three explicit distance elements comprise each example trip (it is assumed 
that an identical path is followed, regardless of travel mode, for a particular origin/ 
destination zone pair): 

e Travel from the origin zone centroid to the nearest corridor mainline access 
point 

s Travel along the mainline BRT route 

e Travel to the destination zone centroid from the mainline egress point 
nearest that local ion 

Distances ore implied, but not specifically stated, in two additional elements of the bus 
trips considered. First, time is allowed for a walk from the traveler's residence to a 
nearby bus stop. Also, a time is identified for a walk from the drop-off bus stop to the 
traveler's ultimate destination. Auto trips include an implied travel distance in the time 
allowed for the traveler to locate a parking space, park the car, then complete the trip. 
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Other travel time elements are not related to trip distances. For bus trips, these elements 
include a waiting time at the trip's initial bus stop and, for all bus mades except BRT, a 
bus transfer time (at the intersection of two local bus routes, or at the interface between 
a local bus and an express bus). For auto trips, times are allowed to start the car and 
(with the exception of the East Jefferson corridor) wait in queue at a metered freeway 
ramp. 

6.4.2 Travel Time Program 

A computer program was developed to perform the task of calculating portal-to-portal 
travel times associated with various modes in each corridor. The program also computes 
the bus-to-automobile travel time ratio for each type of bus transit being examined, 

The program includes several assumptions regarding travel by each mode, For automobile 
trips, the following assumptions were applied: 

11> Start car (minutes) 

JD Travel to mainline entry point 
(miles per hour) 

e Freeway entry ramp queue time, 

1.0 

25.0 

where applicable (minutes) 3.0 

• Travel to parking lot from main-
line exit point (miles per hour) 15.0 

8 Park and walk to CBD 
destination (minutes) 7.0 

Local bus, express bus, and BRT trip assumptions are listed below: 

JD Walk to bus stop (minutes) 5. 0 

8 Wait for bus (minutes) 5.0 

111 Travel to mainline entry point 
(miles per hour) 15.0 

• Transfer to second bus, except 
BRT (minutes) 5. 0 

e Travel to drop-off bus stop from 
mainline exit point (miles per 
hour) 8.0 
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The mainline travel speeds (in miles per hour) assumed for each travel mode are listed 
by corridor below: 

e East Jefferson 
- Automobile 
- Local bus 
- Express bus 
- Bus rapid transit 

e 1-94 Crosstown 
- Automobile 
- Local bus 
- Express bus 
- Bus rapid transit 

e Lodge Freeway 
- Automobile 
- Local bus 
- Express bus 
- Bus rapid transit 

• 1-94/Michigan 
- Automobile 
- local bus 
- Express bus 
- Bus rapid transit 

31.0 
10.9 
15.7 
31.0 

40.0 
13.5 
18.4 
40.0 

40.0 

20.5 
40.0 

40.0 
13. 1 

40.0 

The automobile travel speed for East Jefferson is based upon a I imited number of peak-hour 
tests by GM TSD personnel. The auto speed for freeway travel assumes the presence of a 
ramp metering system capable of maintaining free-flowing traffic at an average speed of 40 
miles per hour. In all cases, it is assumed that BRT speeds equal those of automobile traffic. 
Local and express bus speeds for East Jefferson apply to buses presently operating on that 
arterial. Local and express bus speeds for the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor are based upon the 
Crosstown route on Warren Avenue and the express bus currently operating on Gratiot Avenue, 
respectively. The average speed of the express bus presently on the Lodge Freeway is indi
cated for that corridor. Finally, the Michigan/1-94 Corridor local bus speed is based upon 
that of existing local bus service along Michigan Avenue. 

The results of a travel time comparison run for the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor, in addition to 
the trip-specific input data, are shown in Figure 6-10. Travel time ratios associated with 
example trips in all four candidate BRT corridors are presented in Table 6-1. All ratios in 
the table represent bus travel times divided by an estimated auto travel time for the same 
route. As discussed above, BRT and auto travel times assume the existence of ramp meter
ing at access points to any freeway segments of the trip route. 
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Enter Corridor Access Distance 1.18 

Enter Mainline Travel Distance 12.56 

Enter Corridor Egress Distance .37 

Enter BRT/Auto Mainline Speed 40. 

Enter Local Bus Speed 13.5 

Enter Express Bus Speed 18.4 

Auto Travel Time Express Bus Travel Time 

Start Car 1.00 Walk to Bus Stop 5.00 
Main! ine Access 2.83 Wait for Bus 5.00 
Ramp Queue Time 3.00 Main! ine Access 4.72 
Mainline Travel 18.84 Transfer to 2nd Bus 5.00 
Main! ine Egress 1.48 Mainline Travel 40.96 
Park and Walk to Destination 7.00 Main! ine Egress 2.77 
TOTAL Auto Travel Time 34.15 Walk to Destination 5.00 -- TOTAL Express Bus Travel Time 68.45 

Local Bus Travel Time 

Walk to Bus Stop 5.00 
BRT Travel Time 

Wait for Bus 5.00 Walk to Bus Stop 5.00 
Main! ine Access 4.72 Wait for Bus 5.00 

. Transfer to 2nd Bus 5.00 Mainline Access 4.72 
Mainline Travel 55.82 Main! ine Travel 18.84 
Main! ine Egress 2.77 Main! ine Egress 2.77 
Walk to Destination 5.00 Walk to Destination 5.00 
TOTAL Local Bus Trove! Time 83.32 TOTAL BRT Travel Time 41 .33 

Local Bus/ Auto Travel Time Ratio 2.44 

Express Bus/ Auto Travel Time Ratio 2.00 

BRT/ Auto Travel Time Ratio 1.21 

Figure 6-10 1-94 Crosstown Travel Time Comparison 
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Table 6-1 Travel Time Ratios (Examples) 

REFERENCE TRIP LOCAL BUS/ AUTO EXPRESS BUS/ AUTO 
BRT/AUTO D !STANCE (MILES) (EXISTING) (EXISTING) 

8.7 2.61 2.11 1.36 

14. 1 2.44 2.00 1.21 

18.3 --- 1.87 1.26 

14.8 2.46 --- 1.24 
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6.5 Limited Modal Split Analysis 

A significant part of the sketch planning process was to estimate the number of morning 
peak-period riders which could be expected to use BRT service in each candidate corri
dor. This demand estimate is a necessary input to the comparison of corridors, the evalu
ation of implementation plans, the estimation of capital and operating costs, and the 
assessment of preliminary routes. 

This section discusses the general application of a modal split model, the results obtained, 
the model itself, the assumptions which were made to formulate input to the model, var
ious computer programs associated with running the model, and a preliminary sensitivity 
analysis of input parameters. Finally, the modal splits of operational BRT systems else
where are discussed • 

6.5.1 Modal Split Process 

The first step of the modal split analysis was the preparation of a list of total morning peak
period person trips for each corridor, without regard to travel mode or trip purpose. A 
computer program was employed to read each corridor's 1965 peak-period trip file, ad
just the numbers of trips according to 1965-to-1975 population changes, assign the trips 
to the corridor's mainline route, and produce a file containing the following information 
for each trip: 

e Origin zone number 

e Destination zone number 

e Mainline access distance by transit 

e Mainline travel distance by transit 

e Mainline egress distance by transit 

e Mainline access distance by automobile 

e Mainline travel distance by automobile 

e Mainline egress distance by automobile 

As discussed in Section 6.2, only a portion of the mainline nodes in each corridor are 
designated as "transit nodes" at which transit trips may access the mainline route~ Auto
mobile access to the mainline route, however, is considered permissible at all nodes. 
This distinction in node types frequently results in differences between transit and auto 
trip segment lengths. The trip list generated for the modal split analysis, therefore, 
separately identifies transit and auto trip distance elements. 

The total number of peak-period trips originating within each corridor and terminating in 
one of the corridor's specified destination zones is listed below: 
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20,193 
48,366 
39,132 
25,340 

The next step was to estimate what percentage c;>f these trips would utilize the BRT system, 
i.e., the 'BRT modal split. The scope of this study did not permit the development and 
calibration of a modal split model. Therefore, it was decided to use the Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell and Company (PMM and Company) aggregate mode split model which SEMCOG 
used to develop the transit modal split for the proposed SEMTA rapid rail transit system. 
Running this model with the operational parameters of the BRT system produced a first
order estimate of BRT ridership. The initial estimate was then screened to eliminate trips 
having less than two miles of travel on the mainline route. 

6.5.2 Modal Split Results 

The estimated number of BRT trips in each corridor (after screening) is shown in Figure 
6-11. The BRT modal split, expressed as a percentage of total trips, is also indicated 
for each corridor. Current modal split to the CBD with existing transit is over 30 percent 
based on 1974 DDOT cordon count data. 1 The moc;lal split estimate for the SEMTA 1990 
high-level transit system for trips destined to the CBD Is 60 percent.2 Therefore, the 
modal split percentages obtained here for BRT appear to be reasonable estimates. 

Utilizing screened BRT trip data, major trip production zones in each corridor were iden
tified. Furthermore, the number of trips entering the mainline route at each transit node 
was totaled for each corridor and for major destination groups within each corridor. Fig
ures 6-12 through 6-30 present the information described above for each of the four can
didate BRT corridors. It should be noted that entry loads are not indicated for certain 
nodes which are planned as exit-only nodes, even though a small number of trips were 
assigned to enter at those points. 

6.5.3 Discussion of Model 

The Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company mode choice model was used by SEMCOG to 
develop a zone-to-zone transit trip matrix (1446 x 1446) for the morning peak period. 
This work is documented in a report by Schultz, "Application of a Modal Split Model to 
1990 - Travel Estimates for the Southeast Michigan Region." He explained that the PMM 
and Company mode choice model was an outgrowth of a mode split technique developed 
by the National Capitol Transportation Agency in the early 1960's. The development of 

1 Detroit Central Business District Cordon Count, April 23-25, 1974, Department of 
Transportation. 

2 
A Preliminary Proposal for High and Intermediate Level Transit in the Detroit Metro
politan Area, SEMTA, March 1974. 
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Figure 6-12 East Jefferson Corridor Major Trip Production Zones 
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Figure 6-13 East Jefferson Corridor Node Loads- Total Trips 
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Figure 6-14 East Jefferson Corridor Node Loads - CBD Trips 
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Figure 6-15 East Jefferson Corridor Node Loads - New Center Trips 
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Figure 6-16 1-94 Crosstown Corridor Major Trip Production Zones 
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Figure 6-17 1-94 Crosstown Corridor Node Loads- Total Trips 
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Figure 6-18 1-94 Crosstown Corridor Node Loads - CBD Trips 
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Figure 6-19 1-94 Crosstown Corridor Node Loads- New Center Trips 
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Figurl) 6-20 1-94 Crosstown Corridor Node Loods - Ford Complex Trips 
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Figure 6-22 Lodge Freeway Corridor Node Loads- Total Trips 
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Figure 6-24 Lodge Freeway Corridor Node Loads - New Center Trips 
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Figure 6-25 Lodge Freeway Corridor Node Loads - Northland Trips 
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Figure 6-26 Michigan/1-94 Corridor Major Trip Production Zones 
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Figure 6-27 Mi<:higan/l-94 Corridor Node Loads -Total Trips 
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Figure 6-28 Michigan/1-94 Corridor Node Loads - CBD Trips 
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the model is discussed in two reports.l ,2 The model is an aggregate mode split based 
upon a choice function. It assumes that the selection gf a mode by a trip maker depends 
on the following factors: 

e The economic status of the trip maker 
o The purpose of the trip (not used in Detroit) 
e The relative level of service provided by the private auto and public 

transit, expressed in terms of door-to-,door (total) travel time 
e The relative convenience provided by the private auto 
e The relative perceived cost of making the trip by private automobile 

and public transit modes, expressed in terms of out-of-pocket expenditures 

The relationship between the above factors and the perc::li'ntage of people who will choose 
to use transit was calculated from analysis of travel data from travel.,rs in Philadelphia, 
Toronto, and Washington, D.C. The relation~hips were then verified and further refined 
with the addition of travel data from the Boston area. 

It is recognized that there are more sophisticated disaggregate modal split models based 
on the behavioral patterns of individuals rather than on the statistically derived correla
tions used in aggregate models. However, the cost of calibrating and running o disog
gregote model is beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, it was decided tQ use the 
PMM and Company aggregate model for the first order estimate of modal split. 

6.5.4 Application of Model 

The PMM and Company modal split model consists of 80 diversion curves which relate the 
factors discussed above to the propensity to use transit, To apply the model, the follow
ing factors need to be determined: 

e Median worker income of the origin zone 
e Ratio of door-to-door travel time on public transit to that of the 

private automobile 
e Ratio of excess time on pub I ic transit to that of the private Clutomobi le 
e Ratio of "out-of-pocket" cost of public transit to that of the private 

automobile 

The income estimate and ratios developed are not directly inputed into the model, but, 
rather, c !ossification codes ore developed for ranges of variables. The codes and their 
definitions ore shown in Table 6-2. Pis the income class code, A is the transit-to-auto 

1 
T. B. Deen, et ol, "Application of a Modal Split Model to Travel Estimates for on 
Urban Area," Highway Research Rec;ord, No. 38, 1963, pp. 97-123. 

2 
D. M, Hill and H. G. Von Cube, "Development ofo Model for Forecasting Travel 
Mode Choice in Urban Areas," Highway Research Reeord, No. 38, 1963, pp. 78-96. 

TRANSPORTATION liBRARY 
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Table 6-2 Modal Split Variable Classes 

(P Code) (A Code) (R Code) 
Class Income ($) Cost Ratio Excess Time Ratio 

-,' 

1 0- 3585 0- .31 .00- . 01 

2 3585- 4675 .31 - .44 .01-1.19 

3 4675 - 6150 .44- .56 1.19 - 1.56 

4 6150- 7210 .56- .69 1.56 - 1. 94 

5 7210+ .69- .81 1.94-2.31 

6 . 81 - .94 2.31-2.75 

7 I . 94 - 1. 06 2.75-3.25 

8 1.06-1.19 3.25- 3.75 

9 1.19- 1.31 3.75- 4.25 

10 1.31 - 1.44 4,25- 4.69 

11 1.44 - 1.56 4.69- 5.06 

12 1 .56 - 1.69 5.06-5.44 

13 1.69+ 5.44- 5.81 

14 5.81+ 
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excess time ratio code. Figure 6-31 shows an example of a peak-hour diversion curve 
for selected values of P, A, and R. 

Several assumptions were made in order to estimate the values of P, A, R, and travel time 
ratio to be used for each trip. The income for each zone was calculated by SEMCOG for 
1990 and adjusted to 1965 dollars. The 1990 income for each zone was used rather than 
1975 income because it was readily available. The c;ost of transit is assumed to be 45 
cents, the current DDOT bus fare. Out-of-pocket auto costs are estimated to be 5 cents 
per mile. 

The auto excess time has three components: time to start the auto, wait time to enter a 
metered freeway, and time to park the auto and walk to the destina.tion. It is estimated 
to take one minute to start the auto. Based upon the operation of the Los Angeles metered 
freeway, it is assumed that the time in queue would be three minutes. The time to park 
the auto and walk to the destination is assumed to vary with the destination, It is esti
mated to take seven minutes to park and walk to a CBD destination, three minutes to park 
and walk to an activity center other than the CBD, and two minutes to park and walk to a 
noll-activity center destination. 

The four components of transit excess time are time to walk to a bus stop, wait time at the 
bus stop, transfer time, and the time to walk to the destination after deboarding the bus. 
For initial values, it is assumed to take five minutes to walk to the bus, five minutes to 
wait for the bus, and five minutes to walk to the destination after deboarding the bus. 
Transfer time is assumed to be zero because the plan is to have the buses operating on the 
BRT also be the collector buses. This follows the operation of the Shirley Highway busway. 
If a person taking the bus were a park-and-ride or kiss-and-ride patron, the five-minute 
walk to the bus would be eliminated. It is assumed that the transfer time for a park-and
ride person would be equal to the time required to walk to the bus stop. 

The travel time is the door-to-door travel time. It includes the excess time discussed 
above as well as the in-vehicle travel time. The in-vehicle travel time is a function 
of vehicle collection speed, line-haul speed, and distribution speed. The collection 
distance is assumed to be the straight I ine distance from zone centroid to the nearest 
"transit node" on the corridor's mainline route. The distribution distance, similarly, is 
assumed to be the distance from the zone centroid of the destination zone to the nearest 
exit node on the distribution route. Since the speeds vary from corridor to corridor, 
Tables 6-3 and 6-41 show the vehicle speed assumptions for each corridor for buses and for 
autos. The line-haul speeds are based upon speed runs conducted by GM TSD, and upon 
DDOT data. 

Figure 6-32 is a flow chart showing the computer programs used to calculate the modal 
split. The first program calculates the values for P, A, R, and the travel time ratio for 
each 0/D pair in the corridor. The second program uses the values of P, A, R, and the 
travel time ratio to determine the transit probability value. It then multiplies the total 
number of trips by the transit probability value to determine the number of transit trips. 
The third program screens the trips to determine the number of transit trips which will be 
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Table 6-3 Transit Speeds (mph) 

COLLECTION LINE-HAUL 

10 31 

10 40 

10 40 

10 40 

Table 6-4 Automobile Speeds (mph) 

COLLECTION LINE-HAUL 

25 31 

25 40 

25 40 

25 40 
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assigned to the BRT. The criterion used is that a transit trip must have at least two miles 
of travel on the corridor. The screening program also produces summaries of corridor 
travel data in a format similar to that described in Section 4. I in conjunction with total 
corridor trips. 

6.5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

The travel time ratios for BRT mostly lie in a range between I .0 and 2.5. In this range, 
the modal split varies from about 40 to 80 percent. For higher incomes, the modal split 
does fall below 40 percent. The model is very sensitive to the excess time ratio. One 
can see this by looking at the curves in Figure 6-31. It was found that a one-minute 
addition to the transit excess time results in about a 2 percent decrease in propensity to 
use transit. 

6.5.6 Modal Split in Operational BRT Systems 

Modal split estimates for the Shirley Highway busway, the San Bernardino busway, and 
the Minneapolis-51. Paul BRT system were obtained. 

The Shirley Highway busway operates on an 11-mile exclusive busway outside of Washing
ton, D.C. There are no stations along the line-haul portion of the route. There are four 
permanent access points and three temporary access points. 

The first portion of the busway opened in 1969. Since then, ridership in the morning peak 
period has grown from 2,000 trips to 15,000. There are presently 30,000-35,000 trips per 
day uti I izing some portion of the busway. Current estimates indicate that there is a 40 to 
45 percent modal split. That is, for the defined corridor (150 square miles), 40 to 45 per
cent of the trips with origins in the corridor and destinations in the areas served are utiliz
ing the busway. Presently, the system is constrained by lack of equipment. There are not 
enough buses to service the demand. 

The San Bernardino busway in California is 11 miles long. The defined corridor service 
area is about 100 square miles. There are three on-1 ine stations and two supplementary 
access ramps along the busway route. At the El Monte Station, the suburban terminal 
station, there are over 700 parking spaces. The fare on the busway is 25 cents, and park
; ng costs $2 per month. 

The first portion was completed early in 1973, and the entire busway was completed in 
June 1974. Peak period ridership (a.m. and p.m. peak) has grown from 1,200 in 1973 to 
9,200. There are 13,500 trips per day utilizing some portion of the busway. It is esti
mated that there is currently a 20 percent modal split. Of the 6,000 people who recently 
started using the system, 4,200 are ex-drivers. The recent riders tend to be younger males 
(average age 35) with an average household income of $15,000 to $18,000. A recent sur
vey has shown that 55 percent of the people park and ride. 
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In Minneapolis-St. Paul, nine bus bypass ramps have been constructed along the I-35W 
Interstate highway. Approximately 16 miles of the I-35W freeway are metered, and nine 
bypass ramps provide priority access for buses. The service area of the defined corridor is 
about 85 square miles. Presently, there are 8,600 trips per day utilizing the BRT; this is 
about 12 percent of the trips using the corridor and destined to the CBD. The Minneapolis 
system has arranged to utilize about 25 small parking lots along collection routes for park
and-ride patrons. Many of these are church parking lots which are used as park-and-ride 
lots free of charge except for the cost of weekday snow removal. 

6.6 BRT System Sizing 

In this section,the rationale and assumptions associated with determining the number of 
buses and other facilities are described. First, the process used to calculate the number 
of line-haul buses is described. Then the sizing of the two olternative feeder systems 
is discussed. A discussion of off-peak service is included, and total vehicl;e operating 
hours per year are estimated as a first step toward determining labor requirements. Finally, 
the number of park-and-ride spaces and bus shelters are del·ermined, 

6,6.1 BRT Buses 

The number of buses required to provide BRT service from each corridor access point to 
each major destination during the peak period was determined, based on a simple bus 
scheduling process, Each BRT route is assumed to consist of three parts --a collection 
phase, a line-haul phase from a particular corridor access node to a particular destination, 
and a distribution phase at that destination, In the scheduling process,buses are assigned 
to particular routes and are not reassigned to other routes during the peak period. Both 
demand for each route and the number of round trips per bus during the peak period were 
considered in determining the number of buses required for each corridor. 

The time required to complete a round trip on each route was calculated. The time 
required for the collection phase of each route is assumed to be 30 minutes. The distribu
tion time for the various destinations is listed in Table 6-5. 

Table 6-5 B RT Distribution Time 

Distribution Distance Average Speed Time 
Loop Miles MPH Minutes 

CBD 2,0 8 15 
New Center 4.6 10 28 
Northland/Southfield 2,8 10 17 
Ford Complex 8A 15 34 
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The round trip time for each route also includes an additional 10 minutes for layover and 
schedule adjustment. 

The peak-period BRT demand for each destination associated with each corridor access node 
was analyzed in the system sizing process. This demand information is summarized in 
Figures 6-12 through 6-30. The figures show that some nodes produce very I ittle demand 
for the Northland area and the Ford Complex, In order to avoid the costs of providing 
BRT service to areas where it is not warranted by sufficient demand, routes which serve 
fewer than 85 passengers in the peak period were eliminated, This resulted in the 
elimination of 222 trips from the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor demand and 253 trips from the 
Lodge Corridor demand, 

In order to match the required number of bus trips to the BRT demand, the peak period 
time distribution of demand was determined by analyzing the TALUS Survey data. The 
time distribution is shown in Table 6-6, 

Table 6-6 Time Distribution of Demand in Peak Period 

Period 

Pre-Peak 
First Peak 
Second Peak 
Post-Peak 

Time Segment, 

7:00-7:30 
7:30 - 8:30 
8:30 - 9:30 
9:30 - 10:30 

Percent of Peak-Period Demand 

10 
50 
30 
10 

It is assumed that the demand is uniformly distributed in time during each time segment. 

The number of bus trips required to serve the demand for each route during each time 
segment was determined, The round trip time and bus occupancy assumptions were then 
used to determine the number of buses required to make those trips, taking into considera
tion the number of repeat trips possible during the peak period. A 90 percent load factor 
is assumed for BRT buses operating in the first and second peak hours (from 7:30 to 9:30) 
and a 70 percent load factor is assumed for the pre-peak and post-peak half hours. The 
BRT vehicles are assumed to be 53 passenger coaches. 

The total number of trips and buses required to satisfy the demand for each major destina
tion in each of the four corridors are summarized in Table 6-7. The numbers in parentheses 
in the last column are the total number of BRT vehicles required for each corridor, including 
a 7 percent maintenance float to account for buses which may be out of service for one 
reason or another. 

The peak-hour BRT vehicle headway, expressed in seconds, is tabulated in Table 6-7a 
for three locations on each of the four corridors. The minimum headway in the C BD 
Loop, the New Center Loop, and at the maximum load point of each corridor is presented. 
The maximum load point of each corridor occurs on the approach to the C BD and New 
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Table 6-7 Peak-Period BRT Bus Requirements 

Corridor/Destination BRT Number of Number of 
Demand Bus Trips BRT Buses 

Jefferson 
CBD 7,855 183 112 
New Center 1, 919 52 39 

Total 9,774 235 151 (162) 

1-94 Crosstown 
CBD 15,631 350 195 
New Center 4,291 102 63 
Ford Complex 663 20 13 

Total 20,585 572 271 (290) 

Lodge 
CBD 12,352 282 166 
New Center 4,655 109 70 
Northland/Southfield 691 20 12 

Total 17,698 411 248 (265) 

Michigan/1-94 
CBD 5,773 134 77 
New Center 1,293 35 22 
Ford Complex 2,476 58 36 

Total 9,542 227 135 (145) 
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Center areas. The numbers in parentheses indicate the maximum number of buses per 
hour which pass through each of the three locations. 

Table 6-7a BRT Headway- Peak Hour 

Peak-Hour Headway (Seconds) 
Corridor 

CBD Loop New Center Loop Maximum Load Point 

E. Jefferson 42.9 (84) 163.6 (22) 34.0 (106) 

1-94 Crosstown 22.1 (163) 78.0 (46) 26.5 (136) 

Lodge 27.5 (131) 69.2 (52) 21.6 (167) 

Michigan/1-94 58. 1 (62) 240.0 (15) 51.4 (70) 

Since no alternate service may be available to a passenger who must return to his origin 
during the business day or after the evening peak period, limited off-peak service is 
recommended, Therefore, limited service between the peak periods (10:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p ,m .) and after the evening peak for a total of 8 hours is considered as part of the BRT 
operation on all corridors except East Jefferson. No off-peak service is assumed for the 
East Jefferson Corridor because the BRT implementation is on an arterial which is adequately 
served by Detroit DOT and SEMTA buses. Half-hour headways are assumed for off-peak 
service on the other three corridors. Buses are assumed to travel on the line-haul route 
and stop at each corridor access node. No off-line collection or distribution is provided 
by the BRT vehicle, but limited feeder service is also recommended. 

In order to provide an indication of the magnitude of the BRT operation on each corridor, 
Table 6-8 gives the number of BRT vehicle operating hours and vehicle miles for each 
corridor. The figures were generated by considering each route separately both in the 
peak and off-peak periods. Driver scheduling was not attempted in this phase, so the 
number of drivers required to provide service in each corridor was not explicitly determined. 
However, total vehicle operating hours can be used to give at least a relative measure of 
labor requirements for the four corridors. 

6,6,2 Alternative BRT Feeder Systems 

Two types of feeder service were considered to augment the BRT pick-up loops. Both a 
fixed-route, fixed-schedule feeder (FR-FS) system and a demand-responsive Dial-A-Bus 
(DAB) system were sized. 

Because fixed-route systems generally operate on major streets, large vehicles can be utili
zed to serve high density areas. Demand-responsive systems are constrained to using small 
vehicles seating from 10 to 25 passengers in order to reduce on-bus time and to ensure 
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maneuverability on narrow residential streets. The demand-responsive system is thus 
capacity limited and is economically most competitive with fixed-route systems in areas 
of relatively low demand density. 

Table 6-8 BRT System Operating Characteristics 

r Vehicle Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicles Miles . Vehicle Mil;sl 
Corridor Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 
Peak 346.83 88,442 7,327.5 11868,513 
Off-f'eak 
Total 346,83 88,442 7,327.5 1,868,513 

1-94 Crosstown 
Peak 596.4 152,082 12,914.2 3,293,121 
Off-Peak 28.2 7, 191 667.2 170,136 
Total 624.6 159,273 13,581 .4 3,463,257 

Lodge 
Peak 533.4 136,026 12,200.5 3, 111,128 
Off-Peak 26. 1 6,656 683.2 174,216 
Total 559.5 142,682 12,883.7 3,285,344 

Michigan/1-94 

~~· 
300.1 76,520 6, 764.1 1,724,846 

Off-Peak 21 .3 5,432 539.2 137,496 
Total 321.4 81,952 7,303.3 1,862,342 

Fixed"Route, Fixed-Schedule Feeder System- The number of fixed-route, fixed.schedule 
feeder bus~s required to blanket an area is a function of the route spacing and the head
way distance, the average distance :Oetween successive vehicles on each route. Headway 
is usually specified as the time interval between vehicles. Headway distance is the product 
of headway lime and average velocity and is given by the following formula: 

where 

Ht 
Hd = 6"0 V 

Hd =Headway distance in miles 
Ht =Headway time in minutes 
V =Average velocity in mph 

( 1) 

The number of fixed"route feeder buses per square mile is given by the following 
equot ion: 
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) F 
m 

(2) 

NB = Number of fixed-route buses per square mile of area served 
Fo = Route over I ap factor 
Hd =Headway distance (miles) 
5

1 
= Route spacing in the north-south direction (miles) 

s
2 

=Route spacing in the east-west direction (miles) 
F = Maintenance float factor 

m 

The route overlap factor, Fo, is included to accrunt for the inevitable overlap of routes 
which results from providing no-transfer service to the BRT collection points, For the 
purpose of this analysis, that factor is assumed to be 1,20. The maintenance float 
factor, F , is included to account for those vehicles which would be out of service at 
any one t'l'me, for example, for routine service or in the body shop. The maintenance 
float factor is assumed to be 1,07. 

Combining equations (1) and (2) yields: 

NB = 120Fo_ 
Ht V 

+ 1 ·s; ) F (3) 
m 

The FR-FS feeder system sizing is based on the following assumptions: the route spacing 
is 1.0 mile by 1.0 mile (5

1 
and 5

2
), the peak period headway time (Ht) is 12 

minutes, and the average velocity i:V) of the feeder buses is 15 miles per hour, Substitut
ing the known values into equation (3) yields; 

NB" 120 (1.20) 
12 (15) 

1 
-1- + 

NB = 1.71 buses per square mile 

_1_) 
1 

1 .07 

The FR-FS feeder buses are assumed to serve the area of each corridor which is outside the 
city of Detroit. Inside Detroit, the Detroit DOT bus system is assumed to provide 
feeder service for the BRT system, Table 6-9 lists the area of feeder coverage and the 
number of buses required for feeder service in each corridor. 

These buses would also be used to provide off-peak feeder service in the area of each 
corridor outside Detroit. The off-peak service is assumed to operate on the same routes 
as in the peak period but at half-hour headways, Eight hours of off-peak operation <Jre 
assumed each weekday. 

The relative magnitude of the fixed-route; fixed-schedule feeder system operation in each 
corridor is indicated in Table 6-10, The number of vehicle operating hours and vehicle 
miles are listed for each corridor for both peak and off-peak service, The number of 
vehicle operating hours per day is determined by multiplying the number of buses in 
operation by the time of operation --six hours for peak service and eight hours for off
peak service. The number of vehicle miles per day is determined by multiplying the 
number of vehi de operating hours by the assumed average velocity - 15 mph. 
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Table 6-9 Fixed-Route, Fixed-Schedule Sizing Results 

NB Area Buses 
Corridor Buses Sq. Mi, Sq. Mi. Required 

East Jefferson 1.71 75 128 

1-94 Crosstown 1.71 90 154 

Lodge 1.71 175 299 

Michigan/1-94 1 ,71 165 282 

Table 6-10 Fixed-Route, Fixed-Schedule Feeder System Operating Characteristics 

--··-- -·------~------ ·--------·---·-·- . ·-

Corridor Vehicle Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehicle Miles 
Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 
Peak 720 183,600 10,800 2,754,000 
Off-Peak 384 97,920 5,760 l ,468,800 
Total 1' 104 281,520 16,560 4,222,800 

1-94 Crosstown 
Peak 870 221,850 13,050 3, 327,750 
Off-Peak 464 118,320 6,960 1,774,800 
Total 1' 334 340, 170 20,010 5, 102,550 

Lodge 
Peak 1' 680 428,400 25,200 6,426,000 
Off-Peak 896 228,480 13,440 3,427,200 
Total 2,576 656,880 38,640 9,853,200 

. -
Michigan/1-94 

Peak 1,584 403,920 23,760 6,058,800 
Off-Peak 848 216,240 12,720 3,243,600 
Total 2,432 620' 160 36,480 9,302,400 
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Dial-A-Bus Feeder System- Several assumptions were made in order to estimate the num
ber of DAB vehicles required to serve a given demand, The DAB vehicle is assumed to be 
a small, 10-17 passenger vehicle. The average number of passengers who are picked up 
by a DAB vehicle during one round trip through the zone is assumed to be ten. The num
ber of DAB vehicles is given by the following formula: 

where 

Nb = 
D 

( 10 n ) 
t 

Fm 

Nb = Number of DAB vehicles required for the peak hour 

D = Number of passengers requesting DAB pickup during 
the peak hour 

nt = Number of vehicle round trips per peak hour 

Fm =Maintenance float factor to account for vehicles which may 
be out of service at any given time (1.07) 

(4) 

The number of vehicle trips per peak hour is the inverse of the round trip time in hours, 
The following assumptions are made to determine round trip time: 

0 One minute is required to unload passengers at the bus stop, 

0 The average vehicle speed between passenger pickups is 25 
miles per hour. 

"' The average distance between passenger pickups is one mile. 

,. The average time required for each passenger who is picked up 
to board the vehicle is one minute. 

"' Each bus picks up 10 passengers. 

Using these assumptions, the average round trip time equals 35 minutes. The number of 
vehicle round trips per hour, nt, equals 1 .71. 

The number of passengers entering the BRT system during the peak period is known for 
each node,or entry point, of each corridor. It is assumed that one DAB zone is 
associated with each transit node outside the city of Detroit, In Detroit, DOT buses 
are assumed to provide the BRT feeder service, As indicated in Table 6-6, the peak 
hour transit demand is assumed to equal 50 percent of the peak period demand. It 
is further assumed that 40 percent of the BRT passengers access the system via DAB. 
Using these assumptions, the peak hour DAB demand can be calculated. 
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Using Equation (4), the number of DAB vehicles wos colculoted. Tobie 6-11 provides a 
summary of the results. 

Table 6-11 DAB Sizing Results 

Node Number of Peak-Hr DAB De- Number of DAB 
Corridor Number Pass Entering (Np) mand (D)=Np{.5)(.4 Vehicles (Nb) 

East Jefferson 78 1' 176 235 15 
79 840 168 11 
80 1,302 260 16 

Total 3,318 663 42 

1-94 Crosstown 67 2, 185 437 27 
65 I, 416 283 18 
64 I, 337 267 17 

Total 4,938 987 60 

Lodge 47 1, 236 247 15 
49 2,036 407 25 
51 1' 665 333 21 
53 3,808 762 48 

Total 8,745 1,749 109 

Michigan/1-94 21 981 196 12 
23 2, 148 430 27 
24 l, 589 318 20 
28 1,466 293 18 

Total 6, 184 l, 237 7'T 

These buses would also be used to provide off-peak feeder service in the area of each 
corridor outside Detroit. The off-peak service is assumed to operate in the same area 
as the peak service; however, the demand in the off-peak hours is assumed to be five 
percent of the demand during the peak hour. Eight hours of off-peak operation are 
assumed each weekday. 

The relotive magnitude of the DAB feeder operation is shown in Table 6-12. The number 
of vehicle operating hours and vehicle miles are listed for each corriclor for both peak 
and off-peak service. The number of vehicle operating hours per day is a function of 
passenger demand. The average number of operating hours per peak hour vehicle is 
four for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods and 0.4 for the off-peak period, The number 
of vehicle miles per day is determined by multiplying the number of vehicle operating 
hours by the assumed averaoe velocity of 15 miles per hour. 
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Table 6-12 DAB Feeder System Operating Characteristics 

Vehicle Hours Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehicle Miles 
Corridor Per Day Per Year Per Day Per Year 

East Jefferson 
Peak 160 40,800 2,400 612,000 
Off-Peak 16 4,080 240 61,200 
Total 176 44,880 2,640 673,200 

1-94 Crosstown 
Peak 224 57,120 3,360 856,800 
Off-Peak 22.4 5,712 336 85,680 
Total 246.4 62,832 3,696 942,480 

Lodge 
Peak 408 104,040 6, 120 1,560,600 
Off-Peak 40.8 10,404 612 156,060 
Total 448.8 114,444 6,732 1, 716,660 

Michigan/1-94 
Peak 288 73,440 4,320 1, 101,600 
Off-Peak 28.8 7,344 432 1101 160 
Total 316,8 80,784 4,752 1,211,760 

In addition ta determining the number of DAB vehicles required, it is also necessary to 
size the control system required to operate the demand-responsive type of feeder system, 
The DAB control system includes reservation, communication, and dispatch equipment 
and a computer to perform the necessary passenger/bus scheduling determinations. 

The elements of the DAB control system are sized based on the predicted passenger demand, 
number of DAB vehicles, and the physical area comprising each DAB zone, It is assumed, 
because the BRT system serves mainly recurring, work-related trips, that 50 percent of all 
DAB service is on a subscription basis. Subscription service is highly efficient, allowing 
pre-scheduled routes and pick-up times, thus eliminating the need for patrons to phone in 
reservations during the peak period. This results in a substantial reduction in reservation 
equipment and personnel requirements. 
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The DAB control equipment includes: 

111 Messoge Switching Controller - o device needed to switch from data to voice 
UHF frequencies depending upon communications needs 

" Dispatch Equipment -the devices necessary for a dispatcher to interface with 
system control and communications equipment 

" Satellite UHF Complex- all equipment comprising the UHF Receiver/Trans-· 
mitter assemblies required to communicate with vehicles in the field 

• Reservation Agent Complex - equipment necessary to allow operators to receive 
reservation requests and input those requests to the system computer for 
scheduling 

e System Management Computer - performs the scheduling tasks for the control 
system 

Tables 6-13 through 6-16 provide a summary of the DAB control equipment needed for each 
corridor. 

The labor requirements of the DAB feeder network include, in addition to the vehicle 
drivers, reservation agents and vehicle dispatchers. Vehicle driver requirements are a 
function of the total vehicle hours of operation. One vehicle dispatcher is required to 
be on duty during the hours of DAB system operation. Th<;J DAB system operates 14 hours 
per day, 6 hours peak and 8 hours off-peak. Therefore, two dispatchers are required per 
corridor. The number of reservation agents required per corridor is a function of the pre
dicted peak-hour passenger demand for DAB. During the off-peak period, regardless of 
the corridor, one reservation agent is adequate to handle the reservation requirements, 
Because there are two peak periods daily, split shifts are assumed for reservation agents. 
To determine the number of reservation agents required, it is assumed that 50 percent of 
the peak-hour DAB trips are reserved by telephone during the peak hour. The remaining 
50 percent are pre-scheduled, subscription trips. Assuming each reservation transaction 
requires 30 seconds to complete, the number of agents was calculated, However, a recent 
report concerning the operation of the Santa Claro DAB system indicates that approximately 
half of all incoming calls are for information only, not for reservations. Therefore, the 
calculated number of reservation agents required in the peak hour was doubled such that 
both information and reservation calls could be adequately answered. The number of tele
phone I ines required for the system is assumed to be 50 percent more than the number of 
reservation agents required in the peak hour. Table 6-17 shows the t·otal number of reser
vation agents and dispatchers required for each corridor. 
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Table 6-13 East Jefferson DAB Control Equipment 

~------·-- -· 
, Item 

, Message Switching Controller 

'Dispatch Equipment 

·Satellite UHF Complex 

Telephone Equipment 

Reservation Agent Complex 

. DAB Zone Control Assembly 

! 
!_system Managemen·t Computer 

Quantity 

35 

9 (Lines) 

6 

12 

Remarks 

One per corridor 

One per 85 vehicles 

One per 2.3 square miles 

i 

Each handles 120 coils per houJ 

Approximately 1 per every 3 
Satellite UHF Complexes 

One per corridor 

Table 6-14 1-94 Crosstown DAB Control Equipment 

[-Item . · · 

:Message Switching Controller 

I Dispatch Equipment 

Satellite UHF Complex 

'Telephone Equipment 

Reservation Agent Complex 

DAB Zone Control Assembly 

System Management Computer 

41 

12 (Lines) 

8 

14 
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Table 6-15 Lodge DAB Control Equipment 

Message Switching Controller 

Dispatch Equipment 

Satellite UHF Complex 

Telephone Equipment 

: Reservation Agent Complex 

i 
: DAB Zone Control Assembly 

l Sy~em Management Computer 

2 

78 

21 (Lines) 

14 

26 

RemarkS 

One per corridor 

One per 85 vehicles 

One per 2,3 squa~e miles 

Each handles 120 calls per hour 

Approximately 1 per every 3 
Satellite UHF Complexes 

One per corridor 

Table 6-16 Michigan/1-94 DAB Control Equipment 

Quantity Remarks --1 
: 

Message Switching Controller One per corridor 

Dispatch Equipment One per 85 vehicles 

Satellite UHF Complex 75 One per 2 .3 square miles 

Telephone Equipment 15 (Lines) 

Reservation Agent Complex 10 Each handles 120 calls per hour, 

• DAB Zone Control Assembly 25 Approximately 1 per every 3 

' I System Management Computer 
!... . . 

Satellite UHF Complexes , 
__ One _ _f'_e_r_corridor . . ______ _j 
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Table 6-17 DAB Control System Labor Requirements 

Corridor Reservation Agents Dispatchers 

East Jefferson 7 2 

1-94 Crosstown 9 2 

Lodge 15 2 

Michigan/1-94 11 2 

6.6.3 Park-and-Ride Facilities 

Sub-modal split estimates vary widely among existing BRT systems. For example, the sub
modal split far park-and-ride is reported to be about 55 percent for the San Bernardino 
Busway, but only about 14 percent for express buses operating in the 1-35W corridor in 
Minneapolis-St. Paul. The traditional auto dependence of Detroit area residents suggests 
that the park-and-ride sub-modal split for a BRT system in the metropolitan area is likely 
to be relatively high. Therefore, to obtain a first-order estimate of parking facility re_: 
quirements, it is assumed that 40 percent of the BRT passengers who originate outside 
Detroit and 30 percent of those who originate inside Detroit access the system by park
and-ride. The number of park-and-ride spaces required for each corridor is estimated by 
applying the assumed sub-modal split to the corridor demand estimates. Average auto
mobile occupancy is assumed to be 1. 10. 

The following list summarizes the total number of parking spaces required for each corri
dor: 

111 East Jefferson 3047 
o 1-94 Crosstown 6047 
o Lodge 5592 
'" Michigan/1-94 3215 

It is expected that existing parking lots will be used to provide many of these spaces. As 
an indication of the availability of existing parking facilities in each corridor, a list of 
parking lots located at retail centers within four miles of each corridor access node was 
prepared. Tables 6-18 through 6-21 list the location of these parking facilities and give 
the number of parking spaces at each location for each of the four corridors. The tables 
are based on a list of major retail centers in Southeast Michigan which was compiled by 
SEMCOG and the Detroit News. 

Although other potential park-and-ride lots such as churches, abandoned service stations, 
and closed industrial and retail facilities should also be considered, the facilities that are 
identified in the tables give a relative measure of parking availability in each corridor. 
In order to estimate parking lot construction needs, it is assumed that the number of parking 
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Table 6-18 Retai I Center Parking Foci lities - E. Jefferson Corridor 

Foci I ities Location 
No. of Parking 

Spaces 

Engleside Gratiot and Wendell 1000 

K-Mart Groesbeck and 15 Mile 800 

Korvette 12 Mile and Gratiot 2500 

Macomb Mall Gratiot and Masonic 4500 

Macomb Regional Center Gratiot and 15 Mile 4000 

Eastgate Gratiot and Frazho 3500 

Spartan Atlantic Gratiot and Frazho 700 

K-Mart 9 Mile and Harper 800 

Eastland 8 Mile and Kelly 7000 

Penny's 7 Mile and Mack 1500 

Conner Center Conner and Warren 1410 

Federals Conner and Warren 800 

Spartan Atlantic Mack and Hart 500 

Sears Gratiot and Van Dyke 1150 

Total 30,160 
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Table 6-19 Retail Center Parking Facilities - 1-94 Crosstown Corridor 

r-··-·-········· 
Location 

No. of Parking 
I Facilities 

Spaces 

i Macomb Regional Center Gratiot and 15 Mile 4000 

'Macomb Mall Gratiot and Masonic 4500 ' l 
· K-Mart Groesbeck and 15 Mile 800 

1 Ingleside Groesbeck and Wendell 1000 
' 
: Korvette Gratiot and 12 Mile 2500 

'Spartan Atlantic Gratiot and Frazho 700 

Eastgate Gratiot and Frazho 3500 

K-Mart 9 Mile and Harper 800 

Penney 7 Mile and Mack 1500 

· Eastland 8 Mile and Kelly 7000 

Shopper's Fair 8 Mile and Gratiot 600 

Arlan 's Center 8 Mile and Schoenherr 5200 

Ward Gratiot and 7 Mile 470 

Federal Conner and Warren 800 

Conner Center Conner and Warren 1410 

Spartan Atlantic Mack and Hart 500 

Sears Gratiot and Van Dyke 1150 

Arlans E. Grand Blvd. and Concord 400 

Sears Woodward and Sears 1000 
r. ,; 

Arlan's Center Warren and Lonyo 2200 

Sears Grand River and Oakman 1700 

Atlantic Mills Bryden and Grand River 1000 
' ' Shopper's Fair Joy and Greenfield 600 

Federa I, Ward Michigan and Schaefer 2200 

Hudson Budget Greenfield and Michigan 878 -·-.. -~-----

Total 46,408 

l 
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Table 6-20 Retail Center Parking Facilities - Lodge Corridor 

Facilities 

Kendall wood 

Topps 

Tel-Twelve Mall 

Southfield Plaza 

Green-Eight 

Northland 

Shopper's Fair 

K-Mart 

Shopper's Fair 

Seven, Grand 

Livonia Mall 

Federal 

Greenfield, Grand River 

Spartan Atlantic 

Sears 

Atlantic Mills 

Sears 

Location 

Farmington and 12 Mile 

14 Mile and Orchard Lake 

Telegraph and 12 Mile 

12 1/2 Mile and Southfield 

Greenfield and 8 Mile 

Northwestern and 8 Mile 

8 Mile and Meyers 

8 Mile and Beech Daly 

8 Mile and Grand River 

7 Mile and Grand River 

7 Mile and Middlebelt 

Schaefer and McNichols 

Greenfield and Grand River 

Livernois and Lyndon 

Grand River and Oakman 

Bryden and Grand River 

Woodward and Sears 

6-74 

- ----..., 
Na. of Parking I 

! 

Spaces 

1000 

1000 

5000 

1800 

1500 

10,500 

1000 

1000 

750 

800 

4500 

700 

1200 

500 

1700 

1000 

_JOQQ 

Total 34,950 
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Table 6-21 Retail Center Parking Foci I ities - Mich igan/1-94 Corridor 

-·-·'"""·--... -..., 

'· ., 

( _.! 

Facility Location 
No. of Parking 

Spaces 

K-Mart Telegraph and Goddard 800 

Topps Telegraph and Ecorse 1200 

Spartan Atlantic Michigan and Telegraph 700 

{::·; Westborn Michigan and Outer Drive 2200 

K-Mart Van Born and Merrick 1000 

Arlans Southfield and Dix 400 

K-Mart Outer Drive and Dix 800 

• Lincoln Park Plaza Fort and New York 2000 

Sears, Lineal n Park Dix and Southfield 3000 

Spartan Atlantic Dix and Champaign 500 

. Jacobson's Michigan 800 

'Hudson Budget Greenfield and Michigan 878 

Michigan, Schaefer Michigan and Schaefer 2200 

Arion's Center Warren and Lonyo 2200 

Shopper's Fair Joy and Greenfield 600 

Atlantic Mills Bryden and Grand River 1000 

1 Sears Grand River and Oakman 1700 
-~·-"~-

L Total 21 '978 
-~-,.....!-
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spaces which would be available at existing facilities is equal to 5 percent of the total 
identified parking space in each corridor. 

Table 6-22 summarizes the parking requirements and indicates the number of spaces assumed 
to be provided at existing facilities, as well as the number of spaces to be constructed for 
each corridor. 

Table 6-22 Park-and-Ride Facilities 

Corridor 
Spaces Required Identified Spaces at Spaces to Be 
for Park & Ride Parking Spaces Existing Faci I ities Constructed 

Jefferson 3,047 30,160 1,508 1,539 

1-94 Crosstown 6,047 46,405 2,320 3, 727 

Lodge 5,592 34,950 1,747 3,845 

Michigan/1-94 3,215 21,978 1,099 2, 116 

6.6 .4 Bus Shelters 

Bus shelters should be located at high demand locations throughout the corridor. More 
specifically, they should be located at bus stops along the distribvtion loops and at each 
corridor access node. Additional shelters should be located at high demand locations such 
as park-and-ride lots and apartment houses. Based on these considerations, the number of 
shelters which may be required for each of the corridors is estimated as shown in the follow
ing list: 

" East Jefferson 35 
" 1-94 Crosstown 50 
" Lodge 45 
" Michigan/1-94 35 

6.7 Cost Estimates 

Capital and operating costs were estimated for each of the four proposed BRT corridors. 
These costs were estimated for the BRT system and for the two types of feeder systems, 
fixed-route, fixed-schedule and Dial-A-Bus. Cost summaries for the BRT systems and 
the two feeder systems sized for each corridor are provided in T abies 6-23 and 6-24, 
respectively. An 8 percent interest rate was assumed for the annualized capital cost 
calculations. 
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Table 6-23 Cost Summary- BRT (Exclusive of Feeder) 

.. · 

Corridor Capital Cost Annualized Capital Cost Annual Operating Cost Total Annual Cost 

East Jefferson 14,742,000 1,923,900 1 '807 ,200 3,731,100 

1-94 Crosstown 26, 196,800 3,381,700 3,164,900 6,546,600 

Lodge 24,578,500 3,147,100 2,897,900 6,045,000 

Michigan/1-94 13,331,300 1,713,700 1 '660 ,000 3,373,700 
.. 

Table 6-24 Cost Summary - Feeder Systems 

Feeder Type Corridor Capital Cost Annualized Capital Annual Operating Total Annual Cost 
Cost Cost 

DAB East Jefferson 2,341,500 299,800 952,700 1,252,500 

1-94 Crosstown 3,267,900 420,500 l ,303,300 1 '723 ,800 

Lodge 5,888,200 759,200 2,317,500 3,076,700 

Michigan/1-94 4,270,700 547,500 1,656,300 2,203,800 

FR-FS East Jefferson 10,819,800 1,352,400 5,025,300 6,377,700 

1-94 Crosstown 12,055,100 1 ,627, 100 6,072,200 7,699,300 

Lodge 23,405,700 3,159,100 11,725,600 14,884,700 

I 
Michigan/1-94 22,075,000 2,979,500 11,070,200 14,049,700 
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A summary of the assumptions made and the sources of pertinent costing information used 
in the formulation of the cost estimates follows. 

6.7. 1 Capital Costs 

Tables 6-25 through 6-32 provide summaries of the capital cost requirements for each 
corridor. The annualized capital costs are included in these summaries. 

Exclusive Bus Ramps 

According to very preliminary budgetary cost estimates by the State Highway Department, 
a typical queue jumper ramp for buses will cost approximately $30,000. This includes 
some grading and the addition of a 12-foot lane for 400 feet. If a 4-foot high retaining 
wall were required, the cost of the ramp would approximately double. Extra cost would 
also be incurred if bridge construction or extensive grading were required. 

An average cost for exclusive bus ramp construction was assumed for each of the three 
freeway corridors based on a subjective assessment of the relative ease of implementing the 
ramps. The average cost of bus ramps for the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor is assumed to be 
$60,000. As indicated in Section 6. ],some ramps in this corridor may require retaining 
walls and others may require the acquisition of some right-of-way. The average cost of 
bus ramps for the Lodge Corridor is likely to be much higher than for the other corridors 
because extensive retaining wall construction is required, and the bridge over the express
way at the Telegraph ramp will probably have to be widened. An average cost of 
$100,000 per ramp is assumed for this corridor. Only $40,000 per ramp is assumed for 
the Michigan/1-94 Corridor because no retaining walls or bridge construction will be re
quired, However, a considerable amount of grading will be required in some areas, 
especially at the Merriman Road ramp. 

An exclusive bus entrance ramp to the Lodge Expressway from the CBD Distribution Loop 
is recommended for each of the three freeway corridors. This ramp is assumed to cost 
$60,000,since retaining walls will probably be required. 

The assumed amortization period for exclusive bus ramps is 30 years. 

A variety of signs are provided in each corridor to designate priority use of facilities by 
buses and to identify bus stop locations. Bus stop and bus priority signs are assumed to be 
standard three foot by four foot steel signs which cost $100 each, including installation. 
The number and general location of these signs which are required for each corridor are 
presented in Section 6.1 and are summarized in Table 6-33. 
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Table 6-25 Capital Cast - BRT System (E. Jefferson Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 

Signing 

Bus Priority 
Variable Message 837,800 
Bus Only 100 460 46,000 

Bus Stop 100 206 20,600 
SUBTOTAL 904,400 

Traffic Signals 

CBD Loop 20,500 
New Center Loop 15,000 
SUBTOTAL 35,500 

Shelters 3,000 35 105,000 

Park & Ride Facilities 660/space J ,539 1,015,740 

BRT Vehicles 60,000 162 9,720,000 

Vehicle Storage Facility $25/sq ft 68,040 1, 701,000 

Maintenance Facilities 

Heavy Maintenance Garage 5,000/bus 162 buses 810,000 
Operating Garage 2,780/bus 162 buses 450,360 
SUBTOTAL 1,260,360 

TOTAL 14,742,000 

Amort. 
Period 

15 
15 
15 

15 
15 

15 

30 

10 

30 

30 
30 

Annual Cost 

97,855 
5,373 
2,406 

105,634 

2,394 
1,752 
4, 146 

12,264 

90,228 

1,448,572 

151,100 

71 '952 
40,005 

111,957 

1,923,901 

"' "' 

J 
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Table 6-26 Capital Cost- BRT System (1-94 Crosstown Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost Amort. 
Period 

Exclusive Bus Ramps 

Corridor Access 60,000 12 720,000 30 
CBD/Lodge 60,000 1 60,000 30 
SUBTOTAL 780,000 

Signing 

Bus Priority 100 473 47,300 15 
Bus Stop 100 230 23,000 15 
SUBTOTAL 70,300 

Traffic Signals 

CBD Loop 20,500 15 
New Center Loop 15,000 15 
SUBTOTAL 35,500 

Shelters 3,000 50 150,000 15 

Park & Ride Facilities 660/space 3, 727 spaces 2,459,800 30 

BRT Vehicles 60,000 290 17,400,000 10 

Vehicle Storage Facility $25/sq ft 121,800 sq ft 3,045,000 30 

Maintenance Facility 

Heavy Maintenance Garage $5,000/bus 290 1,450,000 30 
Operating Garage $2,780/bus 290 806,200 30 
SUBTOTAL 2,256,200 

TOTAL 26,196,800 

Annual Cost 

63,957 
5,330 

69,287 

5,525 
2,686 
8,211 

2,394 
1,752 
4,146 

17,520 

218,505 

2, 593 I 122 

270,487 

128,803 
71,615 

200,418 

3,381,696 



Table 6-27 Capital Cost- BRT System (Lodge Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 
Amort. 

Annual Cost Period 

Exclusive Bus Ramps ' 
' 

Corridor Access 100,000 10 1 1000,000 30 88,830 
CBD/Lodge 60,000 1 60,000 30 5,330 
SUBTOTAL 1,060,000 94,160 

Signing 

Bus Priority 100 471 47,100 15 5,501 
Bus Stop 100 190 19,000 15 2,219 
SUBTOTAL 66,100 7,720 

Traffic Signals 

CBD Loop 20,500 15 2,394 
New Center Loop 15,000 15 1,752 
SUBTOTAL 35,500 4,146 

Shelters 3,000 45 135,000 15 15,768 

Park & Ride Facilities 660/space 3845 spaces 2,537,700 30 225,424 

BRT Vehicles 60,000 265 15,900,000 10 2,369,577 

Vehicle Storage Facility $25/sq ft 111,300 2,782,500 30 247,169 

Maintenance Facility 

Heavy Maintenance Garage $5000/bus 265 1 '325,000 30 117,700 
Operating Garage $2780/bus 265 736,700 30 65,441 
SUBTOTAL 2,061,700 183,141 

TOTAL 24,578,500 3,147,105 



Table 6-28 Capital Cost- BRT System (Michigan/1-94 Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 
Amort. 
Period 

Exclusive Bus Ramps 

Corridor Access 40,000 8 320,000 30 
CBD/Lodge 60,000 1 60,000 30 
SUBTOTAL 380,000 

Signing 

Bus Priority 100 469 46,900 15 
Bus Stop 100 167 16,700 15 
SUBTOTAL 63;600 

Traffic Signals 

CBD Loop 20,500 15 
New Center Loop 15,000 15 
SUBTOTAL 35,500 

Shelters 3,000 35 105,000 15 

Park & Ride Facilities 660/space 2116 spaces 1,396,560 30 

BRT Vehicles 60,000 145 8,700,000 10 

Vehicle Storage Facility $25/sq ft 60,900 1 ,522, 500 30 

Maintenance Facility 

Heavy Maintenance Garage $5,000/bus 145 725,000 30 
Operating Garage $2,780/bus 145 403,100 30 
SUBTOTAL 1 '128, 100 

TOTAL 13,331,260 

Annual Cost 

28,425 
5,330 

33,755 

5,478 
1' 950 
7,428 

2,394 
1,752 
4,146 

12,264 

124,056 

1,296,561 

135,244 

64,402 
35,807 

100,209 

1,713,663 
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Feeder 
Type 

DAB 

FR-FS 

Table 6-29 Capital Cast - Feeder Systems (East Jefferson Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cast 
Amort. 
Period 

Vehicles 35,000 42 1,470,000 10 

DAB Control 258,078 20 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 25/sq ft 11 ,466 286,650 30 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 5000/bus 42 210,000 30 
Operating Garage 2780/bus 42 116,760 30 

SUBTOTAL 326,760 

TOTAL 2,341,488 

--------·- ----·---- 1-" -

Vehicles 60,000 128 7,680,000 10 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 25/sq ft 53,760 1,344,000 30 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 5000/bus 128 640,000 30 
Operating Garage 2780/bus 128 355,840 30 

SUBTOTAL 995,840 

TOTAL 10,019,840 

Annual Cost 

219,074 

26,285 

25,463 

18,654 
10,372 

29,026 

299,848 

1,144,550 

119,388 

56,851 
31,609 

88,460 

1,352,398 



Table 6-30 Capital Cast- Feeder Systems (1-94 Crosstown Corridor) 

Feeder 
Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost Amort. 

Annual Cost Type Period 

DAB Vehicles 35,000 60 2,100,000 10 312,963 

DAB Control 291,559 20 29,695 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 25/sq ft 16,380 409,500 30 36,376 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 5000/bus 60 300,000 30 26,649 
Operating Garage 2780/bus 60 166,800 30 14,817 

SUBTOTAL 466,800 41,466 

TOTAL 3,267,859 420,500 

FR-FS Vehicles 60,000 154 9,240,000 10 1,377,037 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 25/sq ft 64,680 1,617,000 30 143,638 

Maintenance Foci I ities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 5000/bus 154 770,000 30 68,399 
Operating Garage 2780/bus 154 428,120 30 38,030 

SUBTOTAL 1' 198,120 106,429 

TOTAL 12,055,120 1 ,627,104 

' 
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Table 6-31 Capital Cost - Feeder Systems (Lodge Corridor) 

1--:-'-:e-::_e e-r+--V-e_h_i c-le_s __ lt_em __________ ~~-+ ~;,;;,eo,~ -l Q~~:'Y -: ::~ ~ ~-000-s~-,--~,-~-~--~-t .-,--A-n::-~ ,-:4-o:t ---

DAB Control I I 481,297 20 49,201 

Vehicle Storage Facilities ' 25/sq ft 1 29,757 743,925 30 66,083 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 
Operating Garage 

SUBTOTAL 

5000/bus 
2780/bus 

109 
109 

1------~--T-0--TA __ L _______________ _j_ ________ ~----
FR-FS Vehicles 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 
Operating Garage 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

60,000 

25/sq ft 

5000/bus 
2780/bus 

299 

125,580 

299 
299 

545,000 
303,020 

848,020 

5,888,242 

17,940,000 

3,139,500 

I ,495,000 
831,220 

2,326,220 

23,405,720 

30 
30 

10 

30 

30 
30 

48,412 
26,917 

75,329 

759,162 

2,o73,598 

278,882 

132,801 
73,837 

206,638 

31 1591 118 
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Table 6-32 Capital Cost- Feeder Systems (Michigan/1-94 Corridor) 

--F~~d~-~--- - Item ---- ------~--U~i;~=s~--~-;~ant;~y 
Total Cost 

Amort. 
Annual Cost 

1 _T.:._:yp_e-+----------------l--------~-------·--
DAB Vehicles I 35,000 i 77 

_ , Period , 
-----------·-·t·---·-------t------

DAB Control 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 
Operating Garage 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

FR-FS i Vehicles 

Vehicle Storage Facilities 

Maintenance Facilities 
Heavy Maintenance Garage 
Operating Garage 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

1 ,;., , · "·"' 

5000/bus 
2780/bus 

60,000 

25/sq ft 

5000/bus 
2780/bus 

77 
77 

282 

118,440 

282 
282 

___ l _____ ..!__ 

-r· 

2,695,000 . 10 ! 

4511130 20 

525,525 30 

385,000 
214,060 

599,060 

4,270,715 

16,920,000 

2,961,000 

1,410,000 
783,960 

2,193,960 

22,074,960 

30 
30 

10 

30 

30 
30 

401,636 

45,948 

46,682 

34,200 
19,015 

53,214 

547,480 

2,521,588 

263,026 

125,250 
69,639 

194,889 

2,979,503 

i "' "' 
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Table 6-33 BRT Signing Requirements 

..... 
LOCATION 

BRT BRT CBD New Northland Ford Total 
CORRIDOR SIGN TYPE Collection Route Loop Center Loop Complex 

Zone Loop loop 
. 

E. Jefferson Bus Only 204 256 460 
Bus Stop 189 11 I 6 206 I 

1-94 Crosstown Bus Only 13 204 
I 

256 473 
Bus Stop 210 11 6 3 230 

I I 
Lodge Bus Only 11 204 I 256 471 

I Bus Stop 168 11 I 6 65 190 

Michigan/1-94 Bus Only 9 204 I 256 469 I I 
Bus Stop 147 I 11 ' 6 3 167 

1 I 
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Variable message signs are required for the Eost Jefferson Corridor as discussec;l in Section 
6. 1. The cost of these signs and associated equipment is estimated based on representa
tive unit costs supplied by the American Sign and Indicator Corporation of Spokane, 
Washington. The estimated cost of the system required for the East Jefferson Corridor is 
itemized in Table 6-34. 

The capital cost of signs is amortized over a period of 15 years. 

Table 6-34 Variable Message Sign Costs for the E. Jefferson Corridor 

Quantity 
Number of Total Total 

Item Unit Cost per 
Location Locations Quantity Cost 

Variable Message Sign $3,000 6 30 180 $540,000 

Lane Control Signal Head 400 4 30 120 48,000 

Local Controller 3,000 1 30 30 90,000 

Master Controller 5,000 1 5,000 

Telephone Lines 600 8 4,800 
------~---

SUBTOTAL $687,800 

Installation 150,000 
---------·· ---

TOTAL $837,800 

Traffic Signals 

Additional traffic signals are required for the CBD and New Center Distribution Loops, 
The left turn signals for contra-flow buses require changes in the signal control logic as 
well as the addition of a signal head, Therefore, the cost of installing each turn signal is 
estimated to be $2,000. The cost of installing a signal to face the reverse flow direction 
on one-way streets is estimated to be $500,since no changes in control logic are re<!juired. 
The total cost of signal changes for the CBD Distribution Loop is $20,500 (5 left turn 
signals@ $2,000 plus 21 contra-flow signal heads@ $500). The traffic sigMa! cost for 
the New Center Loop is $15,000 (41eft turn signals@ $2,000 plus 14 contra-flaw signal 
heads@ $500). An amortization period of 15 years is assumed for traffic signal equipment. 

Shelters 

The estimated cost of bus shelters, $3,000 each, is based on typical shelter costs quoted by 
Columbia Equipment Company plus assumed installation costs. The cost of shelters is 
amortized over a period of 15 years to obtain estimated annual system costs. 
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Park-and-Ride Facilities 

The cost of constructing park-and-ride facilities is assumed to be $1.65 per square foot 
including limited grading, base construction, topping, lighting, and drainage, but exclud
ing the cost of land. Parking space requirements vary from 279 to 579 square feet per 
space depending on the parking angle relative to the aisle and the average size of the 
vehicles. It is assumed that 400 square feet are required for each space. Thus, the 
estimated parking facility cost is $660 per space. 

A 30-year amortization period is assumed for park and ride lots. 

Vehicles 

Based on a cursory survey of recent transit coach procurements, as reported in transit 
industry periodicals, the cost of a 53-passenger vehicle for BRT and Fixed- Route, Fixed
Schedule service is assumed to be $60,000. Dial-A-Bus vehicles, including all on-board 
communications equipment, are assumed to cost $35,000 each. 

Dial-A-Bus Control 

Dial-A-Bus control equipment costs are based on previous GM TSD Dual Mode analyses. 
These values represent the 1974 costs of the equipment. The same basic computer system 
is used for each corridor. The differences in the computer costs represent those costs,such 
as core size, which are directly related to corridor demand and size differences. 

A twenty-year amortization period is assumed for the DAB control equipment. 

Storage Facilities 

It is estimated that 420 square feet are required for storing large vehicles and 273 square 
feet are required for Dial-A-Bus vehicles. Storage building costs are as~umed to be $25 
per square foot. This does not include cost of land. These capital costs are amortized 
over a period of 30 years. 

Heavy Maintenance Garage and Operating Garage 

The heavy maintenance garage capital costs are estimated to be $5,000 for each bus. This 
is a rough estimate based upon the fact that DDOT spent $5,000,000 for a heavy mainten
ance garage for their 1000 bus system. The operating garages where vehicles are fueled, 
cleaned,and serviced are estimated to cost $2,780 per bus. This is based upon analyses 
done on the cost of operating garages for servicing dual mode vehicles. The heavy mainten
ance and operating garages capital costs do not include land costs and are amortized over 
30 years. 
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6. 7. 2 Operating Costs 

Tables 6-35 through 6-38 provide summaries of the BRT operating costs for each corridor. 
Tables 6-39 through 6-42 provide a summary of both FR-FS and DAB feeder system operat
ing costs for each corri dar. 

The operating costs of the BRT system as well as the two feeder systems include driver wages, 
garage expense, and vehicle maintenance expenses. The BRT system operating costs also 
include restriping costs and shelter maintenance, The DAB feeder system incurs an annual 
system control cost. Driver costs are estimated to be $12.35 per vehicle operating hour. 
This is based upon the expected driver costs per revenue hour for DDOT in July 1975. 
The average base salary is $6.36 per hour. However,since the $12.35 is a cost per revenue 
hou~ it includes non-production time such as sign-on time, travel time, dead head, premium 
pay, waiting time, lost time, vacation and holiday pay, sick leave, and retirement benefit 
costs. The garage expenses are those costs incurred at the gqrages. They include fuel costs, 
lube costs, cleaning materials, and the labor required tp clean and service the vehicles. 
DDOT garage expense from July 1974 to March 1975 was 17. 13.; per vehicle mile. DDOT 

. buses average about 12 mph. Since the BRT buses will average 35-40 mph, they will have 
greater fuel efficiency. It is expected they will get 6 to 6.5 miles per gallon r0 ther than 
4 miles per gallon. Therefore BRT garage expenSE1S ore estimated to be 14. 13.; per mile 
(assuming fuel costs at 29.75.; per gallon). It is assumed that the Dial-A-Bus costs are also 
14.13.; per mile. The vehicles do not average 35-40 mph, but they are lighter. The 
garage expense associated with large feeder buses are assumed to be 17.13.; per mile be
cause these buses operate at speeds similar to DDOT buses. 

The maintenance expense is the cost of heavy mointenance. It includes labor, supervision, 
and material costs. Also included are the costs of maintaining the buildings and grounds. 
The DDOT cost of 19.54.; per vehicle mile was used in the calculations. 

Lane striping and diamond-shaped markings are required to delineate exclusivE~ transit lanes 
on public streets. According to Detroit DOT estimates, the cost of striping is $0.03 per 
linear foot. Two stripes are required along the entire length of the CBD and New Center 
Distribution Loops to designate the exclusive bus lane. The cost of this striping is estimated 
to be $634 for the 2.0 mile CBD loop and $1457 for the 4.6 mile New Center Loop. Dia
mond-shaped pavement markings are also required to identify the exclusive bus lanes in the 
CBD and New Center areas. Each 12 foot by 2.5 foot diamond consists of 24.5 linear feet. 

An average IOOfoot spacing is assumed. The cost of these pavement markiMgs, assuming 
the Detroit DOT estimate of $0.10 per linear foot for hand work, is $260 for the CBD 
loop and $595 for the New Center loop. The total cost of pavement markings is $894 for 
the CBD Distribution Loop and $2052 for the New Center loop. Although pub I ic streets 
usually require restriping twice a year, these transit priority pavement markings are assumed 
to last a full year due to the lower vehicle volumes associated with a reserved bus lane. 
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Table 6-35 Annual Operating Cost- BRT System (E. Jefferson Corridor) 

,------------~----------

I 
I 

Item 

Shelter Maintenance 

Vehicle Expense 
Garage 
Maintenance 

SUBTOTAL 

Drivers 

Telephone Line 
Lease 

Pavement Marking 
BRT Line Haul 
CBD Distribution Loop 
New Center Distribution 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

~---------

~------------

300. 

• 1453/mi, 
• 1954/mi. 

12.35/V-hr. 

7200/Line 

6-91 

------

Quantity 

35 

1,868,513 . 
1,868,513 

88,442 

8 

Total Cost 

10,500 

271,495 
~~_§5!107 

636,602 

1, 092,259 

57,600 

7,248 
894 

2,052 

10, 194 

1,807,155 

- __________________ ,._ ---------
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Table 6-36 Annual Operating Cost - BRT System (1-94 Crosstown Corridor) 

Item 

Shelter Maintenance 

Vehicle Expense 
Garage 

Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

Maintenance 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

SUBTOTAL 

Driver Expense 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

SUBTOTAL 

Pavement Marking 
CBD. Loop 
New Center Loop 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

Unit Cost 

300. 

• 1453/mi 
• 1453/mi 

• 1954/mi 
• 1954/mi 

12.35/V-hr 
12.35/V-hr 

. 

L_ ______________ . __________ _L ______ _ 

6-92 

. 
Quantity Total Cost 

50 151000 

3,293,121 478,490 
170,136 24,721 

3,293,121 643,476 
170,136 33,245 

1, 179,932 

152,082 1,878,213 
7, 191 88 809 ---·--·L ___ 

1 f 967,022 

894 
2,052 
2,946 

3,164,900 

. ! 
! 
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Table 6-37 Annual Operating Cost - BRT System (Lodge Corridor) 

Item 

Shelter Maintenance 

Vehicle Expense 
Garage 

Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

Ma i ntena nee 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

SUBTOTAL 

Driver Expense 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 

300 45 13,500 

. 1453/mi 
• 1453/mi 

. 1954/mi 
• 1954/mi 

12.35/V-hr 
12.35/V-hr 

3, 111, 128 
174,216 

3, 111, 128 
174,216 

136,026 
6,656 

452,047 
25,314 

604,914 
__ 34,042_ 

1,119,317 

1,679,921 
~_81_,202 

SUBTOTAL 1,762,123 

Pavement Marking 
CBD Loop 894 
New Center Loop 2,052 

SUBTOTAL 2,946 

TOTAL 2,897,886 
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Table 6-38 Annual Operating Cost- BRT System (Michigan/1-94 Corridor) 

------------------
Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 

!-----------------------·-··· - -- ----- ---·------·-·----- ----·---·---1------

~he Iter Maintenance 

Wehicle Expense 
Garage 

Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

Maintenance 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

SUBTOTAL 

briver Expense 
Peak Period 
Off-Peak Period 

SUBTOTAL 

Pavement Marking 
CBD Loop 
New Center Loop 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

6-94 

300 

. 1453/mi 

. 1453/mi 

• 1954/mi 
. 1954/mi 

12.35/V-hr 
12.35/V-hr 

35 

1,724,846 
137,496 

1 ,724, 846 
137,496 

76,520 
5,432 

10,500 

250,620 
19,978 

337,035 
26,867 

634,500 

945,022 
_ _67_,08~-

1,012,107 

894 
2,052 

2,946 

I, 660,053 

·,: 

' 
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Table 6-39 Annual Operating Cost- Feeder Systems (E, Jefferson Corridor) 

~ 
Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 

:·.-. 

DAB Vehicles 
Garage . 1453/mi 673,200 97,816 
Maintenance . 1954/mi 673,200 131 543 

-~--------

SUBTOTAL 229,359 
' ' l·_j DAB Control 

Dispatchers 18,215/yr 2 36,430 
Reservation Agents 18,215/yr 7 127,505 
Equipment Maintenance 5,162 

SUBTOTAL 169,097 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 44,880 554,268 

TOTAL 952,724 

irR-FS Vehicles 

I Garage . 1713/mi 4,222,800 723,366 
Maintenance . 1954/mi 4,222,800 _§25,13~ 

SUBTOTAL 1,548,501 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 281,520 3,476,772 

TOTAL 15,025,_273 

I ---·--- ' .J ............. - .... .,,.,_ 
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Table 6-40 Annual Operating Cast- Feeder Systems (1-94 Crosstown Corridor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost 
·-·~~-~-·· !- ·i 

DAB Vehicles 
Garage • 1453/mi 942,480 136,942 
Maintenance . 1954/mi 942,480 184,161 

SUBTOTAL 321,103 

DAB Control 
Dispatchers 18,215/yr 2 36,430 
Reservation Agents 18,215/yr 9 163,935 
Equipment Maintenance 5,831 

SUBTOTAL 206,196 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 62,832 775,975 
TOTAL 1,303,274 

---~-------------~---------- ---------~ ~----· 

FR-FS Vehicles 
Garage . 1713/mi 5,102,550 874,067 
Maintenance . 1954/mi 5, 102,550 997 038 

~---1-.. ·---

SUBTOTAL 1,871,105 

Drivers 12/35/V-hr 340,170 4,201,100 

TOTAL 6,072,205 

-~--~--'"'"" -- --------------
L_ 

------·----------~ 
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Table 6-41 Annual Operating Cost - Feeder Systems (Lodge Corridor) 

.--------·--------··- ---

Item Quantity ·--- ................... _, ______ !...__+------! Unit Cost Total Cost 

DAB Vehicles 
Garage . 14,53/mi 1,716,660 249,431 
Maintenance . 1954/mi 1,716,660 -~~~L4:35. 
SUBTOTAL 584,866 

DAB Control 
Dispatchers 18,215/yr 2 36,430 
Reservation Agents 18,215/yr 15 273,225 
Equipment Maintenance 9,626 

SUBTOTAL 319,281 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 114,444 1,413,383 

TOTAL 2,317,530 

FR-FS Vehicles 
Garage • 1713/mi 9,853,200 1 ,687 I 853 
Maintenance • 1954/mi 9,853,200 _1,925 ,315 

SUBTOTAL 3,613,168 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 656,880 8,112,468 

TOTAL ~]_25,~~~ ----·-
- -~----L----·-----· ~~-···-·~--" 
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Table 6-42 Annua I Operating Cost - Feecler Systems (Michigan/1-94 Corriclor) 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Toto! Cost 

DAB Vehicles 
Garage • 1453/mi 1,211,7(>0 176,069 
Maintenance • 1954/mi 1,211 f760 _?36,]7_8_ 

SUBTOTAL 412,847 

DAB Control 
Dispatchers 18,215/yr 2 36,430 
Reservation Agents 18,215/yr 11 200,365 
Equipment Maintenance 9,025 

SUBTOTAL 245,820 

Dr,ivers 12.35/V-hr 80,784 997,682 

TOTAL 1 1656,349 

lrR-FS Vehicles 
----- -··-----

Garage • 1713/mi 9,302,400 1,593,501 
Maintenance • 1954/mi 9,302,400 1,817689 ___________ L ____ 

SUBTOTAL 3,411,190 

Drivers 12.35/V-hr 620,160 7,658,976 

__ ]__ 
TOTAL 11,070, 16~ 

. --- - -- .. -•. -----------·" . - --------~'--------- -- -
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Restriping is also required to delineate the reserved BRT lane on East Jefferson. Since 
three lanes are involved in the implementation, four stripes are required along the 5.72 
mile reserved lane section of this corridor. Assuming semi-annual restriping at $0.03 per 
I in ear foot, the onnua I cost of restriping is $7248 for the East Jefferson corridor. No pave
ment marking is required along the other BRT routes or for the Northland or Ford Complex 
Distribution Loops, since no lanes are reserved exclusively for buses. 

The annual bus shelter maintenance expense is assumed to be $300 per shelter and includes 
periodic cleaning and repair. 

Dial-A-Bus control operating costs are divided into two categories: personnel costs and 
maintenance costs. Both dispatchers and reservation agents are assumed to make $18,215 
per year, including benefits. This value is based on previous DuQI Mode Transit analyses. 
The maintenance costs for the DAB electronic control eqvipment is assumed to be two per
cent of the original purchase price of the equipment per year, 

The cost of operating and maintaining park and ride lots was not included in the operating 
cost estimates. In some cases,parking spaces at large retail centers may be available at no 
cost. In other cases, a nominal lease or service cost (weekday snow removal, for example) 
may be incurred. The operating costs associated with system-owned park-and-ride facilities 
will vary with the size and location of the lots, but

1 
in general, will include lighting, snow 

removal, maintenance, andsecurity. 
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6.8 Corridor Ranking 

Three criteria have been consistently used throughout the study to evaluate the potential 
of candidate corridors for successful BRT implementation, The criteria are: 1) high po
tential for attracting ridership, 2) high potential for improving trip time by implementing 
a priority treatment, and 3) high potential for economical implementation. Table 6-43 
shows the ranking of the four candidate corridors based on these criteria. 

Table 6-43 Corridor Ranking 

Rank Corridor 

1-94 Crosstown 

2 Lodge 

3 Michigan/1-94 

4 E. Jefferson 

Total BRT 
Demand 
(a.m. Peak-
Period) 

20,585 

17,698 

9,542 

9,774 

*Not including feeder service 

Travel Time 
Ratio 

BRT/Auto 

1.21 

1.26 

1.24 

1.36 

BRT Cost/Peak
Period Pass. 
Trip* 

.62 

.67 

.69 

.75 

Feeder System 
(DAB) Cost/Peak
Pedod Feeder 
Passenger Trip 

1.71 

1.72 

1.75 

1.85 

The measures which have been used to quantify the criteria have become more explicit as 
the corridor analysis has become more detailed. For example, earlier in the study, BRT 
ridership potential was characterized by a combination of two parameters: the total corri
dor demand for particular destinations and the magnitude of current transit ridership along 
the corridor. In the final ranking, the results of the modal split analysis were used to pre
dict BRT ridership in each corridor. Table 6-43 shows that the 1-94 Crosstown and Lodge 
Corridors clearly have greater BRT ridership potential than the other two corridors. 

Earlier in the study, average automobile line-haul speed and volume to capacity ratios 
were used to characterize congestion in the various corridors as an indication of travel 
time reduction potential. In the final ranking, the ratio of estimated BRT trip time to 
automobile trip time is used as a direct measure of this criterion. The data in Table 6-43 
show that all four corridors offer about the same potential for providing competitive trip 
time. 

Finally, general observations concerning the ease of implementation on each corridor 
were used earlier in the study to indicate relative implementation costs. Now the pre
liminary capital and operating cost estimates reported in Section 6.7 can be-used to cal
culate the total annualized cost per peak-period passenger trip. The values of this para
meter calculated for the line-haul BRT system and for the DAB feeder system are used in 
the final ranking. DAB system costs, rather than FR-FS system costs, were selected for 
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use in the corridor comparisons because they are lower than the costs of the FR-FS systems. 
The costs used to calculate these ratios include the cost of providing off-peak service,be
cause this is considered to be a necessary part of both the BRT and the feeder systems. 
However, the feeder system cost ratios do not account for any additional costs which 
DDOT might incur in providing fixed-route, fixed-schedule feeder service within Detroit. 
Only peak-period passenger trips were used to calculate the ratios,since off-peak BRT 
ridership was not estimated. The feeder system cost ratios account only for those BRT 
patrons outside the city of Detroit who actually use the DAB feeder service in the peak 
periods. The number of passengers who access the system via DDOT buses is not included. 
The data for the line-haul BRT systems indicate that a BRT implementation on the 1-94 
Crosstown Corridor results in the lowest cost per peak-period passenger trip,while a BRT 
implementation on East Jefferson results in the highest cost per passenger. The same corri
dor ranking is indicated by the DAB feeder system cost ratios. 

The fact that it is quite expensive to provide a pervasive feeder service should come as no 
surprise. In the independent study of intermediate and feeder level transit conducted by 
General Motors for SEMTA in late 1974, the annual cost of the recommended feeder sys
tem was found to be approximately four times the annual cost of the intermediate level 
transit system. 

The values of estimated cost per passenger trip listed in Table 6-43 for the DAB systems are 
not inconsistent with similar data reported for existing demand-responsive systems. Actual 
cost per ride data for several demand-responsive systems are indicated in Table 6-44. 

1 
Operating cost only 

Table 6-44 Example DAB System Costs 

Location Cost Per Ride 

Ann Arbor $1.351 

Batavia .61 2 

Bay Ridges .603 

Haddonfield 3.504 

Regina .703 

Source: Dial-A-Ride for the Transit 
Industry, K. W. Guenther, 
prepared for ATA meeting 
August 27, 1972 

2 
Includes debt service administration and overhead 

3 
Includes depreciation and overhead 

4 Includes capital costs, depreciation, and overhead 
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Only the value for Haddonfield can be directly compared with the results of this study, 
since it includes amortized capital costs as well as operating costs. The experimental 
nature of this system contributed to its high cost. 

In summary, the four candidate corridors are ranked in order of their potential for success
Ful BRT implementation as follows: 

1. 1-94 Crosstown 
2. Lodge 
3. Michigan/1-94 
4. East Jefferson 

6. 9 BRT Action Plan 

The accomplishment of a logical progression of tasks is quite important to the successful 
implementation of bus rapid transit service in a selected travel corridor. A description 
of these tasks and their interrelationships is termed an "action plan." The four candidate 
BRT corridors all have similar implementation task requirements, with minor exceptions 
for the non-freeway East Jefferson route. Therefore, a single action plan, common to 
the four corridors, has been developed. The BRT action plan is diagrammed in Figure 6-
33, and is discussed in the remainder of this section. 

The first task shown in Figure 6-33, "Preliminary 6RT Design," has been completed for 
each of the four candidate BRT corridors. All other action plan items pertain to the 
additional analysis, design, and implementation of BRT service in a single corridor (chosen 
from among the four, or synthesized from elements of two or more candidate corridors). 

The next task to be performed is a BRT system design and impact analysis. The system de
sign specifies the mainline BRT route, access and egress points along that route, the BRT 
collection route and feeder system, possible locations of transfer and park-and-ride facili
ties, and the distribution route for each major destination area. The system design task 
also generates a refined estimate of BRT capital and operating costs. Interrelated with 
the system design is a system sizing and impact analysis, including a computer simulation 
of traffic flow along the corridor's BRT route, with and without BRT operations. Such a 
corridor simu I at ion permits an assessment of the BRT level of service (primarily BRT travel 
times relative to those of automobile trips) and the effect of BRT implementation on auto 
trips. Furthermore, the demand analysis portion of this task produces refined modal split 
and ridership estimates for system sizing and costing, and for subsequent design, imple
mentation, and evaluation tasks (shown in Figure 6-33). 

System specification and detailed engineering design activities constitute the next task to 
be performed. This task is dependent upon the results of the preceding task and upon the 
BRT implementation treatment as it applies to the selected BRT corridor. The detailed 
engineering design task provides for BRT route revisions, based upon an evaluation of 
initial stages of operation. This task also includes the specification and design of right-
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of-way modifications, entry and exit ramps, pavement markings, traffic control signals 
and signs, bus shelters, park-and-ride and transfer facilities, and a feeder bus system 
(particularly if a Dial-A-Bus feeder system is chosen). Additionally, equipment and 
personnel requirements are determined and system capital and operating cost estimates 
are updated. 

The next action plan task consists of the detailed staged implementation plan development 
and the preparation of a financing plan. It is anticipated that BRT operation in the selected 
corridor will be fully implemented through a succession of service increases. These in
creases may be configured to emphasize areas of greatest demand, rather than to progres
sively extend the mainline BRT route. Therefore, an implementation analysis effort, 
resulting in an implementation plan, is an important segment of the BRT program. Another 
aspect of this task is the investigation of system financing sources. Various state and 
federal sources of funds to meet capital and operating expenses are considered, and 
operating revenues are estimated. 

Following the staged implementation and financing planning task, deployment of the 
initial stage of the BRT system begins. Negotiations to secure park-and-ride space in 
existing parking lots are conducted and the construction of additional park-and-ride lots 
is begun. Right-of-way modifications, facilities construction, pavement marking changes, 
traffic control signal and sign installation, and bus stop shelter placement are all initiated. 
The required BRT vehicles are either procured or allocated from existing fleets. BRT per
sonnel are hired or reassigned from other duties and their training programs are initiated. 
Driver and vehicle schedules for the first stage of operation are developed. Also included 
in this task is a marketing activity to increase pub! ic awareness of the BRT service and to 
attract riders from among the persons who are presently not using transit. All of these sub
tasks, of course, must be planned such that they interact properly and are congruous with 
an overall implementation scheduled. 

The actual impact of the BRT system is analyzed in the task labeled "Evaluation" in 
Figure 6-33. The earlier impact analysis task provides a reference with which to compare 
observed system performance and public acceptance. This task includes attitudinal surveys 
to quantify the reactions of BRT riders and non-riders, Other analyses gauge changes in 
auto travel times, auto occupancy levels, energy use, and air quality. An analysis of 
operational parameters (such as BRT collection, line-haul, and distribution travel times, 
schedule reliability, vehicle operator productivity, and financial status) is conducted. 

As a result of the evaluation task, the system's detailed design and implementation plans 
are reviewed. Portions of the detailed engineering and system specification tasks are then 
repeated as necessary. Following this, subsequent stages of the BRT system are implemented 
and evaluated, leading to full deployment in the selected corridor. 
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6.10 Conclusions ond Recommendations 

Bus rapid transit integrated with a computer controlled ramp metering system is one of the 
most viable means of efficiently utilizing an existing freeway facility. The combination 
possesses the unique feature of enhancing auto travel as well as transit travel without either 
mode sacrificing appreciable travel time or facilities. Capital implementation costs are 
relatively low compared to facility expansion costs such as lane additions, right-of-way 
additions, etc. to accommodate other types of bus transit treatments. The fact that firm 
plans currently exist for implementing the SCANDI system in the Detroit area is of signifi
cant importance to the Michigan Bus Rapid Transit Demonstration Program (MBRTDP). 

Current Schedule for SCANDI System Implementation 

Acquisition of Control Building and Computer Equipment 

Installation of Sensors and Equipment 

• Lodge and Ford Freeways 

e Chrysler Freeway 

<» Southfield and Fisher Freeways 

System Refinements 

Summer, 1976 

Summer, 1976 

Summer, 1977 

Summer, 1978 

1979 

It is recommended that the SCANDI program schedule be reinforced and possibly expe
dited to more closely coincide with the MBRTDP schedules. If the SCANDI system were 
not implemented on Detroit's freeways, other alternatives such as exclusive or priority 
lanes appear feasible within the limitations identified in the text of this report. Also, 
the results of the analysis effort scheduled for Phase II will further define the traffic 
characteristics of the corridor and allow final BRT treatment requirements to b\" estab-
1 ished. 

The corridor ranking section identified the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor as exhibiting the most 
potential for bus rapid transit based on Phase I studies. A logical extension of this corridor 
would include service to the Detroit Metropolitan Airport. It may be desirable to consider 
combining the 1-94 Crosstown with the entire Michigan Ave ./1-94 Corridor, since an appre
ciable portion is common to both. If the 1-94 Crosstown Corridor is indeed chosen for con
tinued analysis in Phase II, it is recommended that consideration be given to include this 
extension as part of the overall Phase II analysis effort. 

The high costs of the feeder systems associated with BRT implementations core such that 
additional attention is warranted in this area. Further study is recommended to determine 
if other incentives such as subscription service, park-and-ride and/or kiss-and-ride 
facilities could be established ta enhance access to the BRT line and reduce the dependency 
upon supplemental feeder systems. 
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7.0 PHASE II WORK PROGRAM 

The objective of this program is to develop a preliminary design of the BRT system in the 
selected corridor and route. This preliminary design will serve as the basis for Phase Ill 
detailed design. Phase II preliminary design will cover the following: 

System Analysis 

e Modal split for BRT ridership, with projections to future dotes 
e Corridor traffic impact analysis 

System Design 

e Route definition 
e Intermediate stops 
e Terminals 
e Feeders 
" Access 
e C BD treatment 
" Facilities and equipment for priority treatment 

7. I Tasks 

7 .I. I Task I -Trial Design 

Based upon the output of Phase I work, a trial design for the BRT system along the selected 
corridor and route will be developed. This trial design will include the following: 

,. Route Definition -Alignment, access points to main line, rough 
estimates of headways, interfaces with feeders 

e Intermediate Stops - Pre I iminary selection of major origins and 
destinations to be served 

" Terminals- Locations, functions, rough layouts, and flow arrangements 
for term ina Is 

" Feeder Service - Preliminary selection and sizing of feeder routes, in
cluding both feeders which enter the main line and feeders requiring 
transfers 

" Access - Provisions for walk-in, park-and-ride, and kiss-and-ride 
facilities, including locations and rough sizing 

c. CBD Treatment- Preliminary design of special bus flow treatments, if 
needed, to facilitate BRT movement in the C BD 

e Priority Treatment Mechanization - Preliminary engineering design of 
traffic controls, signing, lane modifications, and other mechanization 
features 
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The output of this task will be a preliminary design definition of the BRT system to be 
used for further analyses and as a reference for design iterations. Preliminary estimates 
of trove I times w iII be made • 

7.1.2 Task 2- Modal Split Analysis 

Additional data required to simulate existing highway and transit use within the selected 
corridor will be collected, including: 

41 Transportation Demand Studies: Establishment of zones; interview techniques; 
c !ossification counts; screen I ine checks; land use coding; and growth factors 

41 Highway Use Studies: Average daily traffic; hourly traffic; directional 
counts; classification and occupancy counts; profile counts; delay studies; 
capacity; level of service; and peak-hour factor 

o Transit Use Studies: Routes and schedules; station location; passenger 
volume; trip ends; adherence to schedules; fare structure, transit speed, 
and delays; headways; cost per passenger mile; load checks; modal split 

Existing travel will be simulated by mode in the corridor by means of trip distribution and 
assignment models, and correlated with traffic and transit count data to calibrate the 
models. Satisfactory correlation will duplicate simulation and calibration for a.m. and 
p.m. peak periods. 

The output of this task is an analysis tool for use in Task 3. Work elements, in addition 
to the above, include determination of the demographic characteristic distributions of 
the population within the corridor's service area such as income, car ownership, and 
residence types. 

7. 1 .3 Task 3 - Estimation of BRT Ridership 

Using the modal split model developed in Task 2, the anticipated BRT ridership will be 
estimated. These estimates will be developed for 1975, 1980, and 1985, 

0/D data now in use is really the 1965 0/D data. The following additional information 
will be used to improve trip distribution estimates: 

e 1970 census 
e 1975, 1980, 1985 population projections (per SEMCOG) 
111 Land use plans (per SEMCOG) 
,. 1990 trip distribution projections (per SEMCOG) 

Output of this task will be BRT and auto ridership estimates for the corridor route for 
1975, 1980, and 1985. For the BRT, ridership will be daily and peak-hour estimates. 
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7. 1 .4 Task 4 - Corridor Traffic Simu I at ion 

Using the modal split estimates from Task 3, the impact of BRT implementation on surface 
traffic in the corridor will be analyzed; that is, the effect on the overall level of trans
portation service provided in the corridor. 

This task requires the development of a model of corridor traffic along the BRT route and 
available parallel roads for the purpose of predicting, by simulation, traffic volumes and 
travel times of private automobiles as affected by BRT implementation. 

Also required will be the calibration of the model to current traffic conditions; which, in 
turn, requires the counting of traffic on the potentially affected roads, plus analysis of 
variation of counts during several time periods. 

The output of this task will be a prediction of travel times and volumes for cars resulting 
from changes to traffic volumes due to the BRT implementation. These travel times will 
affect modal splits and the iterative analyses ofT ask 6, 

7. 1.5 Task 5- Evaluation of Trial Design 

The trial design of Task 1 wi II be evaluated in the light of ridership estimates and traffic 
simulation to determine its adequacy to provide the desired service. Evaluation criteria 
will be developed to measure the adequacy of the BRT design. These will include para
meters such as travel time savings, ridership volumes, and traffic congestion. 

7. 1.6 Task 6- Iteration of Trial Design 

The trial design will be subjected to iteration in order to refine the design based upon the 
ridership estimates, traffic effects simulation results, and trial design evaluation. The 
iteration of the trial design will begin as soon as the Task 1 design is postulated; that is, 
the iteration will be concurrent with the analyses of Tasks 2, 3, and 4. It will continue 
to permit a final iteration after Task 5. 

7. 1 .7 Task 7 - Pre I iminary Design and Report 

The refined system trial design will be formalized by the specification of characteristics 
shown in Task 1. This task is, essentially, the preparation of a preliminary design report. 

If warranted by the analysis, a program plan will be prepared for implementing the bus 
rapid transit demonstration. This plan will include: 

<11 An estimate of the equipment required to implement the demonstration and 
the cost of obtaining the equipment 
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e A traffic operations plan with particular attention to 1·he problem of 
providing entrance and egress facilities for the priority treatment at 
terminal points and stations, and to the problem of merging buses into 
the normal traffic flow at the end of the priority treatment 

" The location and cost of potential bus terminals and support systems 
which may simultaneously or subsequently be required, such as 
park-and-ride, kiss-and-ride, feeder bus, or Dial-A-Ride, and 
their related interface facilities 

., A detailed cost estimate of the plan 

7, 2 Effort Estimate 

Task Task Title 
Manpower (Man-Weeks) 

Manager Engineer Planner II lust. 

1 Trial Design 6 12 4 

2 Modal Split Analysis 6 12 24 

3 Estimation of BRT Ridership 2 24 

4 Corridor Traffic Simulation 4 16 24 4 

5 Evaluation of Trial Design 8 
r--·· ~ ~--,.~ 

6 Iteration of Trial Design 6 16 4 

7 Pre! iminary Design & Report 4 6 4 4 

TOTAL 28 94 52 16 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains a collection of ten trip reports prepared by members of the GM TSD 
staff for the contract effort. The first three reports document information-gathering trips 
to Lansing, Flint, and Grand Rapids, respectively. The next four reports summarize the 
results of data-collection meetings with various agencies in Detroit. The next report sum
marizes the results of the first meeting with Herb Crane of the Traffic and Safety Division, 
Department of State Highways and Transportation, concerning plans to implement SCANDI 
on Detroit area expressways. The remaining two trip reports document visits to Los Angeles 
and M inneapol is-St. Pau I, respectively, to investigate the design and performance of 
existing freeway control and survei !lance systems and BRT operations. 
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Date: 

Subject: 

To: 

December 16, 1974 

BRT Data Collection in Lansing 

N.H.Triner 

Inter-Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

warren, Michigan 48090 

We met with Sam Burns of the Tri-County Regional Planning Commission and 
Duane Kooyers of CAT A on Monday, December 16, 197 4. 

We were given the following Tri-County Regional Planning Commission reports: 

1. "Identification, Delineation, and Classification of Activity Centers," 
December, 1973 • 

2. "Identification and Delineation of Principal Travel Corridors in the Tri-County 
Region," January, 1974. 

3. "Corridor Travel Patterns, Land Use Data, Growth Factors, and Existing 
Transit System," March, 1974. 

4. "Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1974, Transportation," September, 1974. 

5. "Street and Highway Inventory Summary," December, 1966 (on loan, must be 
returned). 

We also received two copies of the CATA route map. 

Most of the information we require is already available in our Research and Development 
Department (Charles Gibson). The CATA route map is accurate, but schedules have been 
altered somewhat. The existing schedules are available in the R & D Department. 

Average velocities for transit vehicles can be obtained from the State Highway 
Department. The data is probably daily average and does not compare the average 
velocities for various times during the day. The following people are possible State 
Highway Department contacts: 

Bill Hartwig- UTPS coordinator 
Lou Lambert 
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Ken Opiela - Civil Engineering Department, Wayne State University 
667 Merrick, Room 211 
577-3789 or 577-3838 (person who actually makes computer runs) 

The major corridors which should be considered according to Mr. Burns are illustrated 
in Figure 2.6, p. 11-13 of Reference 3. The eastern part of the area now generates 
the greatest transit ridership. However, the west and southwest part of the area near 
Waverly Road is the site of a new Federally subsidized housing development; and this 
area may generate more transit patronage in the future. A recent temporary extension 
of the Waverly Road route to serve this housing development resulted in an increase 
in ridership of only 15 passengers per day. 

We drove the following major arterials and recorded notes and travel times: 

E. Saginaw 
W. Saginaw 
E. Grand River 
W. Grand River 
S. Logan 
S. Cedar 
Waverly 
Michigan 
Saginaw Street- west bound starting at Haggardorn 

1. E. Saginaw Street -west bound starting at Haggardorn 
No parking at any time 
Haggardorn -apartments, nice suburb 
Route 127 ane-way west, 4 lanes 
Apartments and duplexes at Merri II 
Oakland Avenue - 3 lanes, one-way west 
Just before Junction 27, RR underpass 
Just west of Junction 27 at-grade RR, 1 track, becomes 4 lanes one-way 
At about Seymour - 3 lanes 
At Logan 3 lanes, grade school, church 
Bus stop along right lane 
Plant #2, Olds Plant, RR underpass on left 
Plant #3 on right, 5 lanes, 2-way 
Waverly Road, shopping center, 7 lanes, west of Waverly, W, Saginaw 

Shopping Plaza 
1/4 mi west - 5 lanes 
Dental Plan Building just before Elmwood 
Lansing Mall- parking lot about 75% full, 3:00p.m. Monday 

Apartments 1-96 Hilton Inn, Farm Bureau Building 
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2. Waverly - south bound from Saginaw 
45 mph, 4 lanes, two-way 
Apartments about 1/2 mile south of Saginaw 
at 496 Waolco Shopping Center, apartments 
Douglas Steel, Adams Tool, just south 
RR track (3 tracks) at grade 
We waited 1 1/4 minutes for train to pass 
Bus stop 
Junction with 27, no left-turn lane 
River, middle-cost housing 
Apartments 
Many apartments at Jolly Road 
Becomes 2-lane road 

at Saginaw 
ot Miller 

2903.4 
2905.4 

2 miles 

2:59 
3:10 

11 minutes 

3. West Grat'ld River to Saginaw to East Grand River 

W. Grand River at Airport Road 
45 mph, 4 lanes, two-way 
Apartments at Waverly Road 
More apartments at Airport 
John Deere at Delta River Drive 
Middle income homes 
At-grade RR just before LogCin 

E. Grand River 
30 mph, east-bound 
4 lanes of traffic 
Parking on both sides of street 

10.9 mph 

At Pennsylvania - 2 traffic lanes, parking on both sides 
Must go west at Oakland 

Saginaw - East bound 
4 lanes, one way 
no parking, 40 mph 
Frandor Shopping Center 
Very nice, large, older homes 
2-way, 4 lanes, 25 mph 
E. Lansing CBD 
6 lanes, 2-way, 30-ft median, no parking 
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Median ends at Bogue, 5 lanes, 35 mph 
Near Meridian Mall - Okemos Road 
45 mph, a lot of space for park-and-ri8e 
no curb from Park Lake on 

W. Grand River at Airport Road 

E. Grand River ot Meridian Mall 

2934.5 

2946.3 

11.8mi 

4:17 

4:45 

28 min 

4. S. Logan, M-99, north-bound at Miller Rood 2910.0 3:13 
40 mph, 5-lane, 2-way 
Apartments north of Jolly 

25.3 mph 

Topps Discount City - empty parking lot just south of Holmes (long red signal) 
Logan Center shopping 

At-grade RR, 2 tracks 
Low-cost homes, Woodline Avenue 
Many boarded up on west side of street 
At Morris River- Olds Engine Plant 
N. of Holmes, 4 lanes, no-turn lane, 30 mph 
End at Saginaw (east-bound) 2915.3 3:28 
Boarded up houses start at Sparrow and end at Holmes 

5.3 miles, 15 minutes, 21.2 mph 

5. 27 South (Cedar) 
East Bound Sag i now 

35 mph, 3 lanes, one-way 
bus stops at right-hand curb cut 
River on right 

Cedar, northbound, starting at 96 
5 lanes, 2-way, 30 mph 
Apartments just north of 96, south of Miller 
Low-cost homes a block off Cedar up to Hodge one block off Cedar 
Mt. Hope on - houses up to sidewalk, very close to street 
Diamond Reo, RR overpass 
Approximately E. Elm Street becomes 4 lanes, one-way north (Larch Street) 
35 mph 
North of Michigan - 4 lanes with parking in lane on right, 3 traffic lanes 

AI- 96 
About Oakland 

2924.6 
2931.0 

6.4 miles 

A-5 
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Cedar, southbound at Saginaw 
35 mph, 3 lanes, one-way 
At 496 becomes 4 lanes with narrow concrete median, 2-waytraffic 
Left turn lane at major cross streets 
Median disappears at Mt. Hope 
Businesses and homes very close to sidewalk 

(cannot be widened without relocations) 
Continuous left turn lane south of Jolly Road, 5 lanes 
Mobile home park around Holt 
Wide 2 lanes south of Aurelius Road 
Open area for construction of park-and-ride lot 
Meijer Thrifty Acres at Miller Road 
Apartments 
Jolly Cedar Plaza, smaller than Grant City 

At Saginaw 2983.5 
South of Decamp 2991.0 

7.5miles 

10:26 a.m. 
10:42 a.m. 

16 minutes 28. 1 mph 

6. Grand River, Oakland 7:31a.m. 2957.9 (Rush: 7.1 mi; 15 min, 28.4 mph) 
Start at Okemos Road, 18 people waiting for buses along route 
Grand River near Saginaw Junction, no more bus patrons 
At Pine Street, 7:46 2965.0 
No car pools, 4 or 5 husband/wife teams 

Michigan eastbound from Pine 
From freeway east to E. Lansing city limit 
6 lanes, 30-ft median 
Becomes 4 lanes with median at E. Lansing city limit, then it merges with 

Grand River 
Michigan runs into State Capital downtown 

East Michigan 
4 traffic lanes, left turn lane, parking both sides 

~c;?~ 
Ron Lee 

vw 
cc: R. Cowan 

V. Dahl mann 

1/2/75 
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Date: December 18, 197 4 

Subject: Visit to Flint, Michigan, Regarding BRT Study 

To: N.H. Triner 

Inter-Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 

General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

On December 18, 1974, Ron Lee and the undersigned met with Mr. Thomas Roach 
(Principal Planner) and Mr. Chapin Cook (Senior Planner) of the Genesee County 
Metropolitan Planning Commission in their Flint, Michigan, office. Also in attendance 
was Mr. Louis Marsack (Superintendent of Transportation) of Flint's Mass Transportation 
Authority (MTA). 

When asked to identify major travel corridors in the Flint area, Messrs. Roach and Cook 
svggested the following: 

e Dart Highway 

e North Saginaw Street 

e South Sag i now Street 

e 1-69 (Chevrolet Freeway) 

Other corridors, considered less significant, included the following: 

e Miller Road 

e Bristol Road 

e Clio Road 

e Detroit Street 

e Flushing Road 

The segment of 1-475 south of Flint was mentioned as a potentially important corridor, 
but that highway is now lightly traveled, due in part to the short time it has been open 
(since fall, 1974). The 1-75 corridor, which passes to the west of Flint, is known to be 
heavily traveled; it was not, however, emphasized in the discussion of major Flint 
corridors. (It is a distance of approximately three miles from Flint's CBD to the nearest 
1-75 access point- Miller Road. The junction of 1-75 and Corunna Road is slightly more 
distant from the CBD, while the 1-75 connection with Pierson Road is approximately 
five straight-line miles from the CBD.) 
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North Saginaw Street and Detroit Street were identified as the most prominent routes in 
the existing MTA bus system. Mr. Marsack estimated that these routes have a daily total 
ridership of approximately 1,000 passengers each. (Data subsequently obtained from 
Mr. Marsack indicate weekday average ridersh ips of 924 and 789 passengers for the North 
Saginaw Street and Detroit Street routes, respectively, for the week of November 18 
through 22, 1974. The Flint MTA operates 13 school routes, in addition to 12 "regular 
service" routes. The MTA fleet consists of 46 buses, 26 of which carry 45 passengers 
while 15 accommodate 18 passengers each. On weekdays (i.e., Monday through Friday) 
six routes operate with 30-minute headways and the other six "regular service" routes 
have 60-minute headways, with buses beginning their routes from 6:30a.m. to 6:15p.m. 
Service is reduced on Saturdays and no scheduled service is provided on Sundays. 

The following items were obtained from the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning 
Commission: 

o Genesee County 1990 Land Use- Transportation Plan, September, 1971 

e A Five-Year Mass Transit Development Plan for Flint, Michigan (Draft 
copy dated November 11, 1974) 

" Genesee County Transportation Faci I ities Inventory Report, Genesee County, 
Michigan (February, 1970) 

" 1973 Annual Report (FI int-Genesee County Comprehensive Land Use -
Transportation Planning Study) 

o Short-Range Multi-Modal Improvement Program (for the Flint-Genesee County 
Urbanized Area) 

• Genesee County Highway Map 

• Map of bus routes and activity centers in Genesee County 

Next, Mr. David Henley, of the Flint Department of Traffic Engineering, was visited 
and consulted with regard to travel speeds on Flint streets. It was learned that speeds are 
sampled occasionally, but that the results of those samples are not routinely compiled in 
a form which may be easily reviewed. Mr. Henley offered to search his records for speed 
data pertaining to streets of interest, if he is requested to do so. The Department of Traffic 
Engineering maintains a very detailed traffic count map, from which data may be trans
cribed for specific areas to be studied. Copies of less detailed traffic count maps were 
obtained for Flint and Genesee County. Street maps were obtained for the City of Flint. 

In a separate visit to Mr. Marsack at the offices of the Flint MTA, the following material 
was obtained: 
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111 Bus schedules and route maps 

e Ridership totals (by route) for the weeks of November 18 and November 25, 1975 

111 Aggregate ridership totals for each day in November, 1974 

e Ridership totals for each month in the years 1972, 1973, and 1974 

e Description of each bus in fleet 

During both days of the visit, major streets and freeways were examined and photographed. 
No significant traffic congestion was noted in any portion of the Flint metropolitan area. 

J?u).~ 
R. W. Cowan 

cc: R. Lee 
V. Dahl mann 
W. Turski 

vw 

1/8/75 
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Date: January 6-7, 1975 

Inter- Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Subject: Visit to Grand Rapids, Michigan, Regarding BRT Study 

To: N.H.Triner 

Grand Rapids was visited by Virgil Dahlmann and the undersigned on January 6 and 7, 
1975. Discussions were held with Mr. David Needham (Transportation Planner) and 

. Mr. Robert Lenn (Planning Assistant) of the Grand Rapids Transit Authority (GRTA). 
The purpose of the visit wasta evaluate the potential for bus rapid transit operations in 
Grand Rapids and ta identify any candidate travel corridors. 

The US-131 corridor was designated as the most significant for north/south travel in the 
Grand Rapids area. South of the CBD, Division Avenue is included in this corridor; 
north of the CBD, US-131 and Plainfield Avenue define the corridor. The most heavily 
traveled east/west corridors were identified as those associated with 28th Street and 
1-196. Twenty-eighth Street is slightly over three miles south of the CBD, while 1-196 
passes immediately north of the CBD and connects to US-131 northwest of the CBD. 
Other significant routes serving the CBD include Lake Michigan Drive, Bridge Street, 
Fulton Street, and Michigan Street. 

The GRTA operates eleven bus routes with a fleet of 29 buses used for peak-period service. 
Headways generally range from 30 to 40 minutes, with several headways above and below 
this range. 

The following material was obtained from the GRTA: 

" Grand Rapids Transit Improvement Study (Work Paper #5, #4, and a portion 
of #3, prepared in 1973 by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.) 

" Bus route maps and schedu I es 

" Traffic flow map (1972) 

" Population density map 

e Tabulation of traffic analysis zone areas and population densities 

The most heavily traveled streets and freeways in the Grand Rapids area were examined and 
photographed, with particular emphasis placed upon US-131 during peak periods. At no 
time was any significant traffic congestion encountered. 

vw 
cc: V. Dahl mann 

A. W. Turski 
R. Lee A-10 
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Inter-Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Date: December 20, 197 4 

Subject: Traffic Counts on Detroit Corridors 

To: N.H. Triner 

The purpose of this meeting with Mr. Basmadjian (Detroit DOT, Traffic Engineering) was 
to obtain traffic count data on the major corridors in the city of Detroit. Mr. Basmadjian 
gave me: 

1 • Average weekday 24-hour and peak-hour ramp and freeway traffic for the Lodge, 
Ford, Southfield, Fisher, and Chrysler Freeways. He is going to send the 
Jeffries counts. 

2. Detroit CBD cordon counts. The cordon count is a classified vehicle and 
passenger survey of all traffic entering and leaving the CBD. 

3, 24-hour traffic counts on major corridors in the city taken at key intersections. 

Mr. Basmadjian also said we are welcome to use their files if we want further detail. They 
have traffic counts along corridors taken in 1/2-hour intervals. He also added me to their 
mailing list so we will receive the reports they publish periodically. 

Mr. Basmadjian has been on the SEMTA bus.committee for the past few years. They have 
analyzed the feasibility of exclusive lanes for buses on Gratiot and Woodward. In both 
cases they could not justify taking the left-turn lane for exclusive use of buses. There 
was not a significant difference in travel time between express bus service and buses 
operating on exclusive lanes. Even though they did not recommend implementation, 
Mayor Young has decided to implement an exclusive lane on Gratiot in the summer of 
1975. I received copies of the Gratiot and Woodward exclusive bus lane analysis reports. 

In addition, Mr. Basmadjian was involved in the study and implementation plan for the 
exclusive bus lane on the Jeffries Freeway. He has submitted his part of the project to 
Julien Wolfe at SEMTA. I am going to contact Wolfe to see if I can get a draft copy of 
that report. 

Mr. Basmadjian commented that in general the streets in the city of Detroit are operating 
below capacity. 

vw 
cc: R. Lee, R, Cowan, V. Dahlmann Warren Turski 
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Inter-Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Date: January 3, 1975 

Subject: BRT Data Collection- Southeastern Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) 

To: N.H. Triner 

Meeting Attendees: 

Location: 

Jim Thomas, Information Services, SEMCOG 
Neil Triner- GM 
Warren Turski - GM 

8th Floor Book Building 
Detroit, Michigan (961-4266) 

Mike Tako, the SEMCOG representative at the kick-off meeting in Lansing, referred us 
to Jim Thomas. 

We asked SEMCOG for demographic information, transit information 1 and highway use 
data. 

SEMCOG has made employment projections by district for 1975. We have a tape of this 
information in-house and are arranging to have it printed. In an earlier informal meeting 
with SEMCOG, we obtained a 1970 24-hour traffic flow map, a map showing employment 
levels in manufacturing establishments by district, a retail centers map, and a 1990 Highway 
Network map. We also obtained a copy of their list of publications, and will obtain copies 
of the ones which are relevant to the BRT project. 

For current information on transit questions and highway conditions, he suggested we contact 
Detroit DOT and the State Highway Department. 

vw 
cc: V. Dahl mann 

R. Lee 
R. Cowan 

l/7/75 
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Inter- Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Date: January 6, 1975 

Subject: BRT Data Collection - Detroit DOT, Bus Operations 

To: N.H. Triner 

Attendees: 

Location: 

George Friend, Superintendent of Scheduling, Marketing, and Planning 
Bill Morrison, Transportation Services Coordinator 
Bob Holliday, Assistant to Director of Accounting 
Harold Schroeter, Scheduling Department 
Neil Triner- GM 
Warren Turski- GM 

Detroit DOT 
130 1 E. Warren (224-64 17) 

Mr. John Kanters, the Director of Detroit DOT, referred us to George Friend. Since 
Mr. Friend was called to a meeting, Mr. Morrison with the cooperation of Mr. Schroeter 
and Mr. Holliday answered our questions. 

We obtained maps, pocket schedules, line miles, and the number af local and express 
trips for each line operated by Detroit DOT. The average speed of DSR buses is 13.36 
mph. We also obtain.ed sample detailed schedules which give travel times over each link 
of a route at three or four different times during a day, They gave us the line miles and 
speeds on each express route. The Imperial Express uses the Lodge Freeway between 7 Mile 
Road and the C BD and the Ham i I ton and Second Avenue Express runs uti I ize 1-75 between 
6 Mile and the CBD. Quite a few years ago they had an express run on the Edsel Ford 
Expressway. However, due to congestion on the freeway, they took it off and put the 
run on Michigan Avenue with a resulting time savings of eight minutes. 

Detroit DOT na Ianger keeps passenger counts on a regular basis. However, they are 
currently in the process of doing ridership counts along their major routes. They are going 
to ask permission to release this data to us as it becomes available over the next month and 
a half. 

Another indication of ridership is revenue collected from each line. Once a year they 
break out the revenue by line. However, it is difficult to get accurate ridership levels 
because all passengers do not pay the same fare, transfer passengers pay on bus of origin, 
and it is only a one-day sample. 
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The basic DSR fare is 40<;:. The express fare is 45<;:, and transfers are 5<;:. Senior citizens 
ride free between 9:00a.m. and 3:00 p.m. and in the evening, otherwise they pay full 
fare. Students ride for 25<;:. 

The major transit corridors are Woodward, Michigan, Gratiot, Grand River, Fort, and 
East Jefferson. 

vw 

cc: R. Cowan 
V. Dahlmann 
R. Lee 

/ 
I I 1 !{ J ,. . /I ' '-- ~ t L- l,/ .t t.,·n. 

Warren Turski 
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Date: January 6, 1975 

Inter- Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Subject: BRT Data Collection, Detroit DOT, Traffic Engineering and Planning 

To: N.H. Triner 

Meeting Attendees: 

Location: 

Robert Hicks - Director 
Tony Fried - Assistant to Director 
George Basmadjian 
Neil Triner- GM 
Warren Turski- GM 

1502 Water Board Bui !ding 
735 Randolph 
Detroit, Michigan (224-4931) 

Detroit DOT, Traffic Engineering ond Planning, offered their cooperation. In addition 
to the material they gave in an earlier informal meeting, they said auto travel times on 
major corridors were available, recurring areas of congestion could be identified within the 
city, and maps showing parking areas in the CBD are available. Their library of state 
highway reports is also available for our use, When we asked about Eight Mile Road, 
they said it was under the State Highway Department. 

We also inquired about the television surveillance of the Lodge Expressway. It was 
started in 1954, and the experiment ran for 6-7 years with funding from various sources. 
One of the last studies using the surveillance and metering equipment was done by 
Texas Transportation Institute. Their final report on the Detroit system was never 
approved; however, the school published a two-volume report entitled "A System to 
Facilitate Bus Rapid Transit on Urban Freeways," which includes some work they did 
on the Detroit system. 

Current plans call for electronic surveillance of all Detroit expressways. A $15,000,000 
agreement has recently been signed by the Detroit DOT and the Michigan DOT Highway 
Department. They plan to have detectors every 1/3 of a mile on the expressways and on 
all ramps. The sensors will report speed, volume, density, and occurrence of incidents 
to a central computer. The computer can actuate appropriate traffic controls in response 
to prevailing conditions. Certain ramps wi II be metered. Provisions for special treatment 
of bus rapid transit vehicles has been made. Queue jumpers and special access lanes are 
under consideration. 
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The report explaining this project is "Formation of the Detroit Freeway Operations Unit." 
For further information, they suggested we contact: 

Don Orne 
Michigan DOT 
State Highways- Lansing Office 

For information on traffic volumes on the state highways in this area, they suggested we 
contact: 

Paul Reilly 
District 9 Office 
Southfield and 9 Mile Road 

Herb Crane 
15410 Wyoming 
341-7454 

The major arterial streets in the city of Detroit with at least 20,000 vehicles per day are: 

Eight Mile Road 
Woodward 
Seven Mile 
Six Mile 
Greenfield 
Grand River 
Livernois 
E. Warren 

The expressway corridors are: 

vw 

Fisher Freeway 
Chrysler 
Lodge 
Edsel Ford 
Jeffries 
Davison 

cc: R. Cowan 
V. Dahlmann 
R. Lee 

E. Jefferson 
Van Dyke 
W. Grand Boulevard 
Gratiot 
Dexter 
Conner 
Ford Rood 
Fort Street 
Michigan 

Warren Turski 
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Inter -Organization 

GM Transportation Systems Division 
General Motors Corporation 

General Motors Technical Center 

Warren, Michigan 48090 

Date 1/14/75 

Subject: 

To: 

Surveillance Control and Driver Information (SCANDI) System for the Detroit Area 

N.H.Triner 

On January 9, 1975 N. Triner, F. Caiati, and V. Dahlmann met with Herb Crane 
of the Traffic and Safety Division, State Highway Department, to discuss planned 
implementation for the SCANDI system in the Detroit area. It was pointed out that 
GM's current involvement in the Bus Rapid Transit Study contract with the State 
Highway Department spawned ini·erest in the SCANDI program and how it might 
dovetail with any potential BRT implementation. Mr. Crane provided GM with 
two technical reports summing up earlier work performed by their division to serve 
as background material: 

1. Formation of the Detroit Freeway Operations Unit, TSD-TR-119-69 

2. Improving Eastbound Ford Freeway Traffic Flow by Ramp Met'"ring, 
Phase I- Analysis of Preliminary Traffic Data, TSD-TR-180-71, 

A general summary was then given on functional operation of the system. 

o Loop detectors will be installed every 1/3 mile in the pavement of all 
Detroit freeways. 

o A single control center will be established to house computers and 
associated equipment. 

o A host computer will provide overall system control with satellite com
puters providing subordinate functions. 

o All freeway access ramps will be controlled to provide metered access. 

o A major purpose of the metered access concept is to break up platoons 
of vehicles entering the freeway. 

o Some form of driver information signing will be provided to warn motorists 
of downstream incidents and suggest alternate routes bypassing congestion. 
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The subject of bus rapid systems and how they might benefit through integration with 
SCAN D I was then discussed • 

o Queue jumpers at metered access ramps for buses and possibly carpools can be 
implemented conveniently in most cases. Successful operation of this concept 
has been demonstrated in California cities as well as other locations. 

o Advantages of this methodology over exclusive bus or carpool lanes are apparent. 
Problems are encountered with exclusive lanes on freeways where both left side 
and right side access and exit ramps are used. The designation of an exclusive 
lane for buses and carpools requires that sufficient numbers of authorized vehicles 
are available to use the lane to efficient capacity. This requirement also con
tributes toward easing enforcement requirements. Queue jumpers at metered 
ramps provide a convenient means to enhance bus rapid service assuming the 
metering system can maintain a free flowing freeway. 

The time frame of implementation for the SCANDI system covers the next four to five years. 
Detailed schedules are yet to be formulated. Funding has been approved and is expected 
to total 12 to 15 million dollars. 

Cognizance of the progress of the SCANDI installation will be maintained so as to take 
advantage of this system for BRT implementation plans in the Detroit area. 

cc: F. Caiati 

vw 

R. Cowan 
D. Klement 
R. Lee 
W. Turski 

{,i\>)/. 
V. R. Dahlmann 
Transportation Systems Division 
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GM Transportation Systems 

Division of General Motors Corporation· General Motors Technical Center· Warren, Michigan 48090 

20-1-750028 

DATE: 4/11/75 

SUBJECT: Trip Report- State of California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) 
and Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) 

TO: N. H. Triner 

Introduction 

Contact was made with the two agencies in Los Angeles on April 3 and 4, 1975. The 
major purpose of the trip was to discuss the Los Angeles Area Freeway Surveillance 
and Control Project (LAAFSCP) with CLA TRANS and the El Monte-Los Angeles Busway 
with SCRTD. Operational characteristics of these projects relate directly to imple
mentation considerations for the Michigan Bus Rapid Transit Demonstration contract. 
The following individuals were contacted: 

o Richard H. Green, Senior Engineer, CAL TRANS 
o C. Gary Bark, Senior Engineer, CAL TRANS 
o Robert G. B. Goodell, CALTRANS 
o Dan Miller, SCRTD 
o Gerald L. Squier, SCRTD 

Los Angeles Area Freeway Surveillance and Control Project 

The project is located in the heart of the Los Angeles urban area on the Santa Monica, 
San Diego, and Harbor Freeways. The three freeways form a triangle of 42 miles and 
contain 56 freeway interchanges, The system consists of inductive loop detectors placed 
in the roadway at approximately 1/2 mile intervals as well as at ramps under ramp con
trol. The detectors provide volume and occupany information which is transmitted over 
leased telephone I ines to a Xerox Sigma 5 computer. Changeable message signs are 
installed on the Santa Monica Freeway section of the project to communicate downstream 
freeway conditions to motorists. Thirty-five signs are installed at approximately 2/3 
mile spacing. 

Two types of ramp metering are in operation. Fixed rate meters operate at fixed rates for 
specific time periods determined from ramp volume history records. The time periods for 
particular rates are controlled by a clock thereby allowing some preset metering control 
in steps over the peak period. Real time ramp control is traffic responsive with metering 
rates controlled by the computer based upon volume and occupancy information received 
from the loop detectors. Eight ramps on the southbound Harbor Freeway and thirteen 
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ramps on the northbound San Diego Freeway are currently operating in the real time 
mode. 

The objective of ramp control is to maximize corridor throughput with the least corridor 
delay by keeping demand and capacity in balance. Real time romp control allows for 
adjustments in romp rates proportional to fluctuations in freeway traffic through the peak 
period. 

Significant points of interest concerning LAAFSCP operational results ore listed below: 

o Romp metering control con indeed maintain free-flowing traffic on 
previously congested freeways. 

o Before metering, travel time through a seven-mile section averaged 
14 minutes. With real time romp metering, the travel time overages 
7.5 minutes (approximately 54 mph). 

o Average auto queue time at a typical metered romp is 3 to 4 minutes with 
as much as 12 minutes experienced on occasion. A seven-minute queue 
time is seldom exceeded. 

o Approximately 180 vehicles/hour is the minimum limit of driver patience. 

o Metered romps have reduced incident rates by 25 to 50 %. 

o A few metered ramps have by-pass Iones for car pools or buses. A 6% 
violation rate for use of this lone has been experienced and is considered 
tolerable. Initial violation rates immediately following implementation were 
much higher, however. 

o 1000 metered romps ore planned for implementation on Los Angeles freeways 
by 1977. 

o CALTRANS officials believe that queue jumpers at metered ramps for buses 
and carpools is a viable approach to efficient utilization of freeway facilities. 
This implementation allows free flow of buses and carpools with other traffic 
on the freeway. However, due primarily to EPA pressures, the inbound 
lane of the Santa Monica freeway will be designated a priority lane for buses 
and carpools on June 16, 1975. 

El Monte-Los Angeles Buswoy 

TheEl Monte-Los Angeles Buswoy is on example of "first class" bus rapid implementation. 
The eleven-mile line-haul portion of the system includes exclusive elevated bus-only 
access romps with two innovative intermediate stops. Over-under type crossover ramps 
ore provided for the buses to facilitate normal right-side loading at two separate platforms 
at one intermediate stop and right-side loading at a common platform at the other inter
mediate stop. In both cases, passengers access the system by overhead enclosed walkways 
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and an elevator to platform level. One stop services the Los Angeles County Hospital 
(500 passengers/day) while the other services California State University Los Angeles 
(600 passengers/ day). 

The El Monte Station services the eastern end of the busway including a 500-car park
and-ride lot. Buses enter the station at an elevated level and are assigned a berth on 
the circular loading platform. Passengers embark to the park-and-ride lot via escalators 
to ground level. Parking fees at the station are 25 cents/day or $2/month. All bus 
fares are fixed at 25 cents. 

Distribution within the Los Angeles CBD is accomplished primarily without priority 
treatment. The exception is an exclusive contraflow lane on Spring Street. Spring 
Street is basically a one-way street with buses free flowing with traffic in the southerly 
direction (4 lanes). The fifth lane is designated exclusively for buses and operates 
contra flow in the northerly direction. 

Additional points of interest are listed below: 

o 9 routes utilize the busway (13,500 daily ridership) 

a During peak periods, all routes provide no-transfer service. During 
off-peak periods, feeders are used from outlying areas to provide 
transfer service to the busway. 

o Buses maintain 55 mph speeds on busway. 

o Modal split in the El Monte corridor is currently estimated at 25-30%, 

A substantial amount of reports and other miscellaneous information was obtained, 
Please contact the author for additional information • 

vw 

.. - :/// '. / 

V. Dahlmann 

cc: F.Caiati, R.Lee, R.Cowan, W .Turski, D.Kiement 
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GM Transportation Systems 

Division of General Motors Corporation · General Motors Technical Center· Warren, Michigan 48090 

10-1-750044 

DATE: May 15, 1975 

SUBJECT: Trip Report- Twin Cities Area Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC) 
and Minnesota Highway Department 

TO: N.H. Triner 

Two agencies in Minneapolis-St. Paul were contacted on April 16 and 17, 1975, to 
discuss the I-35W Urban Corridor Demonstration Project (UCDP). UCDP is a three
phase project, supported in part with UMTA funds, which has resulted in real-time 
computer control on most of 16.5 miles of Interstate 35W south of Minneapolis, sur
veillance of traffic conditions including closed circuit television to aid in the early 
detection of incidents and control equipment Failures, and integrated express bus . 
operation utilizing exclusive bus romps to access the metered freeway and exclusive 
contra-flow distribution lanes on one-way streets in the CBD. The following in
dividuals were contacted: 

o Don Hubert, MTC 
o Hugh C. Faville, MTC 
o Sam Jacobs, MTC 
o Mark R. Wikelius, Minnesota Highway Department 

The following documents were obtained: 

o Phase II Evaluation Results, I-35W Urban Corridor Deomonstration Project, 
November, 1974. 

o Ovaici, Khosrow; Teal, Roger F.; Ray, James K .; May, Adolf D.; "Developing 
Freeway Priority Entry Control Strategies," Institute of Transportation and 
Traffic Engineering, University of California, Berkeley. 

o I-35W Urban Corridor Demonstration Project, Bus-Metered Freeway System, 
Marketing Evaluation, Wave II: October, 1974 

o Carlson, G.C.; Benke, R.J.; "Surveillance and Control System Overview, 
I-35W Urban Control Demonstration Project," Traffic Engineering, Report 
No. MNHW 5-98073-1, Minnesoi·a Department of Highways. 

o Benke, R. J., "Traffic Adjusted Ramp Metering, An isolated Interchange System 
Evaluation," Traffic Engineering, Report No. MNHW 5-98074-1, Minnesota 
Deparl·ment of Arghways, March, 1974. 
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o Schedules For Express Buses Operating in the I-35W Corridor 

o Miscellaneous Advertising Brochures 

I-35W Urban Corridor Demonstration Project 

The implementation and evaluation of the 1-35W project is being completed in three 
phases. Phase f is the base condition which existed in the fall of 1972 when only three 
express bus routes were using Interstate 35W, and two pork and ride lots were in operation. 
No Freeway surveillance or control equipment was in operation, In Phase II eleven new 
expressway routes and several park and ride lots were put into service in the corridor, 
Still no Freeway control equipment was operational, The duration oF Phase II was From 
December, 1972 to the spring oF 1974. Phose Ill began on April 9, 1974, when the Freeway 
surveillance and control system become operational and expressway buses began to use 
the nine exclusive bus ramps to bypass automobile queues. Several express routes were 
added during Phase Ill bringing the total to 22, and all 20 pork and ride lots were put 
into service. 

The evaluation oF Phases I and II is complete and the results are reported in the First 
report cited previously. The Phase II I evaluation has not been completed. As a result 1 

many of the operating characteristics and patronage estimates of the bus-on-metered
Freeway system are not available. However, a copy of the Final evaluation report will 
be forwarded to GM TSD when it becomes available sometime this summer. 

Expressway Bus Operation 

A total of 104 buses are currently assigned to express service on 1-35W in the peak hour. 
Express service is provided only in the peak periods (From 6:30 to 9:00a.m. and 3:30 to 
6:00p.m.), and at least two runs are made on each oF the 22 express routes during each 
peak period. Local bus service is provided during off-peak hours in the part of the service 
area north oF the Minnesota River.· No oFF-peak service is provided south oF the River. 
Average bus occupancy on I-35W express buses is about 70 percent. Overloads are 
corrected by adding more buses when possible since operating with standees on an ex
pressway bus is considered to be unsafe. 

The shortest oF the 22 routes using I-35W, runs on the expressway for only about 2 miles, 
while the line-haul portion oF the longest express route is about 14 miles. The nearest-
in park and ride lots served by I-35W express buses is located about 5 miles from the C BD, 
All of the express routes include an intermediate stop at exclusive bus pull-outs on both 
sides of the expressway at the Lake Street overpass. This stop serves Minneapolis 
Honeywell and permits express bus passengers to transfer to local buses to reach destinations 
other than the Minneapolis CBD. 

The nine exclusive bus entrance ramps to the metered Freeway ·follow one of three typical 
designs. All of the bus ramps merge with a.previously existing automobile ramp down
stream From the auto romp metering signals. Inductive loops in the pavement of the bus 
ramps generate a signal which holds the auto meter red so that buses can safely merge 
into the common portion of the ramp and accelerate to freeway speed. The differences 
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in ramp designs occur at the beginning of the ramp. In one case, the Grant Street 
ramp in the CBD, the bus ramp and the metered automobile ramp begin on different 
streets but merge with the freeway at a common point. Other ramps have a common 
entrance and Freeway merge, but the two lanes are separated by a narrow median in 
the middle. This design has proven unsatisfactory because the auto queue often extends 
beyond the beginning of the exclusive bus ramp thus causing the bus to be delayed. 
Still other exclusive bus ramps provide a separate entrance For buses from the service 
drive. The two ramps then merge with the freeway at a common point. 

Although the final evaluation of express bus operation on metered freeways has not 
yet been completed, preliminary results indicate that the average line-haul speed of buses 
on the freeway has increased from 19 to 20 m.p.h. before metering to about 39 m.p.h. 
with metering. 

Exclusive contra-Flow bus lanes on one-way streets were instituted near the end of Phase II 
(around March, 1974) to expedite CBD distribution in downtown Minneapolis. Buses 
proceed north on Second Avenue in a contra-Flow lane For approximately one mile, making 
approximately 9 stops, then return in a contra-Flow lane on Marquette Avenue, making 
another ten stops, The exclusive bus lanes are in effect at all times, and are used by 
local buses, taxis, and emergency vehicles as well as by express buses. The combined 
peak hour headway in the distribution route is about two to three buses per block. 

The average CBD distribution speed prior to the reserved bus lane implementation was 6.2 
m.p.h. The average speed is now 7.2 m.p.h. Reserving lanes For buses in the CBD has 
not only resulted in a 16 percent increase in average speed, but has also drastically re
duced variations in travel time. Due to these improvements, the project management is 
considering replacing the temporary cone lane markers with permanent concrete curbs even 
though some local businessmen continue to object to the elimination of parking along the 
bus route. 

Ridership on 1-35W express buses has increased about 175 percent since the project began 
in 1972. A summary of daily express bus ridership by phase is presented in the following 
table: 

Table 1 Express Bus Ridership Summary 

Modal Split-Northbound a.m. Peak 
Period (CBD Destinations) 

Phase Date Daily Express Bus Ridership Express Bus Express and Local Buses 
I-35W Corridor 

1 12-72 2,400 5% 33% 

2 4-74 6,000 12% 35% 

3 3-75 8,600 {20%) 40% 
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Modal split estimates For trips desl"ined to the CBD in the a.m. peak period are also listed 
in the table for each phase of the project. The modal split for express buses in Phase Ill 
was estimated by the author based on the assumptions that the total number of trips in the 
corridor destined to the CBD has not changed from Phase II to Phase Ill and that half of 
the daily passenger trips are made in the a.m. peak period. According to an UCDP Status 
Report dated 4-3-75, approximately half of the express bus passengers have diverted From 
the automobile. According to Phase II evaluation results, express transit users have 
demographic characteristics similar to 011'erial auto users rather than local bus users, and 
approximately 74 percent of them have an automobile available. 

Freeway Survei II once and Control 

Sixteen and one-half miles of I-35W south of the Minneapolis CBD are metered in the 
peak direction during both the a.m. and p.m. peak periods. A total of 33 ramps are 
metered, and all but 5 of them are computer-controlled. Ramps in four locations in 
the controlled section are not currently metered. Two of these are located in the CBD, 
and are to metered beginning in the Fall of 1975. The other two locations are intersections 
with other interstate freeways, 1-94 and 1-494. Plans call for the eventual implementation 
of meters on the two ramps from 1-494 to southbound 1-35W 

The five motered ramps which are not computer-controlled are all located south of the 
Minnesota River. These ramps are controlled locally by a controller designed and built 
by Minnesota Highway Department staff. The controller chooses among three possible 
metering rates based on the magnitude of traffic volume rather than on occupancy. This 
type of control works well in the absence of congestion. However, when traffic flow 
breaks down due to congestion, volume decreases, and the controller allows more vehicles 
to gain access to the freeway, thus causing an unstable condition. The algorithm used 
by the computer to select the metering rate for each ramp, on the other hand, gives equal 
weight to three indicators of traffic flow: (1) volume upstream from the ramp, (2) local 
occupancy in the vicinity of the ramp, and (3) occupancy at the nearest geometric 
bottleneck downstream from the ramp. Occupancy is the percentage of the time a vehicle 
is over an inductive loop in the roadway. In order to allow quicker response to impending 
congestion, the second indicator is soon to be replaced in the algorithm with the oc
cupancy at the second geometric bottleneck downstream from the ramp. The algorithm 
will assign a lower weight to this indicator. The computer selects from five or six 
metering rates ranging from one car per five seconds (720 cars/hour) to one car per twenty 
seconds (180 cars/hour). If necessary, an operator can manually override any metering 
rate selected by the computer. 

Three types of loop detectors ore being evaluated in the project. Decatur loops were Found 
to be sensil·ive to radio waves transmitted through the ground. The detector amplifier would 
lock on, and erroneous data would be transmitted to the computer, These detectors have 
been replaced by Sarasota detectors, which do not appear to be sensitive to radio waves. 
Magnetometers have been installed at 28 locations. These devices are more compact, 
easier to install, and more sensitive than other detectors. However, they often transmit 
bad data, especially on humid days. The Department is still evaluating these devices. 
Regardless of the type, loop detectors are located at half-mile intervals in each lane of 
the controlled section of the freeway. 
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A Minneapolis-Honeywell 316 computer in the 1603 configuration is used to control the 
metering rates on the ramps. The loops are connected to the computer with cable buried 
specifically for that purpose. leased telephone lines were not used for economic reasons. 

All of the metered ramps north of the Minnesota River are equipped with closed circuit 
television cameras which can be controlled remotely by an operator at the Traffic Control 
Center. The cameras are mounted 50 feet above each ramp and can be turned 360°, 
tilted± 10°, and are equipped with a 3:1 zoom lens. The operator at the Traffic Control 
Center has a direct line to the Highway Patrol to coordinate incident detection and re
moval. He also reports traffic conditions to a local radio station on a direct line. 

All of the system components are quite reliable even though they are exposed to extremes 
of heat and freezing weather. The number one reliability problem seems to be due to 
corrosion from salt spray. Even the connectors on the television cameras, which are pro
tected and are mounted 50 feet above the freeway 1 occasionly fail due to corrosion. 

Although the final evaluation had not yet been completed, some preliminary results on 
performance of the system were obtained. The average speed for all days, including those 
on which incidents occurred, is between 45 and 49 m.p.h, This represents an increase 
from 20 to 30 percent. If only days without incidents are considered, the average speed 
exceeds 50 m.p.h. It is estimated that the number of accidents that occur on the freeway 
during peak hours has been reduced by as much as 50 percent as a result of freeway control. 
The average of maximum queue times is estimated to be from two to three minutes. Queue 
times range from zero minutes up to seven minutes. A detector loop located at the beginning 
of the ramp senses when automobiles are about to queue up into the cross street and transmits 
a signal which causes the ramp metering rate to be increased. 

Two observations concerning public response to the ramp metering system are worth noting. 

It was reported in a UCDP Status Report dated 5-31-74, that there were verv few violations 
at metered ramps or at exclusive bus ramps even during the first weeks of operation. The 
report implies that there were numerous complaints about queues at metered ramps during 
the first week or so of system operation. However, only five complaints were received 
in the period from Apirl 25 (two weeks after systems turn-on} to May 31 and none were 
received in the two weeks prior to the report date. The second observation was reported 
in a Project Review Meeting on 4-22-74 •. It was reported that many drivers did not pull 
up close enough to the meter to be detected, and long delays resulted when the meter signal 
failed to turn green. The problem was alleviated by the addition of painted stop bars 
on the ramps. 

Ron Lee 

cmc 

cc: F. Caiati, V. Dahlmann, R. Cowan, W. Turski, D. Klement 
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